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Welcome to our  2022  gardening catalog. We want to thank all 
our customers that made the past years a success and wel-
come any new customers in 2022. We hope this catalog can be 
a help to you. There are items we have or can get for you  that 
are not listed or  are not a regular in stock item . Please let us know of your needs and we will be happy to assist you. 
We look forward to seeing you at our garden center 
                               Due to market fluctuations, Prices are subject to change without notice            
Just plant your seeds and plants and add a little water and let God do the rest 
We Praise God for the blessing of good health and safety in the past and look to Him as our guide in the coming year 

May God bless your gardening           James & Christine Burkholder and Family            

We are open all year ~ Mon. - Sat.  Closed Sundays 
Jan, Feb, Nov & Dec. 8:30-5:00  March Thru Oct. 8-6 
WE WILL BE CLOSED ON THE FOLLOWING DAYS: 
Good Friday     April 15, 2022                                                

Ascension Day    Thursday May 26, 2022 
Thanksgiving Day November 24, 2022 
Christmas Day December 25, 2022 

TERMS:  Payment in the form of cash a check, money order or credit  card. 
ALL RETURNED CHECKS WILL HAVE A $35. 00 FEE ADDED TO AMOUNT  

WARRANTY: OUR LIABILITY ON WARRANT IS LIMITED TO THE PURCHASE PRICE OF SEED ONLY.  IN NO EVENT SHALL WE BE 
RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY CROP LOSS OR FAILURE.  WE ALSO WARRANT THAT ALL SEED SOLD HAS BEEN LABELED AS REQUIRED 
BY LAW, AND THAT AT TIME OF DELIVERY, THEY CONFIRM TO THE LABEL DESCRIPTION. 

PLEASE COME VISIT    Seed sales are final.   
WE ALSO RESERVE THE RIGHT TO CORRECT ALL TYPING 
AND PRINTING ERRORS.   
THIS CATALOG VOIDS ALL PREVIOUS CATALOGS.   
ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITH OUT NOTICE. 

Greetings     Dear Valued Customers 

           Annuals, Perennials,     
 Large Variety Veggie Plants & Herbs 

PLEASE NOTE: If there is a  kind of seed you would like and cannot find in this catalog let us know and we will try to find it for you. Most seed 
are sold in bulk.  You scoop into a bag what you need. You may get less than a lb.  We will weigh your seed.  Prices are per lb. or tsp scoop 
depending on seed.  Small seeds, rare seeds, & seeds you don’t need much of we try to have in packets. (pkt) 

 Shrubs, Shade Trees 
    And Fruit Trees 

Bulk and Bagged Mulch 
Loading  Arrangement 

660-341-5777 

Large Selection of 
Landscape  Blocks 

Planters potted or empty 

 No Open Accounts 

                    Home store        Memphis Store 
phone#  660-397-4115 or  660-883-5650 

Fax# 636-898-0930      
E-mail; sales@dutchgardennursery.com 

www.dutchgardennursery.com 
     

Edina Location; 
51877 Daffodil Loop 

Edina MO 63537 
660 - 397 - 4115 

Returning Merchandise or Plants; All sales are final. No items or plants will be accepted for refund 
without prior authorization by Dutch Garden Nursery. This includes items that are broken, dam-
aged, sent wrong, ect. Always call before returning anything. Any returns need to include a receipt 

or copy of your order. No Exceptions 

We Have online ordering available now !!!! 
At “www.dutchgardennursery.com” 

We also offer shipping to those who need that service. 
Please use order form in back and fax or E-mail it to us 

Fax# 636-898-0930   or    
E-mail; sales@dutchgardennursery.com 

2 Locations to serve you better 

Memphis Location; 
22164 State Hwy 15 
Memphis MO 63555 

660 - 883 - 5650 
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FEATURED, SPECIAL AND NEW ITEMS 
New 

Plotsaver™ Reusable 3/4" barrier ribbon  
When treated with Plotsaver™ deer repellent to 
create a powerful physical and sensory barrier that 
axis, elk, moose, blacktail, mule, whitetail and 
other deer will not cross. Ribbons are reusable for 
approximately 6 years.  

840 ft Roll White Ribbon $19.95 wt 2.5 lb 
1320 ft Roll White Ribbon $29.95 wt 3.5 lb 

New 

Dog & Cat Stopper® Animal Repellent 
Effective, non-painful repellents that prevent most cat 
and dog damage to garden beds and planting areas, 
while preventing them from scratching, bedding down, 
spraying and leaving droppings in unwanted areas. 
Safe for use around fruits and vegetables, made of 
organic ingredients. These pleasant to use products 
all dry clear and odor free and can be applied indoors 
or out, but should not be applied directly to plants as it 
may cause burning. Always test product on small a 
small area before making application to ensure that it 

will not adversely effect fabric or other surfaces. Works by smell, taste 
and feel. Gallon refill will cover approximately 4,000 sq. ft.  
1gal Ready to Use Refill  $22.95  wt 10 lbs 

32 oz. Ready to use trigger sprayer  $10.95   wt 2 lbs   

Plotsaver™ Deer Repellent 
Patented deer barrier system. Creates a powerful phys-
ical and sensory barrier that axis, elk, moose, blacktail, 
mule, whitetail and other deer will not cross. Coverage: 
1 diluted gallon with treat 2,176 linear ft. of ribbon. Ap-
ply once every 30 days, regardless of weather. Will not 
wash off after heavy rain. OMRI listed®.  

32oz Concentrate   $28.95  wt 2 lbs   
1 Gallon Concentrate  $98.95   wt 10 lbs 
32 oz Ready to spray bottle $10.95  wt 2 lbs 

Why You Need to Use PLOTSAVER 
PLOTSAVER is a proven effective perimeter protection system unlike anything else available: 
     At less than  $0.04/linear foot, PLOTSAVER is a fraction of the cost of high metal fence: 
This innovative technology can be installed anywhere, across any terrain and in even the 
toughest of soil conditions 
Any size, any shape, anywhere...PLOTSAVER protects food plots until they can withstand 
constant browsing: 
String up the PLOTSAVER ribbon around the perimeter of your plot 30" high, treat it every 30 days with the PLOTSAVER 
repellent, and when you're done, save left over repellent and ribbons to be used again next year 

Or, keep the PLOTSAVER system up until it's time to harvest your food or ornamental crops for the season: 
Farmers across the country have used the PLOTSAVER system to increase yields on crops like pumpkins, peppers, let-
tuces, soybeans, corn, tomatoes, strawberries, peanuts and more.  Tree farmers have successfully used PLOTSAVER to 
keep their orchards, Christmas trees and ornamental growing areas free from buck rub and brows-
ing.  Vineyard operations successfully use PLOTSAVER to keep wine grapes protected without having to worry about 
foreign products coming in contact with the grapes.  The opportunities for where you can use PLOTSAVER are endless!   

PLOTSAVER Ribbon Support 
39" White Fiberglass Stakes 
$1.75 each  wt  .50 lb 
 
PLOTSAVER 3/8" Clips 
for Fiberglass Stakes 
$8.95 per bag of 30 
Wt .25 lb 
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PLOTSAVER Starter Kit 
Each PLOTSAVER Starter Kit comes with 
the following in the box: 
840' of Electric PLOTSAVER Ribbon 
One Pint of PLOTSAVER Deer Repellent 
that dilutes with water to make 1.25 gal-
lons of ready to use material.  This is enough material to 
treat the ribbon for approximately 100 days. 

$35.95    shipping wt 4 lb. 

Squirrel Stopper® Animal Repellent 
Highly effective formula for preventing squirrel 
and chipmunk damage to flower bulbs, bird seed 
and feeders. Can also be used to prevent entry to 
living spaces (including attics), as well as chew-
ing on building materials, outdoor furniture and 
even automobiles. Safe for use around fruits and 
vegetables, made of natural ingredients. Pleasant 
to use, dries clear and odor free. Can be applied 
to hardscape areas as well. Will not wash off after 
a heavy rain. Lasts for approximately 30 days  
15oz Aerosol  8.95  wt 2 lbs   
1 Gallon RTU Refill  $22.95  wt 10 lbs 
32 oz RTU Trigger sprayer $10.95  wt 2 lbs   

w w w . d u t c h g a r d e n n u r s e r y . c o m  

Rodent Stopper®  Repellent 
A liquid repellent to keep mice and rats 
away from indoor storage areas, residenc-
es, sheds, garages and other spaces. Can 
be used to deter these animals from forag-
ing, entry and nesting. Safe for use around 
fruits and vegetables. Made of natural in-
gredients. 32oz Ready to Use with Trigger 
Sprayer - Covers up to 1,000sq ft 

32 oz RTU Trigger Sprayer  $10.95 
1 Gallon Refill  $22.95  wt 10 lbs 
15 oz. Aerosol $8.95  wt 2 lbs   



 

Asparagus A long term investment! 
A well prepared, well cared for asparagus bed can be productive for ten years or more! 
Planting 
Choose a permanent location with well-drained soil in full sun. Don’t plant too early in the spring because frost will kill new shoots. 
It is best if you prepare the site a year in advance. Remove all perennial weeds. Have a test done to be sure the soil is in the correct pH range 
and that it contains high levels of phosphorous. An application of lime may be needed to adjust the pH. If the phosphorous level is low, we rec-
ommend bone meal (½ lb. per 10’ row) or super phosphate. Spread phosphorous and lime thoroughly at the bottom of the 8” deep planting 
furrow. For heavier, clay-like soils, 6”-8” deep furrows are recommended. Planting crowns too shallowly encourages early spear emergence, 
higher probability of frost injury and greater possibility of winter kill of crowns. In the early spring, at least 2-3 weeks prior to planting, incorpo-
rate 5 lbs. of 10-10-10 per 100 sq. ft. If you have not fertilized 2-3 weeks before your planting day, side-dress several weeks later when the 
plants are growing well. 
Lay roots along the bottom of the furrow and cover with 2”-3” of soil. Roots are planted horizontally, parallel to the bottom of the trench and the 
soil surface, not vertically like strawberry plants. Do not add fertilizer or compost until plants are growing. Irrigate well after planting. As the 
spears grow up and expand into fern, gradually fill in the trench with soil. You may mix up to 50% well-aged compost into the soil or add 1 lb. 
10-10-10 or equivalent balanced fertilizer into the soil as you fill the trench. Within six weeks, the furrow should be completely. Using this meth-
od helps to limit weed development. You may wait until all the ferns are growing above the trench and fill the trench at one time. 

Irrigation 
Plants need a well drained site. Maintaining moisture during the establishment year is very important. Lighter soils may require more frequent 
watering than heavier soils, which retain moisture better. 

Fertilization 
Establishment year: Do not add compost or fertilizer until plants are growing. After plants have started to grow, fertilize during the period the 
trench is being filled. You may mix up to 50% well aged compost into the soil or add 1 lb. 10-10-10 or equivalent, balanced fertilizer into the soil 
as you fill the trench. Side-dress in early August with 1 lb. of 10-10-10 per 100 sq. ft. (or equivalent) and lightly work into the top 2” of soil. Suc-
ceeding years: Use 2 lbs. 10-10-10 per 100 sq. ft. in early spring and again following harvest. To maintain optimum soil condition, test your soil 
pH every 3-4 years and amend as necessary. Broadcast lime, bone meal, and super phosphate according to soil test results and recommenda-
tions, keeping the pH above 7.2. 

Weed Control & Mulching 
During the harvest period, manually pull weeds so emerging spears are not injured. Ferns will die back naturally in the fall. Mulching the dried 
ferns with a mower in the spring will reduce weed pressure. Check with local extension before using chemical products. If tilling the soil during 
the rest of the growing season, only till ½”-1” of the soil surface. Deep tilling can damage your crowns 
and bring weed seeds up to the surface. 

Bed Maintenance 
Control weeds all season and irrigate as needed. Be on the lookout for asparagus beetles and their larvae, aphids and the asparagus miner. 
These insects can cause serious damage to an established bed. For chemical weed and pest control recommendations, contact your local Co-
operative Extension office. Do not remove or cutany ferns during the growing season. Cut the old ferns down to ground level in the early spring 

before new spears begin to emerge. 

Harvesting Spears 
Research shows that you can begin to harvest asparagus the year after establishment. Cut or snap all 5"-8" spears that appear for a period of 7
-10 days. Make sure you cut or snap stalks close to the soil surface, not leaving stubs. Stubs can be potential entry points for pests and diseas-
es. Be careful not to damage emerging spears when cutting spears below the soil surface. When spears begin to get spindly, stop harvesting 
for the season and allow all new spears to develop into ferns to feed the crown. The second 
season, you can harvest all the spears that appear for a period of 3-4 weeks. By the third 
year, you can harvest for the full season, which is usually 6-8 weeks long. 
TIPS: (With a little care you should enjoy an asparagus bed for many years!) 
• If frosted, tips become brown.  
Remove the spear immediately to 
prevent further setback of the plant-
ing. 
• During harvest, asparagus roots 
need about 2”-3” of water per week. 
Do not let the soil get too dry. 
• It is best to incorporate bone meal  
or super phosphate into the soil at 
the bottom of the planting trench. 
• Asparagus grows tall with a fern-
like foliage which could make an 
attractive garden border or back-
drop. 

An old time favorite. Delicious, thick, 
dark green spears. Untreated seed. 

Seeds only.   $1.50 per pkt  

MARY WASHINGTON 

ASPARAGUS SEEDS 

PURPLE ASPARAGUS 

A male hybrid. Larger spears, mean higher yield. 
Will out yield older types 2-4 times.  Highly re-
sistant to rust,  fusarium , crown and rot root.  

Crowns only  1 yr. old male plants  
$17.95 for 25 plants 
$10.95 for 10 plants  
or  $1.50 each 
Shipping 1 lb per root or 5 lbs for 10 roots 

Our Purple Asparagus is a beautiful dark variety 
that is sweeter than standard green varieties. 
Plants are very vigorous and get into production 
in the third year with large tender spears. Purple 
asparagus is excellent raw or cooked (grilled, 
steamed, pan fried... so many options!) however 
it  becomes greener when cooked.  

Crowns Only 1 year male plants  
$22.95 for 25 plants 
$12.95 for 10 plants  
$10.95 for 5 roots 
or $2.50 each 
Shipping 1 lb per root or 5 lbs for 10 roots 

JERSEY KNIGHT 

PLANTING SEEDS: Soak seeds for 48 hours 
at 85-90F before sowing. Place seeds 2" "deep and 
1/2" apart in a row outside after soil has warmed up. 
Keep soil loose and weed free. Transplant the fol-
lowing year to a permanent location. After trans-
planting, take only a light cutting off the first year 
and regularly there after. Seeds may also be started 
indoors in deep peat pots.  

ASPARAGUS GROWING INFO,        SEEDS & PLANTS 5 
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 MILLENNIUM 

All male Canadian variety developed by University of 
Guelph. Produces high quality tender, straight and 
uniform size spears with excellent yields. Millennium 
does well on a wide range of soil types including 
heavier soils.  Winter hardy and seems to perform 
well in hot temperatures.   

Crowns only  1 yr. old male plants  
$17.95 for 25 plants 
$8.95 for 10 plants    or  $1.00 each 
Shipping 1 lb per root or 5 lbs for 10 roots 



 

BEANS, BUSH TYPE SNAP 
Approx. 1,500 seeds per pound.  

Beans are among the richest food products which the good earth yields. In the chemistry of food, they supply carbohydrates, proteins, vitamins, 

and minerals. Beans are easy to grow, well suited for different types of soil from heavy clay to light, sandy soils. Plant in early spring after frost 

danger is past and soil has warmed up to at least 60F. Direct sow at 1-1.5" deep, 2-3" apart in a single row spaced 30-36" apart or a double 

row spaced 8" apart. Keep weed free. Pick pods when filled out to a nice size before pods bulge. TIP: : Apply a stream of pure 3-18-18 liquid 

plant food on row when you plant seeds (Approx 1/2 gallon per 300 feet) You may also do this when plants are growing beside the 

plants then till it in.            A soaker hose  laid along the row is a great way to water them. Make sure your bean plants get at least 1" of water 

per week. Do not over water, as bean plants drown easy. After each picking you can also give them some more water.   May God bless.  You 

will need 1 pound of seed per 100'  

Strike 
55 days. Good looks, smooth medium green and 
straight 5-6", attractive pods. The perfect green bean 
for produce auction, roadside stand or home garden. 
Great flavor fresh, canned or frozen. Great yields.                             

$3.45 per lb.                                   

 Tema [Cold Soil Tolerant] 
56 days. Can have very high yields of  attractive, shiny, 
tender, stringless, 5-6" long pods of medium green col-
or. Good for canning or freezing. Has good yields even 

in summer heat.                         $6.95 per lb. 

Top Crop 
50 days. This variety has been pleasing gardeners for 
a long time. 6" pods are medium green, straight and 
have a great flavor.  

                                                         $3.45 per lb. 

Dwarf Horticulture Taylor 

BEANS, DRY SHELL TYPE   
For planting instructions, see beans, bush snaps HARVEST: Pods 
are ready to pick when beans have filled pod to a plump stage in-
side pod, put still soft. Shell and use fresh, can or freeze for later 
use. Pods can also be left to dry on plant and used like a dry bean. 
If weather is damp, remove pods from plant and finish drying in a 

dry place inside. Shell and use like a dry bean. 

60 days. Great for a green shell bean. Produces high 
yields of greenish-yellow, splashed with red, 5" pods. 
Beans are a light buff, spotted red color. Great taste.                       
$3.45 per lb. 

95 days. Good old fashion baking bean. Largest & best 
of all the baking beans. Produces large, flat, green 
pods filled with huge kidney shaped, dark red beans 
rich in flavor. Bush type.  

$4.35 per lb. 

Plant the same as beans, bush snap  HARVEST; Pods are ready to 
pick when they are matured and dried down to a brown color. In 
damp weather, pick pods and finish drying in a dry location indoors. 
Pods can be either be shelled by hand or you can put them into a 
old pillow case. Tie end of pillow case. Throw into a drier. Turn con-
trol to fluff and start drier for 15 minutes. Remove pillow case and 
take outdoors on a windy day. Hold pillowcase about 2-3' above a 
bucket and pour out the contents slowly. The wind will separate the 
beans from the rest. 

Dark Red Kidney  

Top Notch Golden Wax 

55 days. 5”- 7” long, bright yellow, round, straight pods 
that are stringless. Small upright bush type plant that 
resists hot weather blossom drop. Pick pods when 
yellow in color. Can be cooked, fried like green beans, 
made into bean relish or pickled.  White,               

$3.45 per lb. 
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 BEANS HORTICULTURAL  

58 days. Dark green, round pods are up to 6" long. 
Pods are borne on a large bush type plant that produc-
es over a longer time then most.                                                                                

$3.45 per lb. 

Contender 
48 days. Popular and widely adaptive. Big yields of 
thick pods that are 5-7" long, medium green, tender 

and free of fiber.     $3.45 per lb. 

Jade PVP   [Our Favorite] 
60 days. Jade is a round podded bush bean that pro-
duces long, straight 6” to 7” pods with the distinctive 
dark green color, tender texture and sweet flavor.  Up-
right plant is a good choice for hand picking & extend-

ed harvest.         $4.95 per lb. 

Roma II 
59 days. High yields of flat wide pods with that distinc-
tive Romano flavor. Bush type plant.                                    

$3.45 per lb. 

PV857  Green Bean 
53 days. A Great heat tolerant bean! Plant for mid 
summer flowering. Erect Bush, 5.5” long, dark green 
pods. Plant is resistant to bean common mosaic virus 

& anthracnose   $4.95 per lb. 

Blue Lake Bush 

 55 Days  Pods are rich Green, uniform velvety & 
stringless. Very tender and good flavor. Pods stay 
young for a long period of time. Bears all summer.                                                            

$4.95 per lb. 

Tenderette   

95 days. Sturdy, robust plants produces mammoth 
yields of small, pure white beans. A super soup bean.  

16-18″ tall bush like plant.   $3.95 per lb. 

Navy Bean 



 

SOYBEANS “EDAMAME” 

Butterbeans  -  Tohya 

(Soybeans, Edamame) 

For planting directions see lima beans. HARVEST: As soon as 
beans have filled their pods, you can harvest them to use as 
green soybeans. Best flavor and weight is attained just before 
pods start to lose their bright green color. At this point, strip re-
maining leaves off plants. Remove pods from plant. To ease 
shelling of green soybeans, steam or boil for about 5 minutes. 
Shell. Use fresh or freeze for later use. DRY SOYBEANS After 
about 90% of leaves have fallen off plants, pull plant. Hang in a 
dry, cool location until completely dry. Shell pods and store in jars 
or freeze for later use. 

78 days This early green edible soybean has a 
buttery, delicious and a tender to somewhat firm 
texture. Usually it has three seeds per pod. The 
plants grows to 24″ tall and has a concentrated fruit set to allow 
for hand or machine picking.     $17.95 per  lb. 

SNAP BEANS, POLE TYPES ------------   POLE LIMA BEANS 7 
See Bean, Bush snap type for planting instructions. You must use a support of some type to support the long vining plants. Use long stakes 
forming a tepee or a fence. It can also be planted with your sweet corn and let the bean plants grow up the corn stalks. Harvest the same way 
as bush green beans. 

 Bean & Pea  Powder  

     Inoculant 

 Improves growth of plant and increases 
yields. A must if planting in a new area 
where no beans were planted before. Each 
package treats up to 8 pounds of seed. 

1.5 oz pkt    $5.95    treats 8 lbs seed 

Granulated Inoculant 

  No Messy Hands. Just sprinkle on top of seed be-
fore covering. Each 8.7 oz package treats a 150 foot 
row.        

 8.7 oz. can  $9.95  treats 150 ft row      

2.3 oz  pkt   $5.95   treats 40 ft row  

Seed Inoculant  

Fordhook 242 

Jackson Wonder 
54 days. BUSH TYPE. Popular, speckled, small seed-
ed lima bean. Big yields broad pods with small medium 
sized brown lima beans. Sets well in hot weather.                                    

$3.95 per lb.  

75 days. BUSH TYPE. Medium green, 3-4" pods are 
filled with nickel sized, green- white large limas. Pods 
are borne on a large, vigorous bush type plants. Popu-
lar and dependable yielder. Heat tolerance.  

                       $3.95 per lb.  

BUSH LIMA BEANS  
PLANTING: BUSH TYPE: After soil has warmed up to at least 65-70F, till soil. Coat seed with a bean and pea inoculant. Direct sow seeds in 
soil at 1" deep, 3-4" apart in a single row spacing of 30-36" apart. POLE TYPES: Plant the same as pole snap beans. HARVEST: Pick for 
shelling when beans are plump and bulge the sides of still green pod. For ease of picking, cut off ends of pod with a pair of scissors, then split 
pods. Use fresh, can or freeze for later use. 

Thorogreen 
65 days. BUSH TYPE. Baby bush type takes very little 
room, yet produces large yields of small pale green 
limas. This is an improved Henderson's bush type. 
Withstands moderate heat and drought.                                

$3.45 per lb.  

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-

For increased yield Coat bean seed with a bean and pea inoculant.  

KING OF THE GARDEN  
KING OF THE GARDEN 75 days. POLE TYPE. Vig-
orous, reliable, heavy producer of dark green, 5-8" 
long pods with 4-6 large limas each. Very popular.                   

$3.95 per lb. 

 Blue Lake Pole Bean  

62 days Noted for it’s fresh sweet beanie taste .   
Pods are round, slightly curved, meaty, tender and 
fiber less.  Produces all summer long. 

$3.45 per lb. 

Castor Bean Annual Mix. CAUTION: SEEDS AND 

PLANTS ARE POISONOUS. Seeds maybe started indoors or 
outdoors. Place seed 1/4″ deep Indoors, start seeds 4 week before 
transplanting outdoors. This plant works as a mole deterrent. 
ANNUAL MIXTURE Large, decorative brown leaves, plus 
bright red seed pods. Will get quite tall  
$1.95 per Pkt    Approx. 9 seeds 

Castor Bean Annual Mix 



 

BEETS  ~~~ BEETS ~~~ BEETS ~~~ BEETS  
Approximately 1,500 seed per OZ  
Beets are rich in vitamins and iron. Roots and tops are of value for table use. Plants thrive on a wide range of well drained soil types. PLANT-
ING: Begin sowing beet seeds when soil has warmed some what after thawing in the spring. Sow about 10 seeds per foot, 1/2' deep in a row 
or scatter in a band. If you what large beets, thin to a spacing of 4-6" apart. For a continues supply of greens or small tender beets, sow every 
14 days until late July. For winter storage, sow about 10 weeks before heavy frost expected. HARVEST: When 1.5-2" diameter, pull plants. 
Clean and cut off tops before using fresh or canning for later use. Stock beets can be harvested anytime before a hard freeze. Store in a cool, 
dry place that will not freeze. Stock beets make a great livestock feed if chopped in small pieces. You will need 2 OZ of seed per 100' row  

w w w . d u t c h g a r d e n n u r s e r y . c o m  
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Destiny 

APPROXIMATELY 8,000 seeds per ounce. 
PLANTING: Start seeds indoors, 4-6 weeks before transplanting outdoors. Place seeds 1/4"  
deep in Jiffy 7's or a flat with a good germination soil mix. Keep moist. Germinate at 70F until emerge. Reduce temperature to 60F. Seedlings 
need lots of sunshine to keep them from  
becoming long and leggy. Transplant outdoors after all danger of frost is past. Space plants 12-18" apart. HARVEST: Before flower buds 
open, cut center head. Side shoots will form after. Harvest those regularly to encourage continued production.  

70 - 75 days Destiny is in the mid-early maturity 
class and performs well for all harvest in the Desert 
Southwest. This mid-early, compact, heat-tolerant 

broccoli variety features medium-small green beads, a smooth 
dome and a round shape. A flavorful source of vitamins A and C.               

$3.60 per pkt   Approx 150 seeds 

Broccoli Plants 
We also have started Broccoli plants in 4 packs ready about March 
1st to plant out in your garden cover with hotcaps or jugs to 
protect from the cold nights & wind    We can’t guarantee that we 
will have all varieties available at all times 

$1.29 per 4 pack  
[Special shipping rates & terms apply to live plants] 

BROCCOLI ~~~ BROCCOLI ~~~ BROCCOLI 

Jet Dome  

Green Magic F1 
60 days. Great for spring or fall production. Green 
Magic is dependable, and produces a fancy, dark 
green, 6-7″ semi-domed heads with best side shoot 

production. DM tolerant. $3.60 per pkt  Approx. 150 seed     

Emerald Crown F1 

60 days Produces a uniform. Solid and heavy head 
for crown cut. Heads resist purpling in cooler weather. 
Plus it handles warmer weather well allowing for late 
spring harvest. And summer seeding for late summer 
harvest.             
If you think your conditions are to warm to grow broccoli give 
Emerald Crown a try 

$3.60 per Pkt  Approx 150 seeds 

55 days. A unique, round type beet that has a bright 
golden root that does not bleed like red beets do. 
Same texture and flavor as red beets without the red 
juice.  

$.99 per tsp scoop  [approx 275 seeds]   1/5 th oz. 

Golden Detroit 
60 days. The beet with more slices per root! Long root 
produces up to 4 times more slices per root. Dark red, 
sweet, tender and juicy along with a great taste. Roots 
will grow up to 8" long.     

$.75 per tsp scoop   [approx 275 seeds]  1/5th oz 

Cylindra 

Detroit  Dark Red 
58 days. The most popular beet sold. Globe shaped, 
uniform, smooth, dark red with a small tap root. Interi-
or is a deep blood red color with faint zoning. Cans 
dark red. Untreated  

$.75 / tsp scoop    [approx 275 seeds] 
Also available in seed tape form   
a bio-degradable tissue tape with pre-spaced seeds. 
for even planting, and virtually no thinning needed. 
Just place, cover and water for easy sowing!      

$4.98 per  15ft  

Western Sugar Beet 
Intended to be planted as a wildlife food plot item. 
If you want to eat the white flesh of a sugar beet, cook 
it rather than eating it raw. Scrape off the skin with a 
spoon's edge, or slice it off, and then cut it into cubes. 
While you can boil or saute, try roasting sugar beets -- 
just like you would roast standard beets -- to deepen 
their sweet flavor.                                                                                   

$.50 per tsp scoop    [approx 275 seeds]  1/5th oz. 
or $7.50 per lb. for food plots 

Green Sprouting 
70 days. Open pollinated. Popular home garden 
variety. Good yields of large central head with medi-
um sized laterals early. Blue-green in color, 5-6″

across and richly flavor.   75¢ per  tsp scoop    

Extra early maturity of 55 days after transplanting. Up-
right plant with dark green fine-dome shaped smooth 
head. Tolerant strongly to heat. Suitable for spring, 
summer and autumn production, especially for sum-
mer harvesting.  If you think your conditions are to 
warm to grow broccoli give Jet Dome a try   
$3.60 per pkt   Approx 150 seeds 

71 days.  Needs warm days for best quality. Widely 
adapted, it can be used in winter in the South. Impe-
rial should be used for crown-cut only where it would 
make sturdy, large, heavy heads. Imperial is earlier 

maturing in spring, later in fall.  $3.60 per pkt   Approx 150 seeds 

Imperial 



 

CABBAGE ~~~ CABBAGE ~~~ CABBAGE 
Approximately 8,000 seeds per OZ.  
PLANTING; Start seeds 4-6 weeks before transplanting outdoors. Use Jiffy's 7, peat pots or flats with inserts with a good soil  germinating mix  
Place seeds 1/4" deep. Keep moist. Germinate at 60-70F until emerge. Transplant outdoors after plants are 4-6" high. Young cabbage plants 
can take some frost. Place plants in a row, 12-18" apart.  HARVEST; After heads are well formed, cut off just below head. Use fresh, can or 
freeze for later use.   CHINESE CABBAGE CULTURE; Start seeds in Late May to late June. Place seeds 1/4" deep in soil. Keep moist. trans-
plant when 4-6" tall. Harvest after heads are well formed. Use fresh or store in a cool, high humidity place with good air circulation by wrapping 
heads in newspaper. Trim top ends 

Early Round Dutch 
75 days. A fine variety well suited for early market. Ball 
shaped, 4-5 lbs heads have crinkled, dark blue-green 
cup shaped leaves.   

Seed $1.95 per pkt.    Approx 150 seeds  

Cabbage Plants 
We also have started Cabbage plants in 4 packs ready about March 
1st to plant out in your garden cover with hotcaps or jugs to protect 
from the cold nights & wind      We can’t guarantee that we will 

have all varieties available at all times     $1.29 per 4 pack  
[Special shipping rates & terms apply to live plants] 
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Golden Acre 
68 days. Very round heads average 2-4 pounds. Nice 
compact frame with good wrapper leaves. Yellows 

resistant  $1.95 per pkt  Approx 150 seeds  

Stonehead F1 
78 days. Rock solid, 4-6 pound heads. Pale green 
leaves. Seldom splits so harvest can be delayed with 

this hybrid. $2.95 per pkt.   Approx 150 seeds  

Ruby Ball 
70 - 80 days. Early maturing, deep red cabbage is 
sweet tasting and attractive. Firm round heads resist 
splitting, tolerates both cold and heat, holds in the 
garden a long time and stores well after harvest.  

$3.50 per pkt    Approx 150 seeds  

Late Flat Dutch 
100 days. Huge, flattened, solid heads are up to 10-
12" across and up to 20 lbs in weight. Blue-green 
outside with a creamy white center.  

$1.95 per pkt.  Approx 150 seeds  

Megaton 
105 Days.  Giant Heads up to 22 Pounds!  hold well 
without cracking and have a sweet, mild flavor that is 
wonderful as slaw or sauerkraut. Good disease re-

sistance.    $3.50 per pkt  Approx 150 seeds  

Blues Chinese Cabbage 

57 Days. Blues is an extra-slow bolting Napa-type hy-
brid Chinese cabbage. Moderate head height, medium 
green outer leaves, white interior with head weight of 

approximately 4.5 pounds  $2.95/pkt Approx 150 seeds 

BRUSSEL SPROUTS ~~~ BRUSSEL SPROUTS 
Approximately 8,000 seeds per OZ.  
Usually grown as a fall crop. Can withstand frost & taste best after a frost. PLANTING: Sow seeds into seed bed in May, sowing thinly, about 
1/4" deep. Keep moist, put not too wet. Transplant in July or when plants are 4-6" tall. Space plants 12-18" apart in a row. HARVEST: Best 
taste after a frost. remove lowest sprouts first. Use like mini cabbage.  

Long Island Improved 
90 days. Small, compact plant, 20-23" tall, produces 
a tremendous amount of 1 1/2" diameter dark-
medium green, tight, globe shaped sprouts. Most 
popular variety. Freezes well.                                                     

$1.95 per Pkt    Approx 150 seeds  

We also have started Brussel sprouts plants in 4 packs ready about March 1st to plant 
out in your garden cover with hotcaps or jugs to protect from the cold nights & wind  We can’t guarantee that we will have all varieties avail-

able at all times            $1.29 per 4 pack       [Special shipping rates & terms apply to live plants] 

Brussel Sprout Plants 

Franklin  F1 
100 days. Tall plan produces loads of 1.5″, medium 
green Brussel Sprouts that are very flavorful. 
Sprouts mature quickly. Plant is a consistent produc-
er of sprouts.  .$2.95 per Pkt    Approx 150 seeds  

Early Jersey Wakefield 
62 days. Small pointed heads with a mild flavor. Solid, 
thick, tender head matures early without splitting. 2-3 
pounds, 5-6″ across and dark green in color.          

$1.95 per pkt.  Approx 150 seeds  

68 days. 3-4 pound heads hold up longer in patch 
than any other variety without splitting. Round, 
uniform solid green head.  
75¢ per  Tsp scoop 

Copenhagen Market Cabbage 

45-60 days  Bok choy, pak choi or pok choi is a type of 
Chinese cabbage. Chinensis varieties do not form 
heads and have green leaf blades with lighter bulbous 
bottoms instead, forming a cluster reminiscent of mus-
tard greens. Chinensis varieties are popular in south-
ern China, East Asia, and Southeast Asia.  

Toy Choi $2.19 per pkt    ~~    Bok Choi 75¢ per Tsp scoop 

Bok Choi  Chinese Cabbage 



 

CANTALOPE / MUSKMELON 
Approximately 1,000 seeds per OZ.  
PLANTING: In late spring after soil has warmed up to 65– 70F, till soil.  
Enrich soil by tilling in compost or fertilizer.  Place seeds 1/2’ DEEP, 24” 
APART IN ROW SPACING OF 4-6’.  Seeds can also be started indoors in 
50 to 72 cell plug trays  or Jiffy 7’s and transplanted . For protecting your 
transplants against late, unexpected frosts choose between Hotkaps plant 
protectors and Wall O' Water plant protectors.  
 HARVEST: Melons are ready to pick when the grey-green colored skin 
turns a buff yellow color and can be easily pulled from the vine with slight 
thumb pressure. 

Cantaloupe Plants 
We also have started melon plants around mid April to plant 
out. You might need to cover them  
if you plant them before May as they cannot take any frost 
at all.    We can’t guarantee that we will have all varieties 
available at all times   $1.29 per 4 pack     
[Special shipping rates & terms apply to live  plants] 

CARROTS ~~~ CARROTS ~~~ CARROTS 
PLANTING: Any deep, good fine soil will grow carrots. From early spring to mid-summer, you can plant carrots.  In fine, deeply tilled soil, di-
rect sow seeds, 1/4-1/2" deep, 1" apart in a row or a band. Do not let soil crust over until seedling emerge. You may what to plant some radish-
es with your carrots seeds, as they will emerge earlier and help break up the crust. After emerge, thin seedling to 1-2" apart. You will need 1/2 
oz per 100' row   HARVEST: Carrots can be dug anytime after they have a good bright orange color. This is the stage they develop their flavor. 
Use fresh, can, or freeze for later use.            Approximately 25,000 seeds / oz.      tsp scoop = 2 reg tsp’s  

Scarlet Nantes 
68 days. Most popular carrot sold. Attractive, uniform 
interior & exterior nearly coreless, fine grained flesh 

1.25" X  6-7" long roots color up early.  95¢ /  tsp 
Also available in seed tape form   
a bio-degradable tissue tape with pre-spaced seeds. 
for even planting, and virtually no thinning needed. Just 
place, cover and water for easy sowing!       

$4.98 per  15ft  
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Royal Chantenay Carrot 
OP 62 Days. The standard carrot for heavy or shallow 
soils. Ideal cylindrical, stumped rooted shape. Also 
good for freezing and canning. These big, dark orange 
carrots are (5-7") long, amazingly sweet roots that 
grow to a uniform size and shape, and can be grown 
to a really hefty size. The flesh has a fine grain and is 

reddish orange inside and out. 95¢ / tsp scoop 

Burpee Hybrid 

82 days. Noted for its fine quality, hybrid vigor and 
excellent flavor. Melon is heavily netted, ribbed and 
round to slightly oval. 4-5 LB melon  has thick, 
sweet, juicy and deep orange flesh.                                                

$1.50 per pkt.  Of 10 seeds 

Honey Dew Melon [green] 

Banana Cantaloupe 
90 Days. Delicious, unique variety! The Banana 
Cantaloupe has a delicious flavor and aroma; this 
unusual melon grows 18-24 inches long, somewhat 
resembling a huge banana in shape. Flesh is rich 
salmon color, exceptionally sweet, spicy and delicious.  

75¢ / tsp scoop    [approx 184 seeds] 

Ambrosia F1[Top Pick] 
86 days. This mouth watering hybrid is juicy with ex-
tra deep, super sweet flesh that is a deep salmon 
color. Nearly round with heavy netting and no ribs.  4-
5 pound melon has a small seed cavity.  

$1.50 per pkt  of 10 seeds 

Hales Best Jumbo 

Sugar Cube Cantaloupe 

86 days. Thick, deep salmon colored, sweet, juicy, 
firm flesh holds up well. Melon is well netted & 
ribbed. Combines drought tolerance with excellent 
flavor. One of the most popular home garden varie 

ties.  75¢ per  tsp scoop  [approx 184 seeds] 

82 days. The most disease resistant type melon on 
the market. Sugar Cube is a small personal sized 
melon (2 lb) with a great taste. Deep sweet (14% 
brix) orange flesh with a great shelf life. A sweet treat 
with plenty of homegrown melon flavor and high  

sugars. We see 13 – 14% brix. Uniform round shape and plenty of 

fruit to harvest     $1.50 per pkt   of 10 seeds 

OP 68 Days. A Oriental carrot that is very heat tolerant 
It wont go seed as quickly as most varieties when it 
gets warm early.  Exceptional color and flavor! Up to 8" 
tapered roots are about 2 to 3" wide with a smooth sur-

face, fi ne texture and high moisture content.   95¢ / tsp scoop 

Kuroda Carrot 

105 days. Honey sweet flavored flesh has a refresh-
ing taste. Rind is smooth, almost white & turns a 
creamy yellow when ripe. Flesh is  green, thick, 
sweet & ripens to the rind. 4-6 lb size.                             

75¢ per  tsp scoop   [approx 184 seeds] 

Atomic Red 
74 days. This carrots tapered roots are bright red, 
high in lipocene which helps prevent cancer in upper 
respiratory and digestive track. Color gets more in-
tense when cooked. Untreated seed.8″x 1.5″ long 

tapered bright red roots  $2.95 / tsp scoop 

Rainbow Blend Carrot 
A kaleidoscope of carrots, colorful mixture of 5 varie-
ties of baby carrots. Included in mix are Atomic Red, 
Bambino (orange), Cosmic Purple, Lunar White, and 
Solar Yellow to create the perfect bunch of baby car-

rots.      $2.95 /  tsp scoop 

Little Fingers 
58 days. A gourmet delight. Those tender 3/4" X 4" 
long baby carrots are sweeter than most other carrots. 
Almost coreless. Superior quality    

95¢ / tsp scoop 



 

CAULIFLOWER ~~~ CAULIFLOWER 

Early Snowball  

Snow Crown F1 

GRAFFITI F1 

 Approximately 8,000 seeds per OZ 
See cabbage for planting instructions.  HARVEST: Protect heads 
from sun by tying outer leaves over heads. This will blanch heads 
to a creamy white. After curds are well formed, cut just below head. 
Use fresh or can for later use.   

52 days. Pure white heads are smooth, medium 
deep and   6-7" across and weight 1-2 pounds. Must 
be harvested promptly. For spring, fall or forced in 
greenhouse or cold frame.  
$1.95  per pkt     Approx 150 seeds  

 68 days. Hybrid Snowball type. Its hybrid vigor 
brings it on quickly & uniformly so that you can har-
vest earlier  then most. Excellent quality  
solid  head is tight, snow white & up to 8" across. 
$2.75 per pkt     Approx 150 seeds    

 74 days. 6-7" domed head. True cauliflower with a 
brilliant purple head. Best raw since color fades 
when cooked but remains attractive if not over 
cooked. Not heat tolerant but successful in early 
spring sowings.  

   $3.25 per Pkt  Approx 25 seeds  

We also have started Cauliflower plants in 4 packs ready about 
March 1st to plant out in your garden cover with hotcaps or jugs to 
protect from the cold nights & wind  We can’t guarantee that we 
will have all varieties available at all times 

$1.29 per 4 pack    
[Special shipping rates & terms apply to live plants] 

Cauliflower  Plants    

Approximately 1,500 seeds per oz. 
PLANTING: In early spring sow seeds 1/4” deep, 1-2” apart.  This 
plants to 3-4” apart by pulling  
extra plants for early summer use.  HARVEST:  Leaves can be cut 
at any time.  For young salad greens, do not thin plants and cut 5 
weeks before emergence.  Leaves can be cooked like spinach or 
used raw in salads.  Midribs can be cooked like asparagus.  Outer 
stalks can be fried.  You will need 2 oz. of seeds per 100’ row  

Ruby Red Chard 
35-60 days. Beautiful crimson stalks makes this one 
the perfect edible ornamental. Double stalk looks 
like rhubarb. Red crimson color extends into 
dark green, heavy, crinkled leaves. Sweet 
and delicious taste. Untreated seed. 

50¢ per  tsp scoop    
 [approx 275 seeds]  1/5th oz. 

 CHARD  --  SWISS  
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65 days. 6.5” - 9″ across, pure white head will self 
wrap in cool weather, but not in hot weather. Medi-
um large plant is vigorous with curled upright leaves.  
$1.95 per pkt         

Snow Ball Self Blanching 

Georgia  [Collards] 
80 Days A winter hardy variety used primarily 
for home garden yet suitable for fresh market. 
Plants are vigorous, 2-3 feet tall with crumbled 
leaves   50¢ per  tsp scoop   

Collards 
Culture: Does well in both hot and cold weather. Plant in 
mid spring and again in late summer. Direct seed seeds 
1/4” deep, 1-2” apart. After emerge thin to 6” apart. Harvest 
only outer leaves. A frost will improve flavor.  1/2 oz. for a 
100 foot row 

 Approximately 60,000 seeds per oz    Start seeds indoors, 
10-12 weeks before transplanting outdoors. Use Jiffy 7's, 
peat pots or a flat with inserts with a good soil substitute like 
Berger BM-2. Place seeds 1/16" deep. Germinate at  
65-70F for 14-21 days. After emerge reduce to temperature 
to 60-65F until transplanted outdoors. Space plants 6-8" 
apart in a row. HARVEST; For a blanched heart, wrap cel-
ery plants with  
newspaper several weeks before cutting. Cut low, right 
above roots. Remove field heat by dunking in cold water in 
hot weather. Use fresh or store for later use. Store at 34-
38F and 95-98% humidity if possible. 

CELERY 

82 days;  20” tall.  Blanches readily with thick solid 
stalks.  7” long.  Excellent for the home gardener. 
$1.65 per PKT   1/16 oz. 

Golden Self Blanching  

76 days This extra-large brilliant white head of cau-
liflower is ideal for fresh market and has an excel-
lent curd cover.  
$3.95 per pkt    Approx 100 seeds  

White Magic Cauliflower 



 

SWEET CORN  - - - - - - - White & Yellow 
 PLANTING; After soil has warmed up to 65F ( 70-75F for SH2 & SH2SL ) till soil fine and loose. Enrich with compost or fertiliz-
er, as corn is a heavy feeder. Direct seed seeds, 1-1.5" deep, 5-10" apart on a row spacing of 30-36" apart. For best results, 
plant in blocks of 3-4 rows, instead of 1 long row. Isolate different corn varieties by a distance of 100-150' or by maturity. Keep 
soil moist and weed free.   
Use 3-18-18 starter plant food when planting and a side dress with nitrogen when about a foot tall.  HARVEST; When kernels 
are full, but still in the milky stage, pick ears from plants. Husk and use fresh, can, dry or freeze for later use.  
          You will need 1/4 LB per 100' of row, or about 10 pounds per acre.     
   The letter or letters after each sweet corn variety stands for the following: 
    F1       Hybrid. Possesses superior vigor and yielding qualities. You can not save seeds from hybrids  
               as hybrid seed has to be crossed from pure parent lines each time to get the same results.  
   OP      Open pollinated. Low sugar content and not as sweet as a hybrid. Resembles field corn. This  
               one you can save seed from, if kept pure.                                 
   SU       Standard Sugary type. 8-18% sugar contend. A good choice for a diabetic.  
   SG       Sweet Gene/25% SH2. 25% sugar content. Isolation desirable and needs warm soil, above  
               70F to germinate.  
   HSE     Heterozygous Sugar Enhancer. 20-25% sugar contend and tender. Isolation desirable 
   SE        Homozygous Sugar Enhancer. 30-40% sugar contend and tender. Isolation desirable. 
   SG       Synergistic, combines the characteristics of both super sweet & sugar enhanced varieties.    
   SH2      Shrunken 2. 35-45% sugar contend, crisp and a high seed count per pound of seed.  Needs  
                isolation and extra warm soil, 70F or above or seed will rot before germinating.  
   SH2SL  Improved Shrunken 2 Super Lite. 45-50% sugar contend, crisp and tender. Isolation needed.  
                Needs extra warm soil, 70F or above or seed will rot before germinating.     
   TS        Triple sweet, new class of 75% SE & 25% SH2 kernels on the same ear, longer lasting  
                sweetness  than SE 

Kandy Korn F1 HSE (Yellow) 

84 days. This one sure to be the King of the 
white sweet corns after you try it. Su-
perb eating quality and tip fill. 6-7" ear length 
with a 16 row ear and pure white kernels of 
great taste. Makes you wish  for more. Widely   
adapted. Good husk protection and good dis-
ease tolerance.  $16.95 per lb. 

85 days. The most popular sweet corn variety 
we sell! Great flavor and sweetness is 
the results of this improved Miracle gourmet 
sweet corn. 7' tall stalks produce 9-9.5" long 
ears  with 18 rows of great tasting sweet ker-
nels.   $14.95 per lb. 

75 days. High yields. 7.5-8" long ear has 16-18 
rows of fabulous sweet, tender, yellow kernels 
that make you wish for more!! 6-6.5' tall plants 
have good seedling vigor.  
$14.95 per lb. 

Silver King F1 SE  (White) 

Bodacious  
RM F1 SE   (Yellow) 

Incredible F1 SE  (Yellow) 

89 days. Sweet and tender. Very uniform, 8-
8.5" long ears with 14-16 rows of delicious, 
juicy, yellow kernels. Holds sweetness for 14-
16 days. 8' tall purple stalks are a real eye 
catcher with purple and  green husks. A favor-
ite for many    $14.95 per lb. 

83 days. A old favorite and reliable for over 50 
years. 5 1/2 - 6" long ears have 8 rows 
of tender, flavorful, deep kernels.  
  $4.95 per lb. 

Golden Bantam  
Open Pollinated   (Yellow) 

Honey Select SE SH2 (Yellow) 

79 days. AAS winter. Top quality product, en-
hanced flavor and holding ability.  Extra fat, 
sweet, yellow ears are 81/2 x 2”.  Roadside U-
pick fresh market.  
$18.95 per lb. 
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75 days. Fast becoming a star. 8″ long ear with 
20 rows of great tasting golden yellow kernels. 
Has superior holding ability.     $15.75 per lb. 

Gold Nuggets F1 SE (Yellow) 



 

SWEET CORN - - - - - - - - [BI-COLOR] 

Ambrosia F1 SE (Bi-Color) Peaches & Cream  
F1 HSE (Bi-Color) 

75 days. A bi-color Bodacious. Ambrosia per-
forms equally well for the fresh market grower or 
a home garden. Ears are 8" long with 16 rows of 
nice yellow and white, sweet, tender kernels.   
$14.75 per lb. 

85 days. A great tasting bi-color. 7.5-8" long 
ears have 16-18 rows of white and yellow, 
sweet, tender kernels with excellent flavor.  5' 
tall stalks have a red tinge on leaves and tassels.        
$14.75 per lb. 

Approximately 2,500 seeds/LB                         
Plant: the same as sweet corn.  HARVEST: After stalk has 
dried down, pick an ear of popcorn and test pop it. If it pops 
good, you are ready to pick popcorn. If not, wait 2-3 weeks 
and retry. Ears can also be picked as soon as stalk is com-
pletely dried down and a brown color. Pick ears, husk and 
cure in a dry, cool place for 3-4 weeks or until it pops good. 
Shell and use.  HINT: after shelling, store popcorn in the 
freezer. When ready to use, take out of freezer and pop 
when still frozen. This will cause it to pop better. 

Serendipity F1 TS (Bi-Color) 

 82 days. Serendipity has a 
superb eating quality that is 
suited for roadside stands, 
farm market or home garden. 6-
6.5' tall plant produces a 7.5-8" long ear that 
is just packed full with 16-18 rows of sweet, 
white & yellow kernels.          $22.95 per lb. 

Sugar Baby F1 SE (Bi-Color) 

 65 days. Extra early and extra sweet bi-
color. Has shown good cold soil tolerance. 
Much sweeter than most early varieties. 8-8.5" 
long ears are packed with 12-16 rows of 
sweet, tender, white and yellow kernels.             
$9.95 per lb. 

POPCORN 

Carousel 

110 days. 6' tall stalk grows a colorful ear, 3-4" 
long in a wide range of colors  Highly decora-
tive. The tiny, colorful   kernels will pop crisp 
and  tender.   
$7.95 per lb. 

Fiesta F1 

102 days. Earlier and shorter stalks then orna-
mental Indian corn. This dazzler has over 50% 
purple husks. Ears are 7-10" long and have 
wide range of kernel colors.  
 $9.95 per lb 

PLANTING: See sweet corn planting guide. HARVEST: 
When mature, cut stalks and all to use as a fall decoration 
shuck. Ears can also be picked and tied in bundles of 3. 
Leave husk on ears. Pull husk down to end of ear. Tie 3 
ears together for a fall decoration item. Ears also make ex-

cellent squirrel food. 

ORNAMENTAL CORN 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 
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82 Days.  TripleSweet® bicolor sweet corn.  
Providence sweet corn has a superb eating 
quality that is suited for roadside and farm mar-
ket sales. 6-1/2' plants hold the ear at 24" and 
have intermediate resistance to common rust. 
Refined 8" ears have 14 - 18 rows of bicolor ker-

nels and good tip fill. The husk package is medium 
green with moderate flags and covers the tip well. 
$25.95 per lb. 

Providence F1 SH2 (Bi-Color) 

Top Pick 

 110 days. Super yields of 2-3 large 9" long 
ears per stalk. Kernels are orange yellow in 
color. When popped they become mushroom 
shaped with a delicious buttery flavor. 
$4.95 per lb. 

S. American Yellow 

JRM® Soil Moist™ Seed Coat 
Soil Moist Seed Coat is a crosslinked polymer and 
graphite compound. It is designed to increase the 
germination of grass and other types of seeds. The 
polymer compound retains excess moisture from 
water and humid air. The moisture on the seed sof-
tens its tissue to promote faster germination. The 
graphite compound retains heat on the surface of 
the seed to promote germination. The graphite 

helps lubricate the seed and equipment to help spread the 
seed. 8oz of Seed Coat will treat 50lb of grass seed.  

8 oz jar $8.95    shipping Wt 3/4 lb 



 

 EGGPLANT 
Approximately 6,000 seed per oz.   PLANTING: Start seeds 8 weeks before transplanting outdoors. Place seeds in Jiffy 7's or in flats with insert 
with a good germination soil mix. Plants seeds 1/4" deep.  Germinate at 80F until emerge. After emerge, reduce temperature to 70F. Transplant 
outdoors after all danger of frost is past & soil has warmed up. Space plants 18-20" apart in row.  Control insects with insecticide. Hi-yield Gar-
den & pet dust works fine in a garden for this. HARVEST: Clip fruit stem with a knife or small pruning shear when desired size is reached. Pick 

regularly to encourage future fruit set 

55 days. One of the best hybrid eggplants on the market. 
White Star can be either used as a white baby eggplant 
or grown to full maturity for a lovely tear drop shaped 

glossy white fruit. Very early maturing.  $1.95 per Pkt   
Approx 25 seeds 

White Star F1 

Pickling 

CUCUMBERS 

Straight Eight 
 60 days. Slicer. Very popular  home garden variety. 
Firm, green fruits are blunted, 7-8" long and 2-2.25" di-
ameter. A good dependable choice for a home gar-

den.    75¢ per  tsp scoop.   [approx 275 seeds] 

Burpless 26 F1 
60 days. Hybrid, burpless slicer.  Also called Tasty 
Green 26 F1. Crisp, juicy and delicious flesh is great 
in salads, relish or pickled. 10-12" long fruits  are 
often curved unless vines are grown on trellises. 

Bitter free skin and burpless.   $1.45 per pkt. of 20 seeds 

Bush Pickle 
45 days. Pickler. Compact vines  3-4', take up little 
space. Bush habit allows for more plants 
per   space. Yields 4" long pickles.    

$1.95 / tsp.  [approx 275 seeds]   

52 days. produces yields of 6"  cucumbers. Ideal for mak-
ing dill pickles.  Blocky fruit is crisp & tender skinned. 
Holds it quality longer than most varieties. Vigorous, me-
dium length vines. 75¢ / tsp. [approx 275 seeds] 

Approximately 1,000 seed per OZ.              PLANTING: After all danger of frost is past and soil has warmed up to 65F, till soil. Enrich soil with 
compost or fertilizer. Place seeds at a depth of 1/2-1" deep, 6-12" apart. After emerge, thin to 18-24" spacing saving the most healthy plants. 
Control weeds and insects like the cucumber beetle, which can spread bacteria wilt. Cucumbers may also be started in a greenhouse and 
transplanted. HARVEST: For pickling type, pick at 2-4" long stage. For slicers, 6-8" long while texture is still firm and seeds are small. Pick 
every 2-3 days to encourage more fruit set. Use fresh or can for later use. You will need 1/2 oz per 100' row.  

Garden Sweet Burpless F1 
58 days. Great for home gardens. Vigorous plant produc-
es long, cylindrical, 10-12" fruits. It is bitter free, slender, 
smooth and a medium dark green skin. Plant is multiple 

disease tolerant.  $1.95 / tsp scoop    [approx 275 seeds] 

 Cucumber Plants 
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 Eggplant Plants 

 We also have started plants ready about mid April. Treat the 
same as Tomatoes and peppers protect from frost.   We can’t 
guarantee that we will have all varieties available at all times   

$1.29 per 4 pack   
[Special shipping rates & terms apply to live plants] 
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Diva Cucumber F1 
58 days. Vigorous, disease-resistant  giving you 6- to 8-
inch-long cukes. Spineless and forest-green, they are 
plump & packed with crunchy texture & sweet flavor. semi

-glossy skin is thin, tasty & full of nutrition!  $1.45 / pkt. of 20 seeds 

Black Beauty 
80 days. A high yielder. Round oval shape with a 
glossy deep purple fruit color. Fruits are carried well 

off ground for  clean fruit. $1.95 per pkt.  Approx 
100 seeds 

PLANTING: Sow seeds indoors in early spring in Jiffy 7 or in flats and inserts with 
a good soil substitute, like Berger BM-2. Place seeds 1/4" deep. Germinate at 70F 
for about 14 days or until emergence. Transplant outdoors after all danger of frost 
is past. Space plants 20" apart. HARVEST: When berries turn yellow, pick and 
remove husks. Use fresh or can for later use. Small yellow cherry like fruit en-

closed in a husk.  Makes great pies      $1.95 per pkt = 1/32 oz. 

GROUND CHERRY ~~ GROUND CHERRY  

Early Midnight 
Plump, dark-skinned and gorgeous, Early Midnight’s 6-
in. (15-cm) fruits boast creamy white, nearly seedless 

flesh with light, nuanced, gourmet-worthy flavor.  
$2.95 per pkt.  Approx 25 seeds 

Dasher  II  F1 
58 days. Hybrid slicer. Extra long, very slim dark 
green 8”x 2 1/2” .  A market leader for many years. 
Stand out quality in this one. Very Vigorous plants 
with strong disease resistance - tolerance.   

Produces high yields over a long period   

$1.95 per tsp scoop      [approx 275 seeds] 
We have started cucumber plants around mid April to plant out. You might need to cov-
er them if you plant them before May as they cannot take any frost.   We can’t guaran-

tee that we will have all varieties available at all times    1.29 per 4 pack   
[Special shipping rates & terms apply to live plants] 

65 days. Plant produces excellent 
yields of 8" long pale green cucum-
bers. Grows well in the South. Excellent slicing 
cucumber for salads. Suitable for home garden and 
market growers.   75¢ / tsp. [approx 275 seeds] 

New 

Ashley Long 



 

Planting;  Garlic maybe planted in 
early spring or early fall. To grow 
nice sized garlic bulbs, it needs lots 
of organic matter, like mushroom 
compost or well aged manure 

worked into the soil. Keep weed free. Keep bulbs intact until right before 
planting. Break bulbs into individual cloves and plant the basal plate - the 
point where the cloves attached to the bulb - down and the pointed shoot-
end up, 6-8 inches apart. Cover with 2 inches of soil and if planting in the 
fall cover with 6-inch layer of mulch. 

Time To Germination;  Cloves may begin to sprout through the mulch 
in 4-8 weeks, depending on the variety and the weather conditions in your 
region. plants may suffer some frost or a light freeze and still survive  

Harvest; after 3 or 4 leaves have died back and there are still 5 or 6 
green leaves remaining on the plant - sometime in June or July depend-
ing on the year and your climate. Do not wait too long or the bulbs will 
begin to separate in the ground. Loosen the soil with a shovel or pitchfork 
and then dig the garlic carefully. Do not pull the stalk or it will separate 
from the bulb. Gently brush most of the dirt off. Tie plants in a bundle of 6-
8 plants and hang in a shaded, dry, well-ventilated shed or garage. Leave 
plants hanging for 4-6 weeks so that bulbs can cure.  

Storing;  After thoroughly drying, trim off the roots and cut the stalks off 
about 1 ½ inches from the bulb. Store in net bags. For optimum storage, 
hang in an area with 45-55 percent humidity and a temperature of 50-70 
degrees F.  
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GOURDS ~~~ GOURDS ~~~ GOURDS 

Dipper Gourds 

Birdhouse Gourds 

Autumn Wings Gourd 

 Most children and most older (adults) enjoy growing gourds. Gourds can be used in many ways. Large gourds for birdhouses, crafts (dried, 
cut, sawed, glued into lions, turtles, etc.) Smaller ones can be painted or used for crafts or fall decorations. PLANTING; Fertile, well drained 
soil is best. In late spring or beginning summer, till up soil. Enrich with compost or fertilizer. Place seeds 1/2-1" deep, 6-8" apart in a row spac-
ing of  4-5'. Keep weed free and control insects, like cucumber beetle with Sevin or Eight  dust or spray. For squash bugs use Triple action 
plus. HARVEST; When gourds are  fully matured and firm, not soft, cut from vine. Wash with alcohol, chlorine or vinegar to kill any bacte-
ria  that may spoil gourds. Use for fall decorations or let dry in a cool, dry place for 6-12 weeks until dry and seeds  are loose inside of gourd. 
Scrape off old dried skin by using a brush and dish soap. Let dry. Paint and use for birdhouses or crafts.  

Swan Gourd 

110 days. Hourglass shape is just perfect for making 
birdhouses or crafts. Harvest when shell becomes hard 

and glossy. Birdhouse Gourd Pkt $1.89 per Pkt 
            Martin House Gourd Pkt $1.89 per Pkt 

100 days. Unique and  unusual gourd with wings and in 
a range of colors. 2.5-3" in diameter with a neck up to 4-

5" long. $5.95 /tsp scoop   Approx  82 seeds 

120 days. Shaped like a swan. This is the one used to 
make the dressed geese used for fall decorations. 
Round bulbous end with a smaller bulbous end like a 

head of a goose. $1.89 per Pkt 
A beautiful mix of all types of small gourds  

99¢ / tsp.     [approx 65 seeds] 

120 days. Slender, long handle of 3/4-1" diameter with a 

large, 4-8" bulb end.  good for crafts.    $1.99 /Pkt. 

Small Mix Gourds 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

European White Soft Neck Type 
Large, plump bulbs have papery skins and plenty of creamy-white 
cloves bursting with excellent, spicy-hot flavor. Easy to grow, very 
productive, adaptable to any climate. Grow and store as you would 

onions. Each bulb yields about 6 -10 cloves $9.75/lb.  

Chesnok Red Garlic  Hard neck Type 
is a cold-hardy, purple-striped variety known for its fine flavor and 
smooth texture when roasted. ... Produces large bulbs with 8–12 
medium-sized cloves per head. Stores 6 months when cured.  

Each bulb yields about 6 -10 cloves           $15.75/lb.  

Deerfield Purple Garlic  Hard neck Type 
Best in cool climates, as it requires a period of winter cold.  In 
warmer areas may get a good crop by cooling bulbs for a few 
weeks prior to planting, Size, flavor and uniformity give this garlic 
an edge. Attractive purple variety has large, meaty cloves and a 
rich garlic flavor that starts out mild and finishes with a spicy kick. 

Each bulb yields about 6 -10 cloves    $16.95/lb.  

Music Garlic  Hard neck Type 
Produces high yields of easy-to-peel cloves with a mildly hot, rich, 
musky flavor. A very cold-tolerant, porcelain type, it stores for 9-12 

months. Each bulb yields about 6 -10 cloves  $16.95/lb.  

110 days. Large hard-shelled gourd shaped like an ap-
ple. Mottled green skin dries to brown; very long shelf 

life.  6-8" tall and 4-6" across. $1.99 per pkt. 

Daisy Gourds 

Luffa [Dishcloth] Gourds 

Mini Bottle Gourds 

Snake Gourds Crown of Thorns Gourds 

Bushel Gourds 

Giant Bottle Gourds Apple Gourds 

120 days. This gigantic sized gourd can grow up to 5 
feet in diameter, the size of a bushel basket, and can 

weigh as much as 100 pounds.    $1.89 per pkt. 

A interesting gourd that resembles a small crown. With 
varying colors of orange, white, yellow, lime-green and 

dark-green, striped or bi-colored. $1.89 per Pkt. 

95 days. Mixed colored gourds in shades of green, or-
ange, yellow and white. fruit produces a unique daisy 

pattern on the stem end of the fruit.  $2.49 per Pkt. 

110 days.  These large, interesting gourds are grown for 
ornamental purposes as well as for birdhouses.  It re-
quires a long warm growing season, $1.89 per Pkt. 

130 Days. People refer as a dishcloth gourd. Fruit grows 
about 2 ft & the vine is ornamental with clusters of yellow 

blossoms, silvery-dark green foliage. $1.89 / Pkt. 

A much smaller bottle gourd usually less than three to 

five inches tall. Excellent ornaments. $1.89 per pkt 

125 Days. They're huge! Snake gourds can grow 
up to six feet long, though if used for food they 

should be harvested much sooner $1.99 / Pkt. 
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Dirt Crops – If growing to the baby salad stage you may find 
them easier to grow in soil. Some microgreens perform better 
in soil. peas, sunflower, buckwheat, beets, cilantro, lentils 

Soil: Seed starting medium is your best bet, but honestly, you 
can grab just about any potting mix or garden soil from the 
store and have good luck. You possibly want to steer clear of 
soils that have fertilizers mixed in as you don’t need fertilizer to 
grow greens. There should be enough nutriants in any soil to 
grow this short crop There are some really nice organic options 
available at our store. Some people grow microgreens with-
out soil [Hydroponically] and is a cleaner way with no daily 
watering needs but growing them in soil possibly gives them 
the a better flavor and makes them easiest to grow. 

Tray: You’ll need something to grow microgreens in. Use reg-
ular seed starting trays—available at our garden center but 
honestly, you can use pretty much anything. These greens 
aren’t going to stay in them very long, so it doesn’t have to be 
anything special. A plastic tote or a galvanized tub or even a 
baking dish! 

Light Source: There are two ways of going about this—the 
natural way or the artificial way. For the natural way, all you 
need is a sunny window. Easy! Or you can grow microgreens 
under a fluorescent light . You don’t need any kind of special 
light or lightbulbs. Just get the cheapest fluorescent shop light 
you can find and outfit it with two regular fluorescent lightbulbs. 
Hang the light about four inches above the table where you’ll 
set your tray. 

Fill Tray with Soil:  First step is to fill up your tray with soil. 
Since these plants aren’t going to be in there very long (9-12 
days), they won’t develop a very intricate root system, which 
means you don’t need a whole lot of soil. About two inches 
worth should be more than enough.  

Seeding:  Then you broadcast your seeds across the surface 
of the soil. No need to worry about getting it perfectly even or 
spaced out equally. You want to put a pretty thick coating 
down. Unlike when you’re growing a full, adult plant, you don’t 
have to worry about overcrowding with microgreens. Pack ’em 
in. Next, take a little more soil in your hand, and sprinkle it over 
the seeds. You’re just looking for light coverage here. Again, no 
need to be perfect. You don’t have to cover every seed exactly 
the same. Then take your hand and lightly press down all 
across the tray to really set the seeds into their new home. 

Water: Last planting step: give ’em a good drink of water. The 
spray bottle is for later, now is the time to use a watering can or 
the mist option on your hose sprayer. You don’t want them 
swimming in water, but you do want them very, very damp.  

Then put your tray in your sunny spot and wait! 
Or, if you are putting them under a grow light, place them di-
rectly under the light. You actually want the light to be almost 
touching the top of the tray 

Heating: If you’re trying to start your seeds in a particularly 
cool place, you might want to think about either cranking the 
heat for a few days while the seeds germinate, or use a seed 
starting mat. We sell a variety of different size heat mats for 
starting seeds from windowsill size to one that holds 4-10”x20” 
trays 

Hydroponic Crops – Hydroponic growing is 
the cleanest and easiest way to grow microgreens. 
With only a few exceptions, most microgreens 
grow extremely well hydroponically. 
1) Prepare your water 
Ideally you want a pH balanced water, in the range of 5.5 to 
6.5. Test your water and adjust accordingly. Wood ash or 
lime can be added to the water to raise pH, and phosphoric 
acid can be added to lower it.  
Distilled water or rain water is best. You can use tap water if 
needed, but I'd recommend letting it sit for 24 hours or boiling 
it to off-gas any chlorine. If you're adding any nutrients to 
your water, you'll want to dissolve them in now. 

2) Soak your grow mat [Coconut coir mats, or whatev-
er your preferred growing medium is. This will give the 
roots of your microgreens something to grab onto and 
help them stand upright.] Cut your grow mat to fit your 
growing trays. Then place your grow mat in your water or 
nutrient solution to get it wet, and then allow most excess 
water to drain off before transferring it to your 10" x 20" tray.   

3) Add your seeds  
Sprinkle your seeds evenly across your entire grow mat. 
Each type of microgreen requires a different seed density, so 
refer to your packaging or research to find the optimal densi-
ty for your crop. 
Once you've added your seeds, mist them with your spray 
bottle using clean water or a nutrient solution. 

4) Cover your seeds  
You'll want to cover your seeds with a lightproof cover so 
they're in complete difference. A second tray flipped upside 
down works great. 

5) Early on  
You'll want to keep your microgreens covered and in com-
plete darkness while they start to germinate and sprout. Only 
open your tray up to mist them every 12 hours or so. De-
pending on your variety of microgreens, you'll probably want 
them to remain in darkness for the first 5 days or so. 

6) Growing  
After around 5 days, your microgreens should be starting to 
grow nicely. Remove your lightproof cover and put the tray 
under fluorescent lighting. 
At this point you can start watering them by pouring small 
amounts of water directly into the tray instead of misting 
them. You can either water them with just pH balanced water 

or continue using a weak hydroponic solution. Nutrients 
Ideally look for a product that's organic and specifically de-
signed for growing microgreens hydroponically. But if you 
can't find that, any general hydroponic nutrients should work 
quite well.  

7) Harvesting  
After 10 to 12 days, most varieties of microgreens will be 
ready to harvest. Use a sharp blade to cut your microgreens 
off at the base of their stems. 
Rinse and dry them well, then place them between moist 
paper towels in a Ziploc bag and store them in the refrigera-
tor until you're ready to use them. 

You can use almost any vegetable seed to grow microgreens (some are tastier than others, though)   

https://www.trueleafmarket.com/products/pea-sprouting-green-organic?variant=39186606792
https://www.trueleafmarket.com/products/sunflower-sprouting-black-oil-organic-seeds?variant=38494671112
https://www.trueleafmarket.com/products/buckwheat-organic-microgreens-seeds?variant=45530150472
https://www.trueleafmarket.com/products/beet-detroit-dark-red-microgreens-seeds?variant=45187194376
https://www.trueleafmarket.com/products/cilantro-slow-bolt-microgreens-seeds?variant=46587820552
https://www.trueleafmarket.com/products/organic-crunchy-lentil-fest-sprouting-seeds-mix?variant=38636461000
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 MICRO GREENS SEED PKTS  

Micro Greens Alfalfa $1.99 

Micro Greens Arugula Roquette $1.99 

Micro Greens Arugula Wild $1.99 

Micro Greens Basil Sweet $1.99 

Micro Greens Basil Gourmet Mix $2.99 

Micro Greens Beet Early Wonder Tall Top $1.99 

Micro Greens Broccoli DeCicco $1.99 

Micro Greens Cabbage Red Acre $1.99 

Micro Greens Catgrass $1.99 

Micro Greens Celery Tall Utah $1.99 

Micro Greens Cilantro Coriander $1.99 

Micro Greens Cress Upland $1.99 

Micro Greens Dill Bouquet $1.99 

Micro Greens Kale Lacinato $1.99 

Micro Greens Kale Red & White Russian $1.99 

Micro Greens Kohlrabi Purple Sprouting $1.99 

Micro Greens Leek Large American Flag $1.99 

Micro Greens Lettuce Bistro Blend $1.99 

Micro Greens Lettuce Gourmet Salad Blend $1.99 

Micro Greens Lettuce Mesclun Mix $1.99 

Micro Greens Lettuce Mini Blend $2.99 

Micro Greens Mild Mix $2.99 

Micro Greens Mustard Braising Mix $1.99 

Micro Greens Old Mexico Mix $2.99 

Micro Greens Onion White Lisbon Bunching $1.99 

Micro Greens Pea Taiwan Sugar $1.99 

Micro Greens Radish Early Scarlet Globe $1.99 

Micro Greens Radish White Icicle $1.99 

Micro Greens Radish Mix $1.99 

Micro Greens Rainbow Mix $2.99 

Micro Greens Spicy Mix $2.99 

Micro Greens Spinach Bloomsdale $1.99 

Micro Greens Wheatgrass $2.99 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

Broccoli - Green Sprouting 

Broccoli microgreens are baby broccoli plants that 
are young and harvested about 10 days after germination.    
   Untreated seeds.        75¢ per  tsp scoop    

Cabbage - Copenhagen Market 

 Cabbage microgreens  are easy to grow  and grow 
quickly in either soil or hydroponic mediums.  
high content of antioxidants, carotenoids, vitamins K1 & C, 

and potassium;  Untreated seeds. 75¢ per tsp scoop    

Radish - French Breakfast 

Radish Microgreens taste like a peppery radish bulb. 

Give a zest to your salads  Untreated seeds.75¢ / tsp     

Spinach - Bloomsdale 

Bloomsdale Spinach Microgreens seeds will yield some 
highly nutritious Bloomsdale Spinach greens that have a 
nice mild flavor and beautiful dark green color to their 

leaves.  75¢ per tsp scoop    

 Old Mexico– Microgreens Mix 

This colorful mixture consists of coriander, red beets, cab-

bage, radishes, and pepper cress. Untreated $1.50 / tsp     

A mixture of many species and colors to create a unique 

flavor combo. Untreated seeds. $1.50 per  tsp     

Rainbow  Blend - Microgreens 

Spinach  - Seaside 
A upright spinach has smooth, thick, dark green, spade 
shaped leaves that makes it easier to clean. It is resistant 
to multiple-race downy mildew and can be used for baby 

leaf or microgreen growing. Untreated seed  95¢ / tsp 
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Approximately 25,000 seeds per oz.  
PLANTING; Begin sowing seed in spring as soon as soil can be 
worked safely. In finely tilled soil, place seeds 1/8" deep and firm 
soil over lightly. Keep moist and weed free. Thin seedlings to a 12-
15" spacing for best results.  
HARVEST; Cut off like leaf lettuce. Use in salads.  

 ENDIVE 

90 days. Dark green, deeply cut leaves form a  
16-18" loose head that blanches to a creamy white 
center. Very popular home garden variety.        

50¢ per  tsp scoop 

Green Curled Ruffec 

MUSTARD  GREENS 
From early spring to late summer, sow 15 seeds per foot, 1/4” 
deep.  In 30” to 36” row spacing. Hardy to light frost. Clip leaves as 
needed. 

45 days. Slowest to bolt of the mustard greens. 
Showy, frilled, bright green leaves, up to 18" tall 
bunching size. Hot mustard taste when raw, mild 

when cooked.    50¢ per  tsp scoop 

Greenwave 

Siberian Improved 

 KALE 

60 days. Extremely hardy broad thick leaves. Not 
curled like Vates. Leaves are plume like with frilled 

edges and a blue-green color. 50¢ per  tsp scoop 

PLANTING: Plant about 3 weeks or so before first fall frost date. 
Can also be planted in early spring. Sow seed 1/2-1" deep, 1-2" 
apart. Thin plants to 8-10" apart after emerge. Thinning can be 
transplanted or eaten. HARVEST: By clipping individual leaves. 
Kale is very hardy and will increase its eating quality after a 
frost or if kept into early winter. You will need 1/4 oz per 100'    
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Red Malabar 

Georgia  [Collards] 
80 Days A winter hardy variety used primarily for 
home garden yet suitable for fresh market. Plants 
are vigorous, 2-3 feet tall with crumbled leaves   

50¢ per  tsp scoop 

Collards 
Culture: Does well in both hot and cold weather. Plant in mid 
spring and again in late summer. Direct seed seeds 1/4” deep, 1-
2” apart. After emerge thin to 6” apart. Harvest only outer leaves. 
A frost will improve flavor.  1/2 oz. for a 100 foot row 

 SPINACH 
Approximately 2,500 seeds per oz.                 
PLANTING: Prefers cool soil to germinate. Begin planting in early 
spring, as soon as soil can be worked. Sow seeds 1/2" deep. 1" apart. 
Let spinach grow to baby size, then pull plants until you have a 3" 
spacing. Eat thin lings. Spinach can also be planted in the fall around 
the middle of September or anytime soil temperature has cooled down. 
HARVEST: Harvest spinach promptly when mature by cutting just be-
low attachment. Older plants and hot weather will cause spinach to 
bolt or go to seed. You will need 1 oz of seed per 100' row  

Bloomsdale  
45 days. Holds its quality and is slow to go to seed. 
Thick textured, crinkled leaves are glossy, dark green. 

Favorite for many.      75¢ per  tsp scoop 

Olympia  F1 
45 days. Fast growing and long standing. Leaves are 
smooth and oval in shape. A bolt tolerant variety with a 
preferred growing window that is early spring or late 
summer. Olympia offers high yields and multi cuts  

Great disease package    95¢ per  tsp scoop 

85 Days This heat loving vining spinach is really great 
from spring until fall. The glossy leaves  actually have a 
slight chard flavor. Green stalk with red leaves.         

$1.65 /  tsp scoop     

Green Malabar 
85 Days This heat loving vining spinach is really great 
from spring until fall. The glossy leaves  actually have a 
slight chard flavor. Red stalk with green leaves.     

$1.65 /  tsp scoop 

Lakeside  F1 
25-30 days A true baby leaf variety. This great spinach 
has excellent disease resistance and is a favorite. It 
reaches up to 16″ high and is mildly flavored, smooth 

leaved and is well worth planting.  95¢ /  tsp scoop 

Seaside F1 
50 days. This upright spinach has smooth, thick, dark 
green, spade shaped leaves that makes it easier to 
clean. It is resistant to multiple-race downy mildew and 
can be used for baby leaf or microgreen growing. Un-

treated seed  95¢ per  tsp scoop 

ARUGULA /ROQUETTE 
 40 days. Herb   A great one to spice up your salad 
mix! Spicy taste. Dark green, lobed leaves form a 
loose open bunch. Untreated seed.  

$2.19 per Heirloom Pkt 

Toy Choy Pak Choi  
a perfect compact variety that can reach up to 
5" tall. 
Pak Choi is a leafy, cool weather vegetable with 
short, compact plants that have a uniform vase-
like shape. Pak Choi is a very common ingredi-
ent in Asian stir fry dishes. 
$2.19  per Pkt 

 Pak Choi 



 

Black Seeded Simpson 

Approximately 25,000 seeds per oz.  HEAD LETTUCE: Start seeds indoors 3-4 weeks before transplanting outdoors. Use Jiffy 7's or a flat and 
inserts with a good soil substitute, like Berger BM-2. Place seeds not over 1/4" deep. Germinate at room temperature. Head lettuce seeds may 
also be sown outdoors like leaf lettuce. For nice big heads space plants 6-8" apart. Harvest, cut head of lettuce off after they form, just above 
roots. Use fresh. LEAF TYPES: Plant in early spring as soon as soil can be tilled. Place seeds 1/4" deep, 1" apart. For a constant supply, sow 
lettuce every 2 weeks for as long as weather stays cool. Harvest, cut leaf lettuce, 1-2" above ground. Use fresh in salads, wilted lettuce or in 
sandwiches. you will need 1/2 oz seed per 100' row 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

Approximately 8,000 seeds per OZ    Culture: Kohlrabi prefers cool temperatures. Does best in a rich, well drained loamy soil. Sow seeds 1/2” 
deep. 1” apart as soon as soil can be worked in the spring. Sow again in mid-summer for a fall crop. Thin plants to 5” spacing. Harvest when 
the bottom of bulb reaches 2-3” in diameter. Use the same as Turnip.  

Early Purple Vienna 
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60 Days. Later and larger than White Vienna. Simi-
lar in tenderness and quality. Purple bulb with white 
flesh. More heat tolerant than White Vienna.       

$.60 per tsp. 

Early White Vienna 
56 days. Light green, very smooth skinned bulb is 
ready when apple size. Flesh is creamy white, ten-

der and has a mild flavor. $.60  per tsp. 
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50 days. Leaf lettuce. this is still the most popular let-
tuce. Early, Compact, upright, large, broad frilled, light 

green leaves , excellent quality.  75¢ per tsp. 

82 days. Head lettuce. The most popular head lettuce. 
Large compact head has succulent, curly leaves with a 
mild flavor. Heart is tender, almost white with light 

green outer leaves.    $1.95 per pkt. = 1/8th oz. 

Iceberg  Head Lettuce 

Green Ice 
45 days. Leaf lettuce. Crisp textured, heavily crinkled 
wavy edge, dark green leaves have a fine flavor. Green 
Ice will not wilt as soon as most others do after cutting.     

75¢ per tsp. 

66 days. Romaine lettuce. Highest nutrition value of 
any lettuce. Plant is tall, erect & cylindrical. Light green 
outer leaves with a creamy yellow heart. Leaves are 

crisp, and very flavorful.  75₵ per  tsp 

Paris White Cos - Romaine 

65 days. Head lettuce. A improved Bibb type. Larger, 
4.5" head and more heat tolerant. Will not bolt as quick 
in hot weather. Center of head blanches to a yellow-

white color.   .75₵ per tsp 

Butter crunch 

Lettuce Plants 
We also have head lettuce plants started about Mar. 1st. To plant in 
your garden cover with hotcaps or jugs to protect from the cold nights 
and wind. The varieties we generally start in plants are Iceberg, Red 
& green Romaine types, Butter King and Buttercrunch.  We can’t 
guarantee that we will have all varieties available at all times 
$1.29 per 4 pack    

[Special shipping rates & terms apply to live plants] 

50 Days Leaf lettuce. One of the most heat resistant 
leaf types and almost never gets bitter. Forms a light 
center, loose outer leaves, of medium green, oak leaf 
shaped that are tender and crisp. Tight rosettes of med

-dark green deeply lobed oak leaf.      75¢ per tsp. 

Oakleaf 

Lettuce Blend # 1 
A blend of: Ruby Red, Oakleaf, Black Seeded Simp-
son, Buttercrunch, Paris White COS and Salad Bowl 

Red.  A very popular blend .       75₵ per tsp 

66 days. Romaine lettuce. Beautiful red lettuce with 
large, flat, broad leaves that vary in color from green to 
bronze to deep red.  Quick growing and heat tolerant if 

kept sufficiently watered.     75₵ per  tsp       

Red Romaine 

54 days. Open-headed batavian crisphead with excel-
lent resistance to bottom rot and tip-burn. Leaves are 
glossy green with reddish veins. Grows in open fash-
ion at first, forming a compact head at maturity. Very 

tasty, crisp, and juicy. Holds well under high heat   $1.75 per tsp 

Batavian  [Sierra ] 

Butter King  [Bibb] 
60 Days Bibb lettuce. Leaves are soft and, yes, but-
tery;  heads are relatively compact, filled with tender 
inner leaves that are mellow, sweet and succulent. 
Slower to bolt and tolerates heat better than most 

(Bibb) types, making it especially valuable in the South, or wherever 

summer heat comes early or unpredictably. $1.95 / Pkt.     

Batavian  [Arianna] 
50 days. Cherished by fine European chefs, Arianna is 
an enticing French beauty with thick, shapely mint-
green leaves adorning tall, open rose-shaped heads. 
Widely adaptable and exceedingly tolerant of 

stress, Arianna is both bolt- and tip burn-resistant. $1.75 per  tsp 

Lettuce Salad Bowl 
54 days.  Even planting of this lettuce variety virtually 
eliminates the need for plant thinning. Salad Bowl 
Lettuce is a loose-leaved lettuce that is good for hot 
weather areas because it is slow to bolt.. Crisp, tender 
leaves have an appealing green color. High in vitamins A & B, too!  
Available in seed tape form   
a bio-degradable tissue tape with pre-spaced seeds. for even plant-
ing, and virtually no thinning needed. Just place, cover and water for 

easy sowing!      $4.98 per  15ft  
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Basil 
Annual Herb Commonly used fresh in cooked recipes. In 
general, it is added at the last moment, as cooking quick-
ly destroys the flavor. The fresh herb can be kept for a 
short time in plastic bags in the refrigerator, or for a long-
er period in the freezer.         raw seed & pelleted 

Compact Basil   $1.99 per pkt  ~~ Thia Basil  $1.99 per pkt 
“Sow Easy” Sweet Basil [pelleted seed] $2.69 per pkt   

Dill  
Annual Herb - Dill provides a great beneficial-
insect habitat in the garden and can reseed prolifical-
ly. Dill is used in many pickling recipes as well as in 
seafood, soups, sauces, and potatoes. Successful 
cultivation requires warm to hot summers with high 
sunshine levels.             

Bouquet Dill  “raw seed” $1.99 per pkt 
Mammoth Dill  “Sow Easy Pelleted seed”  $2.69 per pkt 

Coriander /Cilantro 
Annual Herb Coriander It is also known as Chinese 
parsley, and in North America the stems and leaves 
are usually called Cilantro. All parts of the plant are 
edible, but the fresh leaves and the dried seeds are 
the parts most traditionally used in cooking        

$1.99 per pkt  raw seed 

Perennial Herb Flat, grass-like leaves with mild, part 
onion-part garlic flavor.  

Garlic Chives.  Zone - 3-9  $1.59 / Pkt raw seed 
“Sow Easy” Chives [Pelleted seed] $2.69 / pkt 

 Chives 

 Echinacea  [Coneflower] 

Perennial Herb [Purpurea]  The immunity Boost-
er  Robust, drought-tolerant perennial herb, clump 
style stately plants with coarse, deep green serrated 
leaves. 5in across big daisy-like blooms with slightly 
drooping petals. Blooms profusely for up to two 
months in summer. Attracts butterflies. Bloom Color - 

Purple/Pink      Zone - 3-9   $1.29 per Pkt 

Lemon Grass 
Annual Herb: The fresh stalks and leaves have a 
clean lemonlike odour because they contain an es-
sential oil, which is also present in lemon peel. ... As 
a spice, fresh lemon grass is preferred for its vibrant 
flavour,  Used to flavor asian dishes with a lemony 
flavor. Can be used fresh or dried. 

$1.99 per Pkt  raw seed 

Lavender, English 
Perennial Herb. The most popular of all pleasant 
scented herbs. The long-lasting, fragrant leaves and 
blossoms of this tender perennial are used to per-
fume soaps, potpourri, sachets, flower arrangements, 
pillows, bath and toliet waters, and evenstuffing in 
chairs. Makes an ideal fragrant hedge or edging.  

Munstead Lavender $1.99 per Pkt raw seed 
True Lavender $1.99 per pkt raw seed 

Chamomile [German] 
Annual Herb Used in brewing tea, making perfumes or 
hair rinses. Also used to medically calm frayed nerves,  
stomach problems, relieve muscle spasms, to treat skin 

conditions and mild infections. $1.99 per pkt raw seed 
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Perennial Herb Zones 3-9 Vibrant green leaves of cat-
nip are not only attractive to cats but are popular in tea as 
well. Flowers are very attractive to bees.  

$1.99 per pkt  raw seed 

Annual Herb Plants produces hundreds of small edible 
flowers and has a long harvest period. Add the flowers to 
salads or use to garnish cold drinks and desserts. Flow-
ers have a mild cucumber flavor. Borage flowers also 

attract bees and butterflies. $1.99 per pkt  raw seed 

Borage 

Caraway 
Biennial Herb  A flavorful and aromatic herb. The cara-
way seed is the most used part of the plant and can be 
used in baking, soups, stews and other foods - all parts of 

the plant are edible. $1.59 / 1.35 gram pkt raw seed 

Anise 

Catnip 

Cress 

Perennial Herb Zones 4-8 Aromatic seeds that produce 
a pungent flavored herb that resembles fennel and lico-
rice. Used for both medicinal and culinary purposes. An-
ise is a great plant to attract butterflies and bees to your 

garden.      $1.59 per 560 mg pkt   raw seed 

Annual Herb  Garden cress vegetables are interest-
ing perennial mounding plants that came to the Unit-
ed States from China. ... Both the leaves and stems 
of the garden cress plant can be eaten raw or in 
sandwiches, soups, or salads and are sometimes 

referred to as cress sprouts. $1.99 / pkt raw seed 

Fennel 
Annual Herb Florence fennel is an annual, which is 
grown for its bulbous white stalks. Used in salads, 
eaten raw or boiled.   

$1.99 per pkt  raw seed 

ARUGULA /ROQUETTE 
Tender Perennial Herb   A great one to spice up your 
salad mix! Spicy taste. Dark green, lobed leaves form a 
loose open bunch. Untreated seed.  

$2.19 per Heirloom Pkt  raw seed 

Bee Balm “Monarda” 
Perennial Herb Zones 3-9 Bee balm is antimicrobial and 
soothing, so it's often used to treat colds and flu. It also 
has a soothing effect on the digestive tract and helps to 
treat indigestion, bloating and nausea. 

$2.49 per pkt  raw seed 



 

Annual Herb, but otherwise is similar in use and 
flavor to the perennial winter savory. It is used more 
often than winter savory, which has a slightly more 
bitter flavor. It has a delicate, piney-pepper flavor is 
likened to thyme in culinary dishes. Its sweet-spicy 
flavor adds just the right touch to eggs, fish, green 
beans, poultry, meats as well as being used as an 
"antiseptic" for the entire digestive tract. Blooms attract bees and 
other beneficial insects to the garden,  
$1.99 per Pkt raw seed 

Summer Savory 

Annual Herb  Produces bright green, curly, frilled 
leaves that are perfect for garnishing.  Also adds color 
and flavor to soups and salads.  Eat as a natural 
breath freshener. Multiple cuttings per season are 
possible from one planting. It is a very nutritious herb 
(vitamins A, B, C),  

“Sow easy” pelleted seed $2.69 per Pkt 

Parsley  “Triple Curled” 
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Perennial Herb It's refreshing, cool tasting leaves 
add zest to all kinds of cuisine. mint tastes great in 
sauces and pairs well with vegetable, meat, and pota-
to dishes. It also makes a great garnish for iced 
drinks, melons and ice cream!  

Spearmint  raw seed pkt  $5.95 
“Sow Easy” Peppermint  pelleted seed pkts $2.69 

Mints 

Rosemary 

Sage 

Tender Perennial Herb A woody, perennial 
herb with fragrant, evergreen, needle-like leaves. 
Used as a decorative plant in gardens where it may 
have pest control effects. The leaves are used to 
flavor various foods, such as stuffing and roast 
meats.  Zone - 6-10   

“Sow easy” pelleted seed $2.69 per Pkt 

Perennial Herb  A soft, yet sweet savory flavor. 
Flat-leaved, used in salad dressings, poultry, soups 
and as an ingredient of pesto. Flavor is much more 
pronounced than that of the more familiar curled 
type.   Zone - 4-11 

“Sow easy” pelleted seed $2.69 per Pkt 

Oregano [Vulgare] 
Tender Perennial Herb Its taste is zesty and 
strong and is commonly used in Italian dishes. Orega-
no is a hardy plant and makes a good ground cover. It 
has a pungent, spicy, slightly bitter flavor pairs well 
with almost any vegetable preparation.  Zone 5-12 

“Sow Easy” pelleted seed $2.69 per Pkt 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

Marjoram “sweet” 
Annual Herb  It has a delicate sweet-flavor, and 
subtle pungent (spicy) taste. Aroma is similar to ore-
gano, but sweeter and more balsam-like  
$1.99 per Pkt raw seed 

Perennial Herb Used to flavor vinegars, herbal 
butter, shellfish, pork, beef, poultry, leeks, pota-
toes, tomatoes, carrots, onions, asparagus, mush-
rooms, broccoli, peas, and rice. Use the fresh 
leaves in salads, tartar sauce, and French dress-

ing.        $1.99 per Pkt raw seed 

Perennial Herb A hardy perennial that can also 
be grown as an annual. The tender, fresh green 
leaves have an intense lemony flavor. Sorrel is 
sometimes dried and used medicinal teas.  
$1.59 per Pkt raw seed 

Thyme 

Tarragon 

Sorrel 

Perennial Herb Aromatic, dusty grey-green 
leaves and small, pale pink flowers in late summer 
that are attractive to bees. Used in cooking to fla-
vor stews, sauces, soups, cottage cheese, meat 
loaf, sausages, marinades, fish cakes, vinegars 
and oils. Also has some medicinal uses as an antiseptic.  
“Sow easy” pelleted seed $2.69 per Pkt 

 Yarrow  [Summer Pastels] 
Perennial Herb The above ground parts are 
used to make medicine. Yarrow is used for fever, 
common cold, hay fever, absence of menstruation, 
dysentery, diarrhea, loss of appetite, gastrointesti-
nal (GI) tract discomfort, and to induce sweating. 
... In foods, the young leaves and flowers of yarrow 
are used in salads.  

$1.99 per Pkt raw seeds 

Salsify [Mammoth Island] 
Biennial Herb Also known as “Vegetable Oys-
ter”. A non-sweet parsnip-like root that is long and 
tapered like a carrot. The upright plants look like 
grass and have purple flowers the second sum-
mer. The creamy white tapered roots have white 
flesh and have a subtle oyster-like flavor. Tasty 
when peeled and used in soups, stews or cooked 

alone.  
$1.29 per 2.7 gram Pkt 



 

85 days. Both a short and long day type onion. Can be 
grown in the north or south. Produces yellow skinned white 
flesh bulb with a sweet, mild flavor. With proper care, they 
will keep until February or March if you do not eat them all 

by then.     $2.95 per pkt.    Approx 100 - 200 seeds  

Approximately 8,000 seeds per OZ              Planting: Sow seeds thinly in seed flats in February or March. Place seeds in a good soil substi-
tute, like Berger BM-2. Germinate at 56F in strong natural or artificial light. After  emergence. Trim top to 4” as needed as plants become estab-
lished. Transplant outdoors in 6” spacing's. Seeds may also be started out doors in late spring. Hint: Start your own onion sets by spacing 
seeds 3/4” apart in a block format outdoors. Harvest and plant like onions bulbs. Harvest: For fresh spring onions, pull and use when desired 
size is reached. For onion bulbs, when tops begin to fall over  & bulb has developed skins, pull and cure for a week in the sunlight. When dry, 
store in a dark, cool place. Do not freeze.  You will need 1 OZ of seed per 100’ row  

115 days. Long day type. A leader for slicing. Large, 
globe shape with a pleasing flavor that is fairly mild 
and sweet. Brownish-yellow skin.  
$1.95 per pkt. = 1/8 oz 

A bulbless variety used only for bunching or for fresh 
spring onions. Stems are long, white, tender 
and have a fine onion flavor.  
$ 1.59 per 2 gram pkt.  

Yellow Sweet Spanish 

Candy F1 

ONION SEEDS ~~~ ONION SEEDS 

Evergreen Bunching 

 ONION PLANTS ~~~ ONION PLANTS 
45-50 onion plants per bunch    If sweet onions are what you are looking for, you will need to 
plant onion plants. Most varieties are sweeter and are poor keeper in storage. All onion plants 
are grown in Texas and are certified by the Texas Department of Agricultural. Short Day 
Type– Start bulbing when daylight length reaches 10-12 hours. Does best in the southern 
US. Intermediate Day Type– Start bulbing when daylight length reaches 12-14 hours. Can 
be planted most anywhere. Long Day Type– Start bulbing when daylight reaches 14-15 

hours. Does best in the Northern US. We will start getting onion plants in around 
mid Feb.  Subject to weather conditions              approx 60 plants per bunch 

Onion sets can be used to grow either fresh spring onions or left to 
full maturity for keeping onion bulbs. Sets can be planted in rows 
or in a square pattern. Space at a 4-6" spacing for larger bulbs or 
at 2" for fresh spring onions You will need about 1 pound of sets 
per 100' row or  
PRICE PER POUND 
Red             ¢  per lb.               
White          99 ¢ per lb.                 
Yellow         99 ¢per lb.                 
Oversized white    90¢  per lb.      
Oversized Yellow     90¢ per lb. 
Sweet Delight Vidalia Sets   $2.75  per lb. 
Candy Onion Sets     $.99 per  lb. 

 ONION SETS 
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 LEEKS 

Large American Flag 

Sow seeds indoors 4 weeks before the last frost.  Sow in flats 1/4” deep.  
Transplant to the garden one week after last frost in trenches six inches 
apart.  Keep hilling around the base of the plant to bleach stems. 

85 Days. Thick straight vigorous growing, good quali-
ty. Holds well in the ground even through winter for 
early spring crop.       $1.29 per 2 gram pkt.  

Candy  

Candy Red Apple 

115 days. The most popular yellow onion plant we 
sell.  The straw color globes are heat & drought toler-
ant.  Keeps for months without losing it’s flavor.  Very 
mild.  Short day. $2.95 per bunch  

95 days Deep, red, flattened, globe shaped sweet 
hybrid. Up to 4" in diameter. Stores up to 60 days. A 
red  Candy onion. $2.95 per bunch 

85 days. Both a short and long day type onion. Can 
be grown in the north or south. Produces yellow 
skinned  white flesh bulb with a sweet, mild flavor. 
$2.95 per bunch   shipping wt - 1 lb  per bunch 

90 days.  A sweet onion that is sweet even right up 
to harvest.  This is the popular sweet onion variety 
from Washington state best if used soon after har-
vest.  Yellow skinned with white flesh.  Great slicer.  
Long day type.                $2.95 per bunch  

Walla Walla 

Texas SuperSweet 1015Y 

100 Days.  The Yellow Granex variety was devel-
oped in Carrizo Springs, Texas \This onion variety 
was approved through vigorous testing to be allowed 
to be called a Vidalia onion.  This is also the variety 
grown in Maui, Hawaii and around Tyler, Texas, 
where it is called the "Noonday Onion." It stores fairly 
well for this type of onion at approximately 1-2 
months. Yellow Granex produces large, semi-flat onions with 
rounded shoulders. Goes great in salads or salad dressings.     

$2.95 per bunch       shipping wt - 1 lb  per bunch 

Yellow Granex  [Vidalia] 

These White Lisbon Bunching Onions Known for its zesty 
flavor, this silvery white onion variety is crisp, mild, and fast 
growing. It is not affected by long or short days.  

Available in seed tape form   
a bio-degradable tissue tape with pre-spaced seeds. for 
even planting, and virtually no thinning needed. Just place, cover and 

water for easy sowing!      $4.98 per  15ft  

White Lisbon Bunching 



 

ONION STORAGE IDEAS 
Store the onions in a cool, moderately dry location. away from direct sunlight. Storage temperatures should 
be 32 to 40 degrees F. The relative humidity should be 65 to 70 percent. Possible storage locations include 
a basement, cellar, or garage Do not store whole onions in plastic bags. Lack of air movement reduc-
es storage life. Chopped or sliced onions can be stored in a sealed container in your refrigerator for up to 7 
days.  Sprouted onions might get a little mushy after they sprout, but it's not poisonous or toxic and won't 
hurt you. Especially if the roots and shoots are still small, it's still perfectly good  

Approximately 500 seeds per OZ 
CULTURE; In late spring or early summer, till up soil fine and 
loose. Direct sow seeds. 1/4" deep, 2-3" apart in a row spacing of 
36-48". After emerge, thin to 4-8" apart. HARVEST; Clip small 2-4" 
long seeds pods regularly to keep plants producing. Remove older 
ripe pods to maintain plant vigor.     

Clemson Spineless   

55 days. Most popular okra. 48-54" tall plant. 
Straight ridged, short, thick and rich green pods 

are of fine quality.  75¢ per tsp scoop 

OKRA  
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Approximately 15,000 seeds per oz. 
PLANTING: To start indoors, in a flat Styrofoam tray, place a wet pa-
per towel. Sprinkle seeds over paper towel. Cover tray with a clear 
plastic wrap. Germinate at 70F, out of direct sunlight. Seeds will germi-
nate in about 7-14 days. After seeds sprout, gently pick up sprouts and 
replant into a flat with an insert. After plants are 4-6" tall and danger of 
frost is past, transplant outdoors. Seeds may also be sown outdoors. 
Place seeds 1/4" deep, 3 per foot. Germination time can be up to 3 
weeks if sown outdoors. You will need 1/2 oz per 100’ row      

Triple Curled 
75 days. Annual Herb  Produces bright green, curly, 
frilled leaves that are perfect for garnishing.  Also adds 
color and flavor to soups and salads.  Eat as a natural 
breath freshener. Multiple cuttings per season are possi-

ble from one planting. It is a very nutritious herb (vitamins A, B, C),  

“Sow easy” pelleted seed $2.69 per Pkt 

 PARSLEY 

 PEANUTS 
PLANTING: In late spring/ early summer, deeply till soil. Enrich soil with compost, or other fertilizers. Shell peanuts. Place seeds 1-2" deep, 6" 
apart in a row spacing of 36-48". After plants flower, ridge soil around plants like you would potatoes. HARVEST: Dig up plants before frost and 
hang plant up to cure in a cool, dry, breezy place. Peanuts can also be removed from plant and dried on a flat surface. After peanuts have dried 
down, remove from plant after they are well cured and dry. Wash and soak in salt water over night, Roast shell and all in a oven on a cookie 
sheet at 300F for 2-3 hours. You must stir frequently to keep peanuts from burning. PEANUTS SOLD IN SHELL ONLY. 

Tennessee Red Valencia 

120 days. Large, nutty, sweet flavored kernels.  Pods 
have 2-5 kernels each. Seed in shell.  

$3.35 per lb.  

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

 PARSNIPS [Hollow Crown] 
Approximately 10,000 seeds per OZ. 
PLANTING: Sow seeds in early to mid-spring. Deeply 
till soil. Place seeds 1/4" deep, 1-2" apart. Do not let 
soil crust over. Germination time is about 3 weeks. It 
maybe a good idea to plant some radish seeds with 
your parsnips to break up the soil crust. HARVEST: 
After a hard frost in the fall, dig up roots. Roots can 
be left in the ground for the winter and dug up in the 
spring. Use fresh, can or freeze for later use.  
95 days. Popular variety that grows 10-12" long  and up to 3" 
across at shoulder, gradually tapering to a point with a decided hol-

low crown.     .50₵ per tsp scoop 

Horseradish Roots 
Horseradish is adapted to the north and is not 
suited for southern planting except in high alti-
tudes. Plant in the spring, after the ground 
warms to 50ºF. Select a sunny site in an area 
that has rich, well-drained soil and till the soil to 
a depth of about 12”. Plant in a 6-8” furrow, 

spacing plants 12-18” apart, with the flat, cut end facing up. Fertilize 
generously with compost, manure or garden fertilizer. Allow the roots to 
develop by not harvesting the first season. its best growth in the cool 
autumn, steadily improving after September. Roots can be harvested 
after the first frost in late fall, or in early spring before new growth be-
gins. Roots become hotter with age.  provide a spicy addition to your 
garden! An old time favorite, these white roots can be ground to make 
your own horseradish sauce. Not much is needed for the average fami-
ly, and a few plants will provide roots for an ample supply of grated or 

ground horseradish.                $3.75 per Root  

Rutabaga American Purple Top 

A real old-timer that has been popular for years. Its large 
roots are purple above ground and light yellow below. 
Tops are big and the necks are of medium size. Fine-
textured and good to eat, its flesh is creamy yellow in 
color. Everyone’s favorite rutabaga for market sales, fresh 

from the field or for winter storage.  $1.89 per pkt 

Okra  Burgundy 
60 days. Attractive plants with deep burgundy 
stems and green leaves produce excellent yields 
of bright red pods. Tender, savory, and thoroughly 
delicious, this okra keeps its texture and flavor 
even if allowed to grow to full maturity. The pods turn green when 
cooked, but are frequently dried and used in arrangements.  

75¢ per tsp scoop 

Salsify [Mammoth Island] 
Biennial Herb Also known as “Vegetable Oys-
ter”. A non-sweet parsnip-like root that is long and 
tapered like a carrot. The upright plants look like 
grass and have purple flowers the second sum-
mer. The creamy white tapered roots have white 
flesh and have a subtle oyster-like flavor. Tasty 
when peeled and used in soups, stews or cooked 

alone.        $1.29 per 2.7 gram Pkt 



 

 Approximately 1,500 seeds per pound.  PLANTING: Plant in early spring as soon as soil can be worked. Young pea plants can tolerate a 
frost. Work up soil till fine. For increase in yield, TIP: : Apply a stream of  3-18-18 liquid plant food on row when you plant seeds 
(Approx 1/2 gallon per 300 feet) You may also do this when plants are growing beside plants then till it in. Place seeds 1" deep, 1.5-2" 
apart in a row spacing of 30-36". Taller types will need support. Keep weed free for best results. HARVEST: Pick pods when seeds have en-
larged in pod, before sides bulge. Hold vines while picking to avoid tearing of vine. Use fresh, can or freeze for later use. You will need approx 
2 lbs of seed per 100' row  

Bolero 
69 days. One of the best freezer peas on the market. 
Bushy, 26-28" vines are highly disease tolerant. Dark 
green, 3" pods are blunt and contain 7-9 peas each.    

$4.95  per lb. 

Early Frosty 
63 days. Very Popular. Dependable. 26-30" vines have 
the pods near the top for easy picking. Great yields of 3
-3.5" pods are filled with 6-8 medium sized, sweet, ten-
der peas each. Good tasting fresh, canned or frozen. A 

improved Little Marvel type.       $2.95 per lb. 

     PEAS, SUGAR SNOW  

 PEAS ~~~ SHELL TYPE ~~~ PEAS 
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67 Days. A very productive variety that is by customer 
request. Double and triple pods on 24-26” plants. Im-
proved Bolero variety with great disease resistance. 

Cans and freezes well  $4.95 per lb. 

Legacy 

Dual 
66 Days. A pea that sets 10 to 14 peas in the pod and 
not only one pod per stem but two. Because of this it 
produces a heavy crop of bright green and sweet peas. 
Pods are long, giving the peas room to form nice size 

peas.           $4.95 per lb. 

Lincoln 
67 days. Sweetest & most tender pea of them all! 3-3.5" 
long pods are packed full with 8-9 small, sweet peas 

each. 24-30" vines.       $2.95 per lb. 

Spring 
57 days. Pods average 3" long and are filled with 6-7 
medium sized sweet peas each. A good pea for fresh 

eating or freezing.                $3.95 per lb. 

Maestro Improved 
57 days. Progress type peas. Tolerant to pea enation 
virus, powdery mildew and common wilt. Large 4" long 

pod shave 8-10 large sweet peas each. $3.95 per lb. 

Little Marvel 
63 days. 18-20” vines. 3” blunt ended pods are well filled 
with 5-6 plump peas each. Dependable yielder of good 
sized pea with a fine sweet flavor when picked young    

$2.95 per lb   

PLANTING: Plant as shell peas. HARVEST: Pick when shell is still 
green & the seeds have developed but not hard. Snap like green beans 

Sugar Sprint PVP 
60 days.  Very Productive, 18-24” vines produce crisp, 
2.5-3” pods with excellent flavor.  No support is needed 

with this one.    $6.95 per lb. 

PLANTING: Plant as shell peas. HARVEST: Sugar or snow peas taste 
best when picked at an immature stage when pod is still flat, before 
seeds develop. Use raw, cooked or they may be canned or froze. 

66 days. Thin, flat pods are about 3" long, sweet, crisp, 
fiber less, string less and just delicious. Short 30" vines. 

Replacement for Dwarf Gray Sugar pea. $2.95 per lb. 

Dwarf White Sugar 

Snap peas;  Pods are thick & sweet, edible without shelling. A 
spring treat raw from the garden, steamed or stir-fried. If left to 
mature, they can be shelled like regular peas 

~VS~ 
 Snow peas; Pods are thinner than snap peas, most edible at the 
tender stage raw or in cooking. Peas do not mature inside the 
pods like snap peas. Try them with veggie dip. 

Bean & Pea Inoculant 
 Improves growth of plant and increases yields. Each 
package treats up to 8 pounds of seed.  

1.5 oz pkt    $5.95    treats 8 lbs seed 

Granulated Inoculant 

California Blackeye Pea 

For increased yield Coat pea seed with a bean and pea inoculant.  

No Messy Hands. Just sprinkle on top of seed before 

covering. 8.7 oz. can  $9.95  treats 150 ft row      

2.3 oz  pkt   $5.95   treats 40 ft row  

Folding Pea Trellis/Fence Great for peas, cucumbers and other vining crops! Great for trellising peas 
and cucumbers, this long-lasting galvanized wire fence allows you to easily trellis and train your plants. The verti-
cal growth allows you use less space in your garden and allows for easier harvesting. This fence quickly folds flat 

for easy storage at the end of the season 40” tall x 9 feet long  $17.95    shipping wt 6 lb + extra size  

Peas, Sugar Snap 

Maturity 65 days. This heavy yielding , sweet flavored 
variety has 6"-7" well filled pods. Use either green in 
the summer or dried in the winter. Rich, slightly sweet 

flavor, meaty texture.  $3.95 per lb 

Can be picked when still green & soft, chewable & sweet. Or you can 
let them dry on the plant for dried peas, wait until pod is discolored, 
shriveled and pea is hard to dent with thumb nail. Check them daily 
or the wind will shell them for you. After peas are shelled use or store 
in a cool dry place 

Southern / Cowpeas 



 

POTATOES ~~~ POTATOES ~~~ POTATOES  
OUR POTATOES ARE ALL CERTIFIED BLUE TAG SEED POTATOES.  PLANTING: Grow your own fresh pota-
toes. In early spring, cut each potato into pieces with 2 eyes in each piece. A rule of thumb-you can expect about 5 
eyes per pound of potato. Allow pieces to stand a day or two to allow the cut sides to form a skin. Plant into soil at 50 
degrees F. When plants flower, potatoes can be dug or hill dirt up around plant for more and bigger potatoes 

Kennebec 

Goldrush (Russet) 

Red Pontiac 

Yukon gold 

90-100 days. Mid-season to late. The most 
popular white potato sold. Thin, white skinned, 
with shallow eyes. Great baking and storage 
potato. Very resistant to early and late blight 
and mosaic virus. Heavy yields in mid season. 

45¢ per lb or $15.95 per 50 lb bag 

Red Lasoda 

90-100 days. Distinctive rosy skin & waxy white 
flesh sets this variety apart. Keeps well & 
adaptable to a wide range of soils. Always reli-
able Withstands cold, heat & drought  
45¢ per lb or $15.95 per 50 lb bag 

80-90 days. Versatile and fine flavored.  Long, 
russet skinned spuds with bright white flesh 
are good baked, boiled or fried! Resistant to 
hollow heart and scab.               
45¢ per lb or $15.95 per 50 lb bag 

90-110 days. Late season red potato. A good 
keeping potato. Solid tubers with a thin red 
skin. Does well in heavy soils. 
45¢ per lb or $15.95 per 50 lb bag 

80-100 days. An early golden flesh potato. 
One of the best eating varieties available. Yel-
low skinned with pink colored eyes and has a 
creamy yellow, buttery flavored flesh. Tastes 
great. Stores well. One of our most popular 
potatoes.  45¢ per lb or $15.95 per 50 lb bag 
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Rooted 6 packs $2.95       full flat of 12-6 packs $32.00 
Unrooted Slips  .25¢  each   [subject to availability] 
[Special shipping rates & terms apply to rooted plants] 

All Blue 
100-120 days. This one is blue all the way 
through. Semi fingerling specialty potato. Skin 
is dark purple. Inside its Blue and turns some-
what pale when cooked. 
65¢ per lb or $26.95 per 50 lb bag 

A medium-early maturing variety with moder-
ately high yields. Plant maturity is slightly later 
than Irish Cobbler. Plants are medium sized, 
erect to spreading. This variety is resistant to 
net necrosis and common scab; relatively re-
sistant to internal heat necrosis  

65¢ per lb or $26.95 per 50 lb bag 

Superior 

Hi-Yield Dusting Wettable Sulfur  
Dust Potatoes with sulpher right after cutting. 
This helps prevent soil borne diseases from enter-

ing the seed potato  4 lb. bag  $9.95 

Any spray Containing Spinosad is a very good 
organic cure for the Colorado potato beetle.  We 
have several formulations in stock as; Dust or 
Concentrate or ready to spray 

SWEET POTATOES  

Beauragard;  Are an outstanding release that has 
been accepted by farmers everywhere. Chances are 
this is the variety that is available in your local mar-
ket. 90-100 day maturity.  Rooted 6 pack $2.95 Or 
Call for special price on larger quantities        
Subject to Availability  

Vardaman;  Is our second bush variety sweet potato. 
Golden yellow outside skin that darkens after dig-
ging. 100 day maturity.  
Rooted 6 pack $2.95 Or Call for special price on 
larger quantities.  Subject to Availability   

Georgia Jet; A spectacular variety with extremely 
fast growth (#1 size potatoes in only 90 days) and 
extra-high yields. 90-100 day maturity.  
Rooted 6 pack $2.95 Or Call for special price on 
larger quantities.   Subject to Availability  

Bunch Porto Rica; Also called “Bush” and “Vine 
less,” The favorite plant of gardners with limited 
space. 110 day maturity.  
Rooted 6 pack $2.95 Or Call for special price on 
larger quantities.   Subject to Availability  

Centennial; Centennials could be the most widely 
recognized sweet potato. Carrot color inside with 
copper to orange outside skin. 100 day maturity. 
Rooted 6 pack $2.95 Or Call for special price on 
larger quantities.   Subject to Availability  
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Red Norland 

75-85 days. The earliest red potato we carry. 
High percentage of #1 tubers. Nice and round 
with shallow eyes. Good choice for a roadside 
stand or produce auction. Large tubers store 
well.      45¢ per lb or $15.95 per 50 lb bag 



 

Approximately 4,000 seeds per oz. PLANTING:  Start seeds indoors 7-8 weeks before transplanting outdoors.  For a home garden use jiffy 
peat pots or flats with inserts and a good Germinating mix, like Pro mix or BM-2.  Place 2-3 seeds per pot or cell.  Keep moist, but not wet.  
Germinate at 72°. After seedlings emerge, reduce temperature to 70° for the first 21 days.  From the 22nd day on until transplanted outdoors, 
reduce temperature to 60°F for strong healthy plants.  Plants should receive as much sunlight as possible.  Plant outdoors as soon as soil has 
warmed up and all danger of frost is past.  Place plants 12-18” apart in a single row or a double staggered row if planted on plastic mulch.  
Keep soil moist but not wet.  Do not let soil dry out, as peppers do not forget and will short you on yield. HARVEST: Pick first peppers promptly 
when they reach full size or matured to full color to encourage future fruit to set.   

PEPPER  VARIETIES INFO ON SEEDS & PLANTS WE SELL 
 Sweet Bell Pepper Seeds  ~~~  Sweet Bell Pepper Seeds 
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BIG BERTHA HYBRID- 72 days. Very large sweet bell type pepper. Mostly 4-lobed, thick walled 7” long fruit is 

dark green turning to red with full season fruiting. Upright plants grow 25”- 30” tall.$3.25 / Pkt 30 seeds .215 gram 

BANNANARAMA- (Burpee Exclusive) 70 days. If you like tasty banana peppers, you’ll love this whopper, which 
produces bigger, meatier peppers on smaller plants. This pepper starts yellow and mature orange-red, so you can 

pick them at any stage      $5.95 per Pkt  = 30 seeds   .193 gram 

CALIFORNIA WONDER- 75 days. Smooth, blocky, 3-4 loped, 3.5" X 4.5" sweet bell type pepper. Fruit has thick 
walls and is glossy deep green turning to red when mature. Popular home garden variety.  

$1.99 Pkt = 150 seeds       1.50 gram coated seed      

CONFETTE - (Burpee Exclusive) 60 Days. showers joy—from its eye-catching, variegated leaves to its sweet, 
thin-walled, chameleon-colored fruit. Petite 2 oz. peppers ripen from green-striped to red are perfect for eating fresh 

at any stage. Best for containers or small spaces, with or without support. $7.95 per Pkt = 30 seeds .191 gram 

GIANT MARCONI - 70 days. 8” by 3” tapered fruits have a sweet & smoky flavor that is equally tasty green or red, 

fresh or grilled. Very high yielder and withstands severe weather and disease. $4.95 / Pkt  30 seeds .198 gram 

GOLDEN CALIFORNIA WONDER- 72 days. Blocky, large, 4-½”, smooth fruits mature  from green to golden- 

yellow, That’s when they are at  their sweetest.     $1.99 per Pkt = 150 seeds 1.195 gram  

GOLIATH SWEET HYBRID-71 days. Massive 4-lobed, thick walled green to red fruits measure 4” x 7” with a 
terrific flavor and contain more vitamin C than oranges. Vigorous plant set fruit well in all conditions.  

$5.95 per Pkt = 30 seeds  .220 gram 

GREAT STUFF  -  (Burpee Exclusive) 75 days These jumbo, 7in. Long and 5 in. wide peppers are perfect for 
stuffing, roasting and slicing. An easy to grow pepper and is productive all summer long , ripening from green to 

dark red. Also pest resistant.   $6.95 per Pkt = 30 seeds  .235 gram 

MINI BELLE MIX  60 Days A festive and charming mix of tiny bell peppers, just 1-1/4", on 24" plants. Prolific 
yields of fruits with sweet, firm flesh that is surprisingly thick and flavorful. All peppers start out green, and mature to 

a range of yellows and reds. Resistant to Tobacco Mosaic Virus.       $2.95 per Pkt  = 30 seeds  .171 gram 

ORANGE BLAZE - 70 Days. Thick walled, 3-4 lobed 4” Orange bell pepper. Great flavor. This one will add some 

color to your sweet  bell pepper mix.   $4.70 per Pkt = 30 seeds   .280 gram 

PURPLE BEAUTY- 70 days. Special purple color for gourmet chefs. Fruits are blocky, thick walled and purple 
from the start. Compact plants set heavily, with good cover to protect fruits from sunscald.  

$2.95 Pkt = 150 seeds  1.120 gram 

RED KNIGHT HYBRID- 57 days green, 77 days red. A big and early pepper for a jump start on the market place! 
Excellent fruit quality in the red stage. Widely adapted. Strong plants are 20-24" tall with resistance to Bacterial Leaf 

Spot races 1,2 & 3 and Potato Virus Y.     $3.25 per Pkt = 30 seeds   .310 gram 

REVOLUTION HYBRID- 75 days. Extra large 4.5 x 4.5 in fruit and has a strong disease package. The medium 
green to red maturing fruit has good wall thickness and a four lobed shape. have been noted to have early maturity, 

concentrated set and good yield ability during cool growing periods. $3.50 Pkt = 30 seeds  .223 gram 

SUNBRIGHT YELLOW BELL- 75 days. 5"x7" fruit with thick walls. Starts green and turns to a nice yellow color. 

A high yielding pepper great for home gardens or a roadside stand.     $2.95 per Pkt = 150 seeds  1.210 gram 

SWEET BANANA- 66 days. A very popular pepper, excellent fresh or cooked. Thick walled fruits with sweet, mild, 

waxy flesh. Skin starts pale green and matures yellow to red. 16-24” tall plants. $1.95 Pkt = 150 seed  .955 gram 

SWEET CHERRY - 80 days. Red cherry peppers. Produces heavy yields of sweet, globe shaped peppers   

                                                                              $2.95 per Pkt = 150 seed    .757 gram 

TRICKED YOU Jalapeno - 90 Days. high yields of giant 4" long Jalapeno peppers. They have no heat, zero 
heat, but have the flavor of a Jalapeno pepper. from green to bright red when mature, but are usually used when 

green. Excellent for salsa, hot sauce, pickling, and stir fry. $4.70 per Pkt = 30 seeds   .280 gram 



 

We try to have started pepper plants ready by April 1st & on thru June. Available in store only no shipping on plants  
Treat like tomatoes protect from frost.  We can’t guarantee that we will have all varieties available at all times    
$1.29 per regular 4 pack     $1.89 per jumbo 4 pack     $.99 per 2 pack for hot peppers & specialty kinds  
  [Special shipping rates & terms apply to live plants] 

 Hot  Pepper Seeds  ~~~~~~  Hot  Pepper Seeds 
 The measure of Caspian was developed by a man with the name of Scoville, thus the name. Scoville Heat Units (SHU) 
Like all subjective scales, it is only a guide as many things have an effect on it. Cool weather produces milder peppers 

and high night time temperature has the greatest effect on increasing the heat in peppers. Drying also increases the 
heat 10 to 11 times more. 
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Big Guy [Jalapeno]  69 Days  The largest jalapeño in our offering and the perfect pepper for pickling, 
stuffing and slicing. At 5" long and 1" thick, this pepper is ready to spark up any salsa.     
$5.95 per Pkt =  30 seeds    .201 gram 

CAROLINA REAPER 120 days. Believed to be the hottest pepper in the world, the Carolina Reaper is a 
serious scorcher! These little peppers are fiery red with a little scythe shaped tail at the base of many fruit The 

heat rating  can be over 1,500,000 Scovilles  $5.95 per Pkt =  30 seeds    .201 gram 

CARRIBEAN BLEND– 90 days. Improved version of habanero that ripens to a beautiful deep red and is 
even hotter. Productive 30" plants and 1 1/2" x 1" fruits. Space plants 18-24" apart. an extremely spicy version 

of the habanero pepper, clocks in at up to 445,000 Scoville units.   $4.95 per Pkt = 30 seeds  .152 gram 

CHILI PIE - A unique miniature Bell Pepper that is mildly hot when fruits turn red. These peppers are com-
pact, easy to grow and adapt well to a container or small garden planting. Another plus is their dark green foli-

age and ability to set fruit even under hot humid conditions.   $4.95 per Pkt = 30 seeds  .285 gram 

GHOST BHUT JOLKIA - 83 days. Supposed to be the hottest pepper in the world measuring over 1 mil-
lion units!!!! The 2 ½” -3 ½” long orange - red peppers should be eaten with extreme caution & kept away from 

eyes.   $6.95 per Pkt = 30 seeds   .149 gram 

HABANERO ORANGE-90 days SUPER HOT!! SHU of 280,000 units. Small tapered pale green fruits 
have wrinkled skin turning golden-orange. Used in sauces & for dried pepper powder. High yielding plants grow 

36” tall.       $2.99 per Pkt  = 100 seeds 

HUNGARIAN WAX- 65 days. Spicy, fairly hot banana shaped, medium thick walled fruits are 3“-4” long &  
2” across. Matures from yellow to bright red. Ever bearing 16”-24” tall plants SHU of 750 to 3000 units!!!  

$1.99 per Pkt = 100 seeds  .633 gram 

JALAPENO GOLIATH HYBRID- 65 days. Thick walled 4” long & 1-½” across mature from green to red 
with excellent flavor & texture. (30% hotter than the average Jalapeno)  SHU of 6,000 to 8,000 units!!! 

$5.95 per Pkt = 30 seeds   .168 gram 

JALEPENO (MILD)- 75 Days. Moderately thick flesh is deep green turning to a deep red when mature. 
Great for hot pickled peppers or can be eaten raw. SHU of 3,500 to 6,000 Units    

$1.99 per Pkt = 100 seeds   .715 gram 

LONG RED SLIM CAYENNE- 70 days. Long, slender, slightly wrinkled & no thicker than a pencil. Fruits 
start out green turning fiery red. Good for pickles, canning & drying. SHU of 30,000 to 50,000 units!!!  

$1.99 per Pkt = 100 seeds   .656 gram 

SERRANO DEL SOL HYBRID PEPPER - 62 days Serrano del Sol matures a full 12 to 20 days earlier 
than the older varieties, and its nearly 3" long fruits are almost double the size of traditional serrano types. Not 
excessively hot, with a unique flavor some people prefer to jalapenos. Dark green, maturing red.  

$1.99 per Pkt = 100 seeds   .573 gram 

SUGAR RUSH PEACH  HOT PEPPER   Amazing Sugar-Sweet Flavor and Some Fire Too! A sumptu-
ous snacking pepper, by far the most fun pepper to eat. The long, peach-colored fruit is packed with loads of 
super sweet, tropical flavor,  a smoky, complex heat that when used together, creates a wild flavor experience 

super early, high yields of these exquisite sweet-hot peppers.  $5.95 Pkt = 30 seeds  .210 gram 

SUPER CHILI - Super Chili is a very productive, semi-compact plant that produces a upward-facing cone 
shaped chili peppers with a spicy flavor. Super Chili peppers are great for ornamental use as well. The fruits 

turn from pale green to orange to red with all shades in between. $4.95 per Pkt = 30 seeds  .295 gram 

TABASCO- 80 days. Fruits ripen from yellow green to red and are easily harvested. Bred for the famous 

extra-hot Tabasco sauce. Vigorous and high yielding.    $3.95 per Pkt  = 30 seeds   .150 gram 



 

Green Striped Cushaw 
110 days. Unusual looking fruit whit a curved neck and 
a green mottled stripes over creamy yellow skin. The 
neck is the edible part and is sweet and tasty. 12-20 
pound size. Great for fall decorations     

50¢ per tsp scoop  approx 25 seeds 

 PUMPKINS 
Approximately 100 seeds per OZ. 
CULTURE: 100 to 120 days before expected fall frost date, its time to plant your pumpkin seeds. Here in Missouri, that is the first part of June. 
Enrich soil with plenty of compost, well aged animal manure, or fertilizer. Pumpkins are heavy feeders and need lots of nutrients. Place 2-3 
seeds, 1-1.5" deep, 2-3' apart in a row spacing of 8 to 12'. For larger plantings, an Earthway seeder with a  lima bean plate works just fine. After 
emerge, control cucumber beetles, squash bugs, and weeds. To grow that giant, blue ribbon winner, here is what you do: 1) Dig out a large 
area,  up to 10' square and 2-3' deep 2) fill hole half way with compost or well aged animal manure [Mushroom compost would work great] 
3) mix remaining soil half and half with compost or aged animal manure and fill hole heaping full 4) start pumpkins plants in a large pot, 3" or 
larger and transplant pumpkin plant  on top of mount. Keep moist, but not wet. Control cucumber beetles, squash bugs and weeds. Pick out the 
nicest one on the vine and remove the rest. After your pumpkin gets to a large size, you will need to provide it with shade. At  this stage, the 
sun can cause your pumpkin to explode if unshaded. HARVEST: Before frost or after vines have started to die and pumpkins have a nice color, 
cut off pumpkin as close to vine as you can. This  way you have a handle to carry it with. Please note, on large pumpkins, do not carry them by 
the stem or it will  break off. Use for fall display or for eating. Pumpkins will store well in a cool, dry place for a long time if they have not been 
exposed to a frost or disease. You will need 2 oz of seed for 100' row  

Baby Boo PVP 
105 days. A white Jack-Be-Little type. A great match 
to any small orange pumpkins. 95 Days to maturity. A 
miniature white pumpkin. The fruit average 2 to 3" in 
diameter by 2" high and have a white flesh that is edi-
ble. For good white color either plant this variety later 

or harvest before full maturity.  

$2.95 / tsp scoop  approx 80 seeds 

Cinderella  
115 Days to maturity.  This attractive ornamental is 
actually a squash that add a vivid color to your fall 
retail displays. The flat, round shaped fruit weigh 10 to 
15 lbs. and look like a cheese wheel. The orange flesh 
is moderately sweet and can be used for baking pies. 

Also called Rouge Vif D'etampes. The fairy tale pumpkin. Deep red 
orange, deeply ribbed, flat fruits canweigh up to 25 lbs if soil is rich 

and plenty of water.  99¢ per tsp scoop  approx 15 seeds 

Jack-B-Little 
95 days. Miniature, nice shaped, 2-3 oz, 3-4" diame-
ter pumpkin. Deep orange color with nice deep 
ribs. Short vines. Needs plenty of water to produce 

top yields. 99¢ per tsp scoop  approx 75 seeds 

Jack-O-Lantern 
100 days. Bright orange skin. Flesh is firm and thick. 
A great carving pumpkin in the 8-12 pound range.  

    75¢ per tsp scoop  approx 25 seeds 

Howden 
100 days A beautiful big pumpkin.  Uniform size, 20-
25 lb range, deep round & quite symmetrical in shape. 
Very solid thick  flesh. Skin is hard ridged, rich orange 
color and keeps for a long time.           

75¢ per tsp scoop  approx  25 seeds                                   

Big Max 
120 days. Huge pumpkins up to 70" around often 
weigh 100 lb. If given plenty of moisture, fertilizer and 
space, Big Max will live up to its name. Bright orange 
skin covers 4" thick bright yellow-orange flesh. Deli-
cious for pies. GARDIN HINTS: Let one or two pump-
kins only develop per vine for largest size. Mulch when 

plants are 1 to 2" high. Skin is of a pink orange color that  is an eye 

catcher.  99¢ per tsp scoop  approx 15 seeds 

Cotton Candy 
110 Days to maturity. This white pumpkin stands out 
from the rest of the varieties in this class. Cotton Can-
dy produces white fruit, with a true pumpkin shape and 
sturdy handles. Its stronger handle is a big improve-
ment over previous white varieties. Weight ranges 

between 5-12 lbs. and its flesh is also pure white. As with other 
white varieties, these pumpkins should be picked when white and 
put out of the sun to maintain their color. Excellent for painting.          

$1.95per tsp scoop  approx 35 seeds 
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100 -105 day HEIRLOOM. An older, smaller variety of 
the Connecticut Field pumpkin. A 5 - 8 lb pie pumpkin 
Small Sugar is even better for pies than its larger 
cousin Connecticut Field pumpkin. When Mr. Burpee 
offered it in 1887 he said: "A very prolific and hand-
some little pumpkin; usual size about 10" in diameter; 
skin is a deep orange-yellow. It is very fine-grained, sweet and sug-
ary, and keeps well."     

99¢ per tsp scoop  approx 40 seeds 

Small Sugar Pie Pumpkin 

Orange Striped Cushaw 
110 days. Unusual looking fruit with a curved neck and 
a orange, mottled stripes over creamy yellow skin. The 
neck is the edible part and is sweet and tasty. 12-20 

pound size. Great for fall decorations   

50¢ per tsp scoop  approx 25 seeds 

Red Warty Thing 
110 days One of the most stunning pumpkin 
around! The big glowing, oblong globes are a 
glowing, brilliant orange-red and covered with 
fantastic bumps!   

$1.45 per tsp scoop  approx 18 seeds 
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Neck Pumpkin 
110 days. Large fruit is green turning to a pale yellow-
orange color. Flesh is sweet, fine textured and makes 
some of the best pumpkin pie you ever ate. Looks like a 
butternut squash with a crookneck.  

75¢ per tsp scoop  approx 50 seeds 

Turks Turban 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

100 days. Fruit is 7" X 7" slightly variable in shape and 
size, multicolored turban at blossom end. Color of fruit 
varies from green, white to orange and is often stripped 
with different colors and shapes.  

99¢ per tsp scoop  approx 15 seeds 

Vegetable Spaghetti  
90 days. Produces strands of flesh that can be eaten like 
spaghetti. Bake fruit for 40-50 minutes. Cut open and 
rake out flesh with a fork. Flesh looks and tastes like 
spaghetti with out the calories. Cylindrical yellow fruit is 
best at the 8-10" long.  

75¢ per tsp scoop  approx 40 seeds 

Approximately 300 seeds per oz. 
PLANTING: Plant seeds in late spring or early summer. Place seed 1/2-1" deep, 2-3 seeds per hill, spaced 2-3' apart. After emerge, thin to 
one healthy plant. Seed can also be planted in peat pots or  Pro-trays and  transplanted. HARVEST: Pick squash regularly to insure a steady 
supply. Best flavor when fruits are small, 4-6" long and skin is still tender and easily punctured with finger nail. Use in many ways. You will 
need 2 oz of seeds per 100' row  

 SQUASH, SUMMER 

Approximately 300 seeds per oz 
PLANTING: Plant the same as summer squash. HARVEST: Before heavy frost, cut stems at about 1" from fruit when stem is drying and skin 
of fruit is hard. If you can punch your thumb nail into skin, squash is not mature yet. Use fresh or store in a cool dry place for later use. If fruit 
becomes frosted, they store poorly.  

Cream Of The Crop 
85 days. This hybrid acorn squash has a unique 
creamy white fruit. Compact bush habit requires little 
space making it winner for small home gardens or com-
mercial grower alike. Uniform size, shape and color. 3 
LB fruit has creamy colored flesh with a sweet nutty 

flavor.  $2.50/tsp  scoop  approx 45 seeds                   

Betternut 401 F1 
Table Ace F1 Acorn Squash 

70 days. An outstanding hybrid acorn squash. Matures 
earlier than Table Queen. Has great color inside 
and outside. Skin is black-green in color. Flesh 
is orange, tasty, with good thickness and smooth texture. 
Semi-bush type plant. A high yielder.                        

$2.75 per tsp scoop  approx  55 seeds 

80 days. An improved early butternut, uniform 8-9" 
long with a light tan skin color. Semi bush type plant. 

Tolerant to powdery mildew.$2.90/tsp approx 65 seeds                         

Sweet Dumpling 
100 days. A colorful acorn shaped winter squash. Skin 
is a creamy color with green stripes. Flesh is pale or-
ange, sweet and tasty. Great keeper.      

99¢ per tsp  scoop  approx 100 seeds 

 SQUASH, WINTER 
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Mammoth Sandwich Island 

120 days. Flavor similar to oysters. Creamy white flesh 
is excellent when peeled and boiled for soups.        

$1.29 per 2.7 gram pkt. 

SALSIFY 
Approximately 2,800 seeds per oz. PKT size 5/32nd oz. 
CULTURE: Select a sunny location with light porous soil. In early 
spring, deeply till soil. Place seeds 1/2" deep, 2" apart. HARVEST: 
October to spring. Dig with a spade or fork. Use fresh or can for later 
use. Roots can also be stored in damp sand in a cool place. 

Squash Plants 
We also have started Squash plants around mid April to plant out. 
You might need to cover them if you plant them before May as they 
cannot take any frost at all. We can’t guarantee that we will have all 

varieties available at all times  $1.29 per 4 pack   
[Special shipping rates & terms apply to live plants] 

Black Zucchini 

58 days. Most popular home garden variety. Bush 
type plant is a good yielder of dark green black fruit 
which are  cylindrical, long and straight. Best flavor at 
6-8" size. Flesh is greenish white. 

            50¢ per tsp scoop  approx 40 seeds 

50 days. Plants are very prolific, leafy bushy, bearing 
tapered 10" X 3" fruit, lemon in color. Flesh is firm, 
tender and a creamy yellow .               

75¢ per tsp scoop  approx 60 seeds 

42 days. Handsome, dark green summer squash with 
solid texture and a small seed cavity. One of the ear-
liest with excellent flavor. Fruit is uniform, cylindrical 
shaped, dark green skin with firm flesh. Vigorous 
bush type plant with open center. Great yielder.       
$1.75 per tsp scoop  approx 25 seeds 

Zucchini Elite F1 

Early Straightneck 
 Prolific Zucchini Zucchini Plants 

We also have started Zucchini plants around mid April to plant 
out. You might need to cover them if you plant them before May 
as they cannot take any frost at all. We can’t guarantee that we 
will have all varieties available at all times  $1.29 per 4 pack   
[Special shipping rates & terms apply to live  plants] 



 

 RADISHES 
Approximately 2,500 seeds per oz.   CULTURE: Summer types.  In early spring as soon as soil can be worked, till soil.  Place seeds 1/4” deep, 
1-2” apart in a row or a 6-8” wide band.  Press soil over seeds. HARVEST: Soon as radishes have reached a nice size pull  plant. Round 
types, marble size.  Long types, 1/4 diameter  or larger. WINTER TYPES: Sow seeds in July through August using above method.   
HARVEST:  Before a hard winter freeze, pull plants from ground.  Use fresh or store in damp soil in a cool place.  You will need 1oz. Of seed 

per 100’ row     1 Tsp scoop = approx 750 seeds or 1/3rd oz. 

Summer type. 21 days. Quick  growing, round globe 
shaped roots are bright cherry red in  color. Flesh is 
crisp, firm and white.      $.75 per tsp scoop 

Cherry Belle 

White Globe 
Also known as hailstone. Summer type. 25 days. 
Pure white globe shaped root with crisp white flesh.               

$.75 per tsp. 

French Breakfast  
Summer type. 24 days. Nice red root with a white tip. 
Oblong to oval shape, 3/4" wide and 2-3" long. 

Pure white flesh.   $.75 per tsp scoop 

Watermelon Radish 
60 days. A unique large white skinned radish with red 
to pink flesh. Best when used in the 1-1 1/2" diameter.    

Heirloom   $1.75 per tsp scoop 

German Giant 
Summer type. 29 days. from a quarter to baseball 
size, this bright red radish remains crisp and sweet 
with no cracking. For large roots, space 2". scarlet red 

skin, crisp white   $.75 per tsp scoop 

28-35 days; early Oriental type with excellent flavored 
root and greens. Harvest roots for baby or full size. 
Erect, serrated leaves. Medium, flat round, white roots.  
better white color and more uniform shape than other 
white turnips.   $1.59 per 500 mg pkt 

w w w . d u t c h g a r d e n n u r s e r y . c o m  
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Crunchy Royal Red  
45 - 50 days  Crunchy Royale is a dark red, round 
radish ideal for bunching . It yields high quality and 

extremely uniform roots.   $1.75/tsp  scoop 

Approximately 10,000 seeds per oz.     Sow seeds in early spring for 
a spring crop or in late summer for fall crop. Place seeds 1/4’ DEEP, 
1-3’ apart in a single row or seeds can also be spread over a large 
area like you would grass seed.  For large turnips, thin to a 4-6” 
spacing.  Use thinned turnip plants as baby turnips. Tops can be 
used as turnip greens.  To harvest root, wait until they are 2-4” 
across.  You will need 1/2 oz. of seed per 100’ row or 2 lbs per acre  

 TURNIPS 

Purple Top White Globe 

55 days. Very popular. Root is large smooth, globular, 
3-4" across, white bottom with a  purplish top. Flesh is 
white, tender and crisp.  

 75₵ / tsp scoop   Or  $2.95 per lb. for food plots 

Tokyo  Cross  F1 
25 days. Early harvest of pure white smooth, perfect 
shaped root  Will grow up to 6" across without becoming 
spongy.   $3.30 per pkt. = 1/8 oz. 

White Lady 

 SPINACH 
Approximately 2,500 seeds per oz.                 
Prefers cool soil to germinate. Begin planting in early spring, as soon 
as soil can be worked. Sow seeds 1/2" deep. 1" apart. Let spinach 
grow to baby size, then pull plants to space 3" . Eat thinlings. Spinach 
can also be planted in the fall around the middle of September or any-
time soil temperature has cooled down. Harvest spinach promptly 
when mature by cutting just below attachment. Older plants and hot 
weather will cause spinach to bolt or go to seed. 1 oz of seed per 100'  

Bloomsdale  
45 days. Holds its quality and is slow to go to seed. 
Thick textured, crinkled leaves are glossy, dark green. 

Favorite for many. 75¢ / tsp scoop approx 400 seeds 

Olympia  F1 
45 days. Fast growing and long standing. Leaves are 
smooth and oval in shape. A bolt tolerant variety with a 
preferred growing window that is early spring or late 
summer. Olympia offers high yields and multi cuts  

Great disease package  95¢ per  tsp scoop  approx 400 seeds 

85 Days This heat loving vining spinach is really great 
from spring until fall. The glossy leaves  actually have a 
slight chard flavor. Green stalk with red leaves.         

$1.65 /  tsp scoop  approx 175 seeds   

Green Malabar 
85 Days This heat loving vining spinach is really great 
from spring until fall. The glossy leaves  actually have a 
slight chard flavor. Red stalk with green leaves.     

$1.65 /  tsp scoop  approx 175 seeds 

Lakeside  F1 
25-30 days A true baby leaf variety. This great spinach 
has excellent disease resistance and is a favorite. It 
reaches up to 16″ high and is mildly flavored, smooth 

leaved and is well worth planting. 95¢ / tsp scoop approx 400 seeds 

Seaside F1 
50 days. This upright spinach has smooth, thick, dark 
green, spade shaped leaves that makes it easier to 
clean. It is resistant to multiple-race downy mildew and 
can be used for baby leaf or microgreen growing. Un-

treated seed  95¢ per  tsp scoop  approx 400 seeds 

Red Malabar 

Maturity 25 days. This half red, half white globe-
shaped radish is as bright and festive looking as it is 
good tasting. It is quick growing and suitable for both 
early and late season planting. A crisp, colorful addi-
tion to salads and relish trays  

$.75 per tsp scoop 

Sparkler 



 

Approximately 200 seeds per oz.    CULTURE: In early summer, till soil. Sow 2-3 seeds, 1/2-1" deep, 18-24" apart in a row spacing of 4-5'. 
After emerge, thin to 1 healthy plant per hill. Keep soil moist and weed free. Seeds can also be started indoors in Pro-trays or similar pots. 
Place 2 seeds per pot. Germinate at 75-80F. Transplant outdoors after plants have 3 true leaves. You will need 3,500 to 4,000 plants per 
acre. HARVEST: Now here the fun begins!! There are 3 ways to tell when your watermelon is ripe: 1) tendril nearest point of vine where fruit 
stem attaches is browning, 2) Spot where fruit rests on ground has turned yellow, 3) The classic mystery you hear  PLUNK " verses " PLINK or 

PLANK " when you flick your finger.    You will need 1 oz of seed per 100' of row or 1-2 lbs per acre  

80 days. Small, icebox type melon. 6-10 LB size. 
Great yielder of round striped melons turning dark green 
with a yellow belly when ripe.  deep red, sweet with a 

great taste. $.75 per tsp  scoop  approx 130 seeds 

Sugar Baby 

Jubilee Improved  

Yellow Doll F1 

90-95 days. Jubilee strain from University of Florida 
with much greater fusarium wilt resistance. Also known 
as Jubilee II.  Long melons with striped green rind. Fruits 

up to 30 lbs  $.75 per tsp scoop  approx  60 seeds 

70 days. Hybrid icebox  type with a crisp, sweet yellow 
flesh. Oval shape, medium green with darkgreen stripes. 

Thin, tender rind.    $5.95 per pkt.  = 30 seeds 

 WATERMELONS, SEEDED 
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Watermelon Plants 
We also have started melon plants around mid April to plant out. You 
might need to cover them if you plant them before May as they cannot 
take any frost at all.   We can’t guarantee that we will have all vari-

eties available at all times   $1.29 per 4 pack   
 [Special shipping rates & terms apply to live plants] 

Top Pick 

Yellow Buttercup 

85 days. Seedless. If you want top yield with a good 
looking melon and excellent flavor, this is the one! Crim-
son Sweet seedless melon with appealing red flesh and 
15-18 pound size. After harvest, it will store for a longer 

period than most.    $7.95 per pkt.    

Red Winner F1 

Joy Ride F1 seedless 

90 Days . Yellow Buttercup is considered one of the 
best yellow fleshed watermelon varieties. It produces 
nearly round shaped fruit that weigh 14-16 lbs. has a 
flavorful bright yellow flesh. The flesh is dense, crisp 
and high in sugars, which gives it a great eating quality. The rind is a 

medium green color with thin dark green stripes. $7.95 per pkt.   

80 days. Seedless. With a powerhouse vine, has the 
potential for excellent yields of very uniform fruit. It 
has wonderful flavor and interior quality.  consistent 
setting ability.    $14.95 per pkt.    

Note: on seedless watermelons: PKT contains 10 seeds + 5 pollinator seeds  
Seedless watermelon have their likes and dis-likes and are just like a spoiled child if they do not  
get their way, they will not germinate.!!!  Follow these steps to grow them.1) DO NOT DIRECT PLANT SEEDS OUTDOORS or you are sure to 
fail. Start seeds in Jiffy 7's, Jiffy pots with a good soil substitute or in 50 cell Pro-trays.  Place seed pointed end up. Cover seed growing con-
tainers with a gro-dome or plastic wrap. Keep in light but out of direct sunlight or you will cook them. Germinate at 80° to 90° for minimum of 60 
hours.  Above or below this temperature, they will not germinate. After plants emerge, remove cover and place in sunlight.  Grow at 60° to 
70°.  After plants have their 2nd true leaf, plant outdoors. You will need 3-4 weeks from planting seeds indoors until it is time to transplant 
plants outdoors. If plants grow until they reach the 4th leaf or more, 
throw them out and start over as yield will be cut if plants are this large. 

WATERMELONS, SEEDLESS 

95 days. Large melon with a glossy, solid black green 
rind. Flesh is red, juicy, tender and crisp. A hardy mid 
season melon. Great for a home garden. 30-40 lbs size. 

 $.75 per tsp scoop  approx 40 seeds 

Black Diamond 

85 days. Most popular melon grown.  Melons have a 
very sweet flesh, deep red in color, firm and a fine tex-
ture.  Fruit is nearly round with a thick tough, medium 
green rind that has dark green stripes.  15-30 lb. size.  

$.75 per tsp scoop approx 110 seeds 

Crimson Sweet  

Florida Giant 
95 days. Smooth, thick, tough hard rind Very dark 
green with bluish cast, nearly round 30-60 lb., firm, 
sweet bright red flesh, good shipper. Old fashioned 

quality        $1.29 per pkt = 4 gram 

85 days. Oblong shape with a light green rind with dark 
stripes. Fine red flesh has a firm texture and a sweet 
flavor. 30-40 lbs size              

$.75/tsp  scoop  approx 50 seeds                    

Charleston Gray 

Orange Crisp F1 
92 days. Jubilee rind type melon in the 14-18 pound 
size. Orange flesh is very crisp, firm, and delicious. One 
plus of the melon is the ability to hold quality in the field, 
in shipment, or after fresh processing for a longer peri-

od than most. Untreated seed.      $9.95 per pkt.    

Tendersweet Orange 
90 Days. This heirloom favorite features luscious, bright 
orange flesh. Tender and very sweet, the oblong striped 
fruits grow to 35 lb.  

$.75 per tsp  scoop  approx 80 seeds 

All Sweet 
90 days. produces good yields of 25 lb. watermelons. It 
has bright red flesh and few seeds. Very flavorful, extra 
sweet, and tough rind helps keep fruit from bruising. 
This variety holds long in the field. Suitable for home 
garden and market growers.  

 $.75 per tsp scoop  approx 80 seeds 



 

Approximately 10,000 seeds per oz.    PLANTING; Start seeds indoors, 5-7 weeks before transplanting outdoors. Use Peat pots or flats with 
inserts  with a good germinating mix like Pro mix or BM-2. Do not use field or garden soil as it may harbor a disease. Place seeds 1/4" deep. 
Cover lightly. Keep moist, not wet. Germinate at 80F until emerge. Do not start tomato seeds in a cold frame if soil temperature gets below 70F 
at anytime after your seed has been sown.  After emerge  reduce temperature to 60-70F until transplanted outdoors after all danger of frost is 
past and soil has warmed up. Place plants 18-24" apart in a row spacing of 4-6' apart. If plants are planted into plastic mulch, make sure you 
have a water supply source like, a drip line under the plastic mulch. Plants can be caged or staked for support. If using the stake method, you 
can use the weave method. Place a stake in between every 2nd or 3rd plant. Now start at the beginning of the row at first stake, tie your string 
to 1st stake. Take string around the outside of plants on one side to next stake. Wrap string around stake 2 or 3 times. Now continue down the 
row with string on the same side of row until you reach the end. Wrap string around last stake 3 or 4 times and now go back up other side and 
do the same. When you are done, your tomato plants should have a string on either side of them to give them support. Repeat this process as 
plant grows. Strings should be 6" apart. To make stringing easier, do the following; take a 3/4" PVC pipe about 3' long. From top down and 
bottom up, 4", drill a 1/4" hole. Run your string in top of pipe and out top hole to bottom hole, into it and out bottom of pipe. Now you have a 
handy tool and a time saver. Follow above tying instructions. This tool works as a handle. When you get to a stake, put hand or fingers over 
string on outside of pipe. This works as a brake to tighten up your string.  HARVEST; Pick gently when fruit is fully developed and of a good 
color. Use fresh, or can for later use. After each tomato variety, you will find a letter or a row of letters. See below about what they mean. 

 TOMATOES  SEEDS 

Tomato Plant Growth Habit and Disease Resistance Information  
F1  =  Hybrid. Greatly improved over open pollinated types. Seeds will not be true if saved from these fruits.                         

OP  = Open pollinated. Also called Heirlooms. Seeds can be saved.       

PVP = Plant Variety Protected. Do not save seed from this variety. It is an open pollinated variety that is protected by law from seed saving. 
Not a heirloom plant.     

D  = Determinate. Plant habit where vine ceases to grow once it reaches a particular size. Sets fruits at one time and then tapers off. A 
good choice for short stakes. Usually have a firm fruit.                                                                                              

I  =  Indeterminate. Plant continues to grow and has fruit set in all stages, from blossom to matured. Most varieties are bred  for a home 
garden and have soft fruits.   Need good sturdy stakes                                                                                                      
A = Alternaria / ASC = Alternaria Stem Canker / C5 = Cladosporium(leaf mold) / F = Fusarium wilt race #1 /  FF = Fusarium wilt races #1,2   

FFF = Fusarium wilt races #1,2,3  /   FOR = Fusarium Crown & root rot   /    GLS = Gray leaf spot  L = Septoria leaf spot  

LM = Leaf Molds A-E  / N = Nematodes  / ST = Stemphylium / SS = Gray leaf spot / TMV = Tobacco mosaic virus  

TS = Tomato spotted wilt virus /  TOMV = Tomato Mosaic virus  /  V = Verticillium wilt     /     XCV = Bacterial spot  

w w w . d u t c h g a r d e n n u r s e r y . c o m  
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We try to have started tomato plants ready by April 1st & on thru June.  
[Special shipping rates & terms apply to live plants] 

Treat like peppers protect from frost.  We can’t guarantee that we will have all varieties available at all times     
$.99 per regular 4 pack     $1.49 per jumbo 4 pack     $.99 per 2 pack for cherry tomatoes & specialty kinds    

Tomato Maker 4-2-6 &  Micronutrients 
 Produce superior, high quality tomatoes an other vegeta-
bles. 6% calcium content prevents blossom end rot.  Nutri-
ents are derived from a blend of natural resources.           

3 lb. Granular   $12.95 

Organic Tomato & Vegetable Food 2-5-3                                    
Uses beneficial microorganisms to break down organic 
materials to produce results and optimum growth. Use for 
a healthier active soil in tomato plants and vegetables.  

4 lb. bag $8.95 

Tomato and Vegetable Food 7-22-8  
Provides essential nutrients for better growth, better flavor 
and bigger harvest by supplying plant food plus secondary 
nutrients to produce vigorous Tomato and vegetable 

plants. . 4 lb. bag  $9.95    20 lb. bag  $26.95 

Jobe’s® Organics® Fertilizer Spikes Vegetable 2-7-4 
Organic premeasured spikes that make for a fast, easy 
and mess-free fertilizing experience. Specially formulat-
ed to help build a nourishing environment that promotes 
beneficial microbial action where plants need it most, at 

the roots. OMRI listed  50 Spikes/ 1 lb bag $7.95 

Jobe's® Fertilizer Spikes Tomato 6-18-6 
Convenient and easy to use, the slow-release formula 
feeds plants for up to eight weeks. Plus, spikes en-
sure that nutrients aren’t washed away like surface 
applied fertilizers. The specially formulated, premeas-
ured spikes make for a fast, easy and mess-free ferti-

lizing experience.  18 per pack  $3.95    wt - 1/2 lb 

Fertilome Tomato & Pepper Set RTU  
Makes blossoms set fruit despite poor weather. Nearly 
every blossom will produce larger, meatier, tomatoes, 
ripening up to 3 weeks earlier. May be used on Tomatoes, 
Beans, Cucumbers, Eggplants, Melons, Okra, Peppers,  

Strawberries and Grapes. To promote flowering: Increase blossom 

set, Reduce end rot, Increase fruit yield.  32 oz.  RTU   $8.95 

Miracle Grow Tomato 18-18-21                                     
Specially formulated for tomatoes & vegetables to 
 produce maximum crops even in small home gardens Con-
tains magnesium & other vital trace elements     

1.5 lb. Water Soluble $7.95        3 lb. bag  $12.95 

Liquid Calcium      For Tomatoes 

Use calcium as a weekly foliar spray to keep plants in good health and 
it will help to resist the onset of blights 
Use for blossom end rot on tomatoes. Use for all vegetables.  

Calcium11%    Nitrogen9%        1/2  gallon $7.95   wt - 6 lb 

Hi-Yield Calcium Nitrate used primarily in vegeta-
ble gardens, particularly for Tomatoes and Peppers, in 
the prevention of Blossom End Rot. a common problem 
with tomatoes.  It is a physiological disorder (not a dis-
ease) caused by a lack of calcium. When fruits are en-
larging rapidly, sufficient amounts of calcium fail to reach 
the end of the fruit resulting in a deficiency Use as a Soil 

(Side Dress) Application or as a Foliar Spray.  4 lb. bag  $5.95 

Bonide® GardenRich® Rot-Stop® Corrects 
calcium deficiency. Controls blossom end rot on tomatoes 
and other vegetables. Apply to developing fruit and foliage 
after periods of heavy rain or rapid growth. Mix 4 tbsp per 

gallon.   16 oz concentrate  $8.95  1.5 lb 
16 oz Ready to use $8.95  1.5 lb 



 

Mancozeb with Zinc 37.0%. A broad spectrum 
fungicide for use on a wide variety of vegetables and 
ornamentals. Controls leaf spot, downy mildew, blights, 
anthracnose, botrytis and other listed diseases. Use 2-5 
teaspoons per gallon. Not for sale in NY.  

16oz Concentrate    $14.95     wt - 1.5 lb 

BLOSSOM END ROT 
Blossom end rot can occur at various stages of plant growth. It is a symptom of calcium deficiency in the plant. Calcium moves 
very slowly in plants, so deficiencies can occur even when soil tests indicate that calcium is adequate. Extraordinarily growth can 
also contribute  because slow moving calcium can’t move into tissues quickly enough. The blossom end of the fruit develops a 
dark, watery spot. This area enlarges and the skin sometimes becomes brown and leathery. 
Spay plants with Liquid calcium or treat with any other product that is labeled to help with blossom end rot any time after fruit has 
started to form. Be alert for conditions that favor rapid growth such as a dry period followed by a soaking rain or an application of 
nitrogen fertilizer. Spraying preventively is very effective for this problem. 

CRACKING 
Tomatoes can crack when conditions encourage rapid growth during ripening. This can frequently occur during hot dry weather 
followed by heavy rainfall. Some varieties are more susceptible to cracking than others. Maintaining even soil moisture 
(mulching and watering) and growing crack- resistant varieties are the two best solutions for this problem. 

 TOMATO CARE 

LEAF ROLL 
Older leaves roll upward until edges until edges touch or 
overlap each other. Eventually most of the lower leaves 
may be curled and fell leathery. No other symptoms devel-
op. Leaf roll can result from excessively wet soil and heavy 
sucker pruning. Plant growth is usually not affected and a 
normal crop is produced. Some varieties are more prone to 
this than others. Well-drained soil and less pruning can 
help, although control measures are usually not necessary 
unless they develop blight 

EARLY BLIGHT 
Irregular Brown Spots,1/4 to 1/2 inch in diameter with con-
centric rings in their centers, appear on lower leaves. A 
yellow margin may outline spot. When many spots appear, 
the entire leaf turns yellow and drops. Dark spots with light 
centers and concentric rings may occur on the stems as 
well. Dark, leathery, Sunken spots  with concentric rings 
mar the fruit where it joins the stem. The discoloration ex-
tends into the fruit. Disease starts at bottom of plant and 
progresses upward. Spots are similar to Septoria Leaf 
Spot.  

LATE BLIGHT 
Dark brown water soaked patches appear on leaves. Dur-
ing humid weather, a white, downy mold grows on lower 
leaf surfaces. Leaves dry, shrivel, and turn brown. Water 
soaked spots can also occur on the stems. Grayish green 
water soaked spots appear on the fruit. Such fruit remains 
firm. Dying plants have an offensive odor. This plant dis-
ease is caused by a fungus (Phytophthora infestans) that 
attacks both tomatoes and potatoes. Late blight does not 
attack tomatoes every year, but is very destructive when it 
does occur. Plantings can be killed in 10-14 days. 
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TIPS FOR TOMATO BLIGHT CONTROL 
Use blight resistant varieties. If you had a problem previously, 
you will still need to be on the lookout and use preventive 
measures. 
Plant in full sun, Rotate planting sites every year. Stake plants 
or use tomato cages. Mulch to prevent rainwater splashing on 
leaves and spreading soil borne diseases. Do not work in the 
garden while plants are wet after a rainfall. You will spread dis-
ease from plant to plant. If plants are dense with foliage, trim 
them to allow adequate air movement. Keep fungicides on 
hand, and spray at first sign of dark spots on lower leaves. Fol-
low labels and spray repeatedly. For early blight we recom-
mend Daconil. 
Late blight is difficult to control.  Mancozeb and Daconil 
are the best choices for this problem. 
Cooper, Neem Oil, Actinovate and Serenade can also be 
used if natural sprays are preferred. Rotating different control 
methods is highly  recommended, especially for non chemical 
sprays.  
If signs of blight are seen, remove leaves that are diseased 
(usually lower ones will be first). Destroy leaves by burning or 
putting them in your trash. DO NOT PUT THEM IN YOUR 
COMPOST PILE. This disease can remain active in plant de-
bris for a long time and reinfect your soil next year. Burn or de-
stroy whole plants at end of season. 
Disease usually starts when your plants are loaded with toma-
toes or poorly fertilized. Feed and water them well to avoid 
stress and susceptibility to disease. 
 

BACTERIAL SPECK 
Many tiny dark brown spots appear on fruit and leaves. The fruit appears unappetizing but is still edible when ripe. The bacte-
rium is most active in slightly cool (65-75 degrees) temp. that follows a heavy rain. At this time, they are easily splashed onto or 
carried from plant to plant. It also overwinters in soil. Do not compost diseased plants. Most basic spray programs that include 
Copper will control this disease. Repeat sprays every 7-10 days. Avoid overhead irrigation and working around wet plants. 

SUNSCALD 
Top and sides of green and ripening fruit  develop slightly sunken areas with grayish white paper like surface. It is most preva-
lent on varieties that have sparse foliage or plants that have been defoliated by leaf diseases or heavy pruning. Tomatoes are 
still edible if no secondary rot has invaded the fruit. Cover exposed fruits and plants with row cover if excessive defoliation has 
occurred. Spraying with Surround can stop sunscald from worsening. 

Daconil Fungicide  / #1 on Tomatoes 
Kills, stops and prevents a broad spectrum of plant diseas-
es. Broad label for use on flowers, vegetables, fruit and 
shade trees. Controls leaf spots, rust, blights, fruit rot and 
mildew. “No Touch - Squeeze and measure” dosing sys-
tem concentrate bottle design. Micro-motion labels. Clear, 
easy to use and understand labeling                      

16oz Concentrate   $16.95     wt - 1.5 lb 
 32 oz. RTU Spray   $8.95       wt—2.5 lb 
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PASTE TYPE SAUCE & HYBRID SLICER TOMATO SEEDS 34 

Paste Type Sauce Tomatoes  ~~~~  Paste Type Sauce Tomatoes   

AMISH PASTE- 74 days. 8oz. Flavorful red paste type tomato. Dates back to the turn of the century, and is the 

best for sauces and canning. Not overly acidic. Indeterminate Heirloom. $1.95 / Pkt  approx 100 seeds .172 gram 

BIG MAMA  -  (Burpee Exclusive)   80 Days Plum-shaped and enormous, grow up to 5 in. long and 3 in. across. 
Easy to peel and core, and perfect for sauces and soups, this incredibly meaty variety sets a new standard for 

paste  tomatoes. Indeterminate  Hybrid               $3.75 per Pkt   = approx 25 seeds  .070 gram                                                               

FRESH SALSA - (Burpee Exclusive)70 Days. Salsa lovers #1 tomato. 4 oz. Plum shaped, “Dripless” & all meat. 
Chop in tiny  cubes for salsa and it will remain perfectly firm & solid. Great paste tomato.   

Determinate  Hybrid  VF1&2N             $3.75 per Pkt    = approx 25 seeds   .072 gram             

HEALTH KICK - 72 days. 4oz. Fruit. Excellent paste type tomato, perfect for sauces, pastes, and ketchup. Owes 
its name and brilliant color to lycopene. Healthy for you! Determinate. Hybrid VFFASt   

$3.95 Pkt = approx 25 seeds   .105 gram 

ROMA–LAROMA III - 76 days. The pasta and Bright red meaty fruits are large, 5 to 8 oz. and full of flavor. Dis-
ease resistant  plants are very vigorous and produce fruit abundantly all season. Determinate. Hybrid VFFN    

$2.95 per Pkt   = approx 25 seeds   .125 gram                                        

SUPER SAUCE- (Burpee Exclusive) 70 days Game changing paste tomato is the biggest you can grow– up to 2 
lbs. each. Easy to peel variety is a breeze to make sauce from; it’s meaty, nearly seedless and packed with flavor. 

Indeterminate Hybrid            $3.75 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds   .059 gram 

Hybrid Slicer and Juice Tomatoes   ~~~   Hybrid Slicer and Juice Tomatoes    

BETTER BOY- 75 days. Producer of 16oz. fruits that are extremely flavorful, with flesh that’s juicy yet firm. Great 
for slicing. Better Boy is an improved Big Boy with more disease resistance. Heavy foliage protects fruit from sun-

scald  Indeterminate. VFNASt  Hybrid                    $2.50 per Pkt   = approx 25 seeds  .065 gram                                                                                                               

BIG BOY-78 days. The super red hybrid sandwich slicer. 12-16 oz. firm meaty fruits Boast crack-free blemish 

resistant skin. Indeterminate Hybrid                         $2.50 per Pkt    = approx 25 seeds  .065 gram                                                                                                                               

BIG BEEF- 73 days. 12oz. Deep oblate to globe shaped fruit, has a full spectrum of disease resistance. Has that 

old-fashioned,rich flavor. “The best tomato yet.” Indeterminate Hybrid. VFFNTASt. $2.50 / Pkt  25 seed  .081 gram                                                                          

BIG LEAGUE - 47 Days Beautiful, 14 to 21 ounce beefsteak-type red tomatoes grown on plants that will require 
support due to the sheer weight of the fruit. Plants only grow up to 48" making them perfect for patio garden-

ing. Determinate. Hybrid            $3.75 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds   .065 gram 

BIG DADDY - (Burpee Exclusive) 78 Days. Game changing breakthrough in taste, size, disease resistance and 
yield! Lives up to its name with a mighty harvest of 16 oz. ruby red fruits.  Indeterminate hybrid VF      

   $2.50 per Pkt   = approx 25 seeds   .067 gram                                              

BIG DENA  77 Days. High yields of large, flavorful fruit. This is the Tomato Fruits we sell in the early spring 
Vigorous, open plants produce very high yields of uniform, 8-12 oz., red fruits that are mostly smooth with slight 
shoulder ribs. Very good flavor with nice internal color and quality. High resistance to Fusarium wilt races  

Indeterminate F1 hybrid    I,T,FF        $20.60  per Pkts  = approx 25 seeds   .092 gram 

BIG PINK - (Burpee Exclusive) 75 days. Medium 8-10 oz. Flavor packed tomato with rosy, smooth skin adds a 
crowning touch to any burger or salad. Super slicer.   Indeterminate Hybrid   

$2.50 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds   .059 gram 

BILTMORE  70 Days. This variety is a reliable producer with manageable plant size and an extended harvest of 
large, smooth, globe-shaped, 8 to 10 oz. fruit with deep red exteriors.  with fully developed flavor that has proven 

tough to beat   Semi- determinate. Hybrid VFFASt   $2.50 per Pkt  = approx 25 seeds   .095 gram 

CAROLINA GOLD - 71 Days  Resistant to Gray Wall, a common problem with many varieties. Extra-large fruits, 
bigger than Mountain Gold, with yellow-gold, deep oblate fruits.      Determinate  Hybrid VFF 

$2.95 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds    .095 gram 

CELEBRITY-70 days. A Popular hybrid with 7oz. Deep red ,firm, and very flavorful fruit. A top choice for the 

home gardener. Semi- determinate. Hybrid VFFNTASt       $2.50 per Pkt  = approx 25 seeds   .095 gram 

EARLY GIRL- 57 days. 4-6 oz. tasty red fruits. An early tomato that keeps right on producing all season. Firm 

texture and  blemish resistant skin. Indeterminate Hybrid VFF     $2.50 per = approx 25 seeds    .082 gram 
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FOURTH OF JULY- (Burpee Exclusive) 49 Days. Be the 1
st
 to have tomatoes. 4 oz. small, luscious fruits. 

Plants will fruit early and continue thru summer and fall. Great slicer.  Indeterminate  Hybrid       

$3.50 per Pkt     = approx 25 seeds   .109 gram                                                                

GOLIATH HYBRID- 65 day. Our Favorite! Every inch a king from its beautiful smooth, bright red, oblate fruits 
average 10-15 oz. to a sweet luscious flavor. Excellent Disease resistance. Indeterminate Hybrid VFFNTASt    

$3.50 per Pkt  = approx 25 seeds  .084 gram 

GOLIATH SUNNY - 70 Days big juicy fruits, mild and sweet, with a medium-soft texture and a mouth-watering 
juiciness when ripe. Large,  7 to 8 oz. fruits Vigorous plants Ideal for those who don't like the highly acidic bite of 

most red tomatoes  Indeterminate  Hybrid  VFN           $3.50 per Pkt  = approx 25 seeds   .075 gram 

JETSTAR - 72 day. Low acid type. Heavy producer of large globe shaped and quite free of cracks and scars. 

Attractive red fruits inside & out. Indeterminate.  Hybrid   FV  $2.95 per Pkt     = approx 25 seeds  .059 gram                                                                                                               

LEMON BOY - 72 days. Lemon yellow-oblate fruits average 6 to 7 oz. and about 3-½” across. Out-yields all 
other golden tomatoes. Mild-flavored and adds an inviting color to salads. Indeterminate Hybrid VFNASt   

$3.50 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds    .103 gram 

MOMOTARO  - 70 days. one of the most popular tomato varieties in Japanese markets Its flavor is an intricate 
and harmonious combination of sweet and tangy radiant pink slicers weigh 6–7 ounces, durable, heat tolerant & 

crack resistant with good storability. Indeterminate. Hybrid FFLNTOMVV  $3.95 / pkt = 25 seeds  .075 gram 

MOUNTAIN FRESH- 77 days. The most popular commercial tomato and gaining more home gardeners all the 
time.  High numbers of large and extra large, very firm red fruits.  Great tomato taste.  Now with 100% nematode 

tolerance.           Determinate Hybrid  VFFN.     $2.95 per Pkt  = approx 25  pelleted seeds   .339 gram 

MOUNTAIN SPRING  - 72 Days  Appreciated for its superb Red fruits with good firmness that are particularly 

resistant to cracking and blossom end-rot. Determinate Hybrid  (VFF)  $2.95 / Pkt = approx 25 seeds .339 gram 

ORANGE WELLINGTON- (Burpee Exclusive)75 days. 12 oz. big, bold & bright orange heavyweights are 
plump with firm, dense, meaty, nearly seedless fruits. Great slicer. Indeterminate  VF2   

$3.50 / Pkt  = approx 25 seeds    .072 gram                                                                                            

PARKS WHOPPER IMPROVED-65 days. Earlier and tastier than the original Whopper, big 4” fruits with im-
proved disease and crack resistance. Vigorous-stocky plants. Indeterminate. Hybrid VFFNT    

$3.50 per Pkt    = approx 25 seeds    .084 gram                                                                             

PATIO FI   70 days. The Patio Tomato is a hybrid tomato that produces delicious, approximately 4 oz. fruits The 
easy to grow Patio Tomato thrives in pots, patio containers and small gardens, truly good things can grow in 

small spaces    Determinate Hybrid     $2.95  per pkt. = approx 25 seeds   .071 gram 

ROCKY TOP -75 days Gardeners in harsh northern climates or with poor soil report that it is often the only to-
mato they can grow with success! The fruit is red, rounded, and smooth It weighs in at about 7 to 7½ ounces, 

and arises in clusters  Determinate Hybrid     $3.95 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds   .069 gram 

SUPERSONIC- 75 days. Produces heavy yields of 8-9oz. Deep, globe shaped, red juicy fruit. That has excel-
lent crack resistance. Plants are sturdy and vigorous. Indeterminate. Hybrid F1 I VF        

$2.50 per Pkt   = approx 25 seeds    .053 gram                                                                         

STEAK SANDWICH- (Burpee Exclusive) 70 days Vigorous but compact, Plants load up with dozens of fruits  
at a time. Harvest large fruits summer through fall and you’ll love them on sandwiches and burgers or in salads. 

Indeterminate Hybrid                          $3.50 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds  .061 gram 

SWEET SEEDLESS -  (Burpee Exclusive)70 Days. The worlds 1
st
 seedless tomato. The perfect balance of 

flavor and sweetness, meat and gel, solid firmness and juiciness. 4-8 oz. fruits.  Slicer.  Indeterminate. Hybrid 

VFNT, FCRR, GLS                       $16.95 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds   .066 gram 

TASTI-LEE - (Burpee Exclusive) 75 day. 6-8 oz fruits. Tasti-lee stands tough in the hottest weather! Has superi-
or sweet flavor with health benefits of up to 40% more lycopene than similar types. Determinate  Hybrid     

         $3.50 per Pkt  = approx 25 seeds      .063 gram                                  

TRIP-L-CROP 85 Days Enormous yields on vigorous, potato leaf vines which may grow up to 25 feet and 
should be trellised. Produces 2 to 3 bushels of fruits, each measuring up to 6" across, red and meaty, making this 

variety fine for canning.  Indeterminate Hybrid                $6.95 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds  .070 gram 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 
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ARKANSAS TRAVELER  85 days An excellent tasting tomato with a great balance of sweet and tart flavors, 
these 8 oz round pink-red tomatoes grow on vigorous vines. It has some disease resistance and is known for being 
able to produce in adverse growing conditions of high heat, humidity or drought.  

Indeterminate.  Heirloom           $1.99 per Pkt  = approx 100 seeds   .480 gram 

ANNA RUSSIAN TOMATO  - 65-70 days This luscious heirloom was reported to have been brought to Oregon 
by a Russian immigrant  Pinkish-red, heart-shaped fruits are large, early and juicy with outstanding flavor and 

weigh a pound. Indeterminate.  Heirloom.            $1.99 per Pkt     = approx 100 seeds      .268 gram                                                                         

BEEFSTEAK -80 days. These large, flattened, solid, meaty, juicy, brilliantly red fruits are slightly ribbed and 
weigh up to 2lbs. Prone to cracking. Excellent slicer. Indeterminate. Heirloom   

$1.99 per Pkt = approx 100 seeds   .330 gram 

BLACK KRIM  80 DAYS.  This medium-sized, very dark maroon beefsteak, with wonderfully rich flavor, originat-
ed in Crimea, a peninsula in the Black Sea with perfect "tomato summers". Extremely tasty  

Indeterminate.  Heirloom           $1.99 per Pkt  = approx 100 seeds   .480 gram 

BRANDYWINE  - 95 days. Vigorous Heirloom dates back to 1885, One taste and you'll be enchanted by its superb flavor 
and luscious shade of red-pink. The large, beefsteak-shaped fruits grow on unusually upright, potato-leaved plants. The fruits 
set one or two per cluster and ripen late-and are worth the wait 1.5 lb. fruits. Indeterminate. Heirloom  

$1.99 per pkt.  = approx 100 seeds  .248 gram                                                                                                            

CHEROKEE PURPLE TOMATO - 80-90 days An unusual, medium pink-purple fruits that appear brown in col-
or, and average 8 to 12 oz. Fruits are round to oblate, with no cracking. tolerance to mild drought as well as to 

common diseases. Indeterminate. Heirloom                    $1.99 per Pkt  = approx 100 seeds     .292 gram                                                                                                                                                                                                                               

DELICIOUS- 77 Days. If you like growing large tomatoes, this is the one. Up to 1 lb. large, smooth, nearly solid 

red with very little cracking.  Indeterminate  Heirloom       $1.99 per Pkt   = approx 100 seeds   .226 gram                                                                                                                    

GOLDEN JUBILEE-  72 days. Mild flavor and low acid make this one of the best varieties for tomato juice. Bright 

golden-orange fruits. Fruits have few seeds. Indeterminate Heirloom $1.99 per pkt. approx 100 seeds .220 gram                                                                                                    

MARGLOBE  - 75 days. Highly adaptable with almost globe shaped fruits. Uniform vine growth. High yields of 
large, uniform, sweet, thick walled red fruits. Good garden variety.    Indeterminate. Heirloom   VFA   

      $1.99 per Pkt  = approx 100 seeds    .240 gram                                                                                                                                                                   

MISSOURI PINK LOVE APPLE  75-85 days. This heirloom has been grown since the Civil war (as many peo-
ple believed at the time) that tomatoes or "love apples" were poisonous. Big, pink beefsteak-type fruits are slightly 

sweet with a juicy, meaty texture. Potato leaved plant Indeterminate. Heirloom $4.95 / Pkt 50 seeds .175 gram 

MORTGAGE LIFTER - 80 days. Long-time favorite with good yields of very large, smooth pink skinned fruits 
even in  droughts. Very meaty fruits & few seeds. Mild-detectable sweet flavor. Indeterminate. Heirloom    

                  $1.99 per Pkt = approx 100 seeds  .216 gram                                                                                                                                                                                                  

MR STRIPY- 80 days. Very large, yellow fruit with pinkish stripes. Mild flavor, low acid type tomato.  

Open pollinated    Indeterminate. Open-Pollinated Heirloom   $1.99 per Pkt= approx 100 seeds  .190 gram                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                       

OLD GERMAN -  75 days  An heirloom originally grown by the Mennonite community of Virginia, and one of the 
best-ever varieties for slicing. Huge fruits weigh 1-1/2 to 2 lbs. each, with an unusual boat shape.  

Indeterminate. Heirloom         $1.99 per Pkt = approx 100 seeds   .184 gram 

OXHEART  - 90 days. This giant produces large, 1-2 lb. firm, meaty, heart-shaped fruits. Fruits have thick walls, 

few seeds and a mild flavor. Great for sauces. Indeterminate. Heirloom  $1.99 Pkt  approx 100 seeds  .176 gram                                                                                         

PONDEROSA PINK- 80 days. Extra large, up to 1 lb. beefsteak like fruit. Rosy-pink, almost seedless, with low 

acid and meaty flesh. Indeterminate Heirloom          $1.99 per Pkt    = approx 100 seeds   .184 gram                                                                                                                                  

RAINBOW BLEND  80-100 DAYS TO MATURITY. Beautiful and tasty heirloom varieties chosen for a rainbow of 
colors and range of flavors from mild to sweet to tangy. Eight popular heirloom varieties Blossoms and fruit devel-

op progressively  Indeterminate Heirloom   $1.99 / Pkt = approx 100 seeds  .248 gram                                                                                                                                     

RUTGERS- 85 days. All purpose variety, ideal for canning. Beautiful dark red 6-8 oz. globular fruits are solid, 

meaty, and sweet. Old-fashioned flavor. Indeterminate. Heirloom  $1.99 /  pkt.= approx 100 seeds   .240 gram                                                                                     

YELLOW PEAR - 78 days. Vigorous vines produce high yields of 2inch, yellow skinned pear shaped fruits with 

few seeds.  Mild low acid. Indeterminate. Open-Pollinated Heirloom $1.99 per Pkt = approx 100 seeds .136 gram 
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YELLOW CHERRY & RED CHERRY TOMATO SEEDS 37 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

BLACK/ CHOCOLATE CHERRY -70 Days Possibly one of the best black-fruited varieties Masses of 1/2" 
round fruits are excellent for fresh eating, grilling or sauces and pastes. Extremely productive  firm texture and 

superior flavor .Indeterminate  Heirloom                 $1.99 per Pkt = approx 100 seeds   .136 gram 

CHERRY PUNCH - (Burpee Exclusive)  48 days These tasty red beauties are little giants when it comes to 
taste and nutrition-with 30% more vitamin C and 40% more lycopene than the average tomato.  Produce a 

steady bounty of 1" fruits  Indeterminate Hybrid                $3.25 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds  .169 gram 

GRAPE- 75 days. Oblong fruits weigh 1/3  to ½  oz. each.  Ideal for America’s current preference for smaller 

gourmet type tomatoes. Semi-Determinate. Hybrid F.          $2.95 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds  .068 gram 

                                                                                                                                   

HUSKY CHERRY RED  65 Days  Season-long production of outstanding fruits, 1" in size and featuring excel-
lent flavor. The dwarf indeterminate habit and quality production makes it perfect for small spaces and contain-

ers. Dwarf-indeterminate  hybrid  VFA                  $1.99 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds  .068 gram 

   

JULIET GRAPE HYBRID - 60 days. Produces 1 oz. grape like fruits that don’t crack. Clusters of sweet fruits 
hang on vine longer than any other cheery tomato. Indeterminate Hybrid.   

$2.95 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds   .076 gram                                                                       

LARGE RED CHERRY- 72 Days. An excellent salad tomato. Deep scarlet, round, 1 to 1¼” flavorful fruits 
With clusters of 5 on spreading, hardy vines. Green fruits may be pickled.  Indeterminate    

$1.99 per pkt.  = approx 100 seeds    .164 gram                                                                

MIGHTY SWEET- (Burpee Exclusive) 65 Days. 45% more lycopene makes it a healthy snack. Tall vigorous 
plants yield an abundance of deep red grape tomatoes with excellent sweet flavor.   

Semi-determinate  Hybrid  FNT                    $3.50 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds    .106 gram 

                        

POWER POPS-Burpee Exclusive) (45 Days A very early yielding, healthy fruits with up to 55% more lycopene 
& 40% more arytenoids than the average tomato. Excellent for patio pots and baskets.  Indeterminate Hybrid    

       $3.50 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds    .106 gram 

                                     

SUPER SWEET 100- 65 days. Staked  plants produce long strands of 100 or more, super sweet flavored 
cherry tomatoes, 1” diameter. Extra high in vitamin C & great for salads. Indeterminate. Hybrid VF   

$2.50  per pkt.  = approx 25 seeds    .048 gram                                                                   

SUNSUGAR- 62 days. This golden yellow cherry tomato has ½ oz.fruits with a sugary-sweet, suburb texture & 
a tangy true tomato taste. Heavy early cropper. Very vigorous and crack resistant fruit.  Indeterminate. Hybrid     

           $3.50 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds    .048 gram 

                                         

SWEET MILLION - 60 Days. Long Chains of smooth, dark red, 1” to 1-½” super-sweet cherry tomatoes that 

have excellent hybrid disease resistance. Indeterminate Hybrid FT $3.75 per Pkt  approx 25 seeds  .048 gram 

                                                                                                                   

YELLOW CHERRY - 70 Days. Lots of small, 1/2", pretty fruits to toss in your salads. Strong vines produce 
high yields of yellow jewels, preferred by taste-testers about the same percentage as for Super Sweet 100.  

Indeterminate Hybrid              $2.50 per Pkt = approx 25 seeds   .060 gram 

   

Hydrofarm Tomato Tree w/3' Tower  
Self-watering planter provide lightweight, strong support for tomatoes, beans, peas and other climbing plants and flowers. 
An easy-to-fill reservoir system delivers water and nutrients from below, helping avoid overwatering and underwatering. 
The sturdy frame construction helps support the weight of the vines as they grow, allowing the plant to devote more ener-
gy to developing fruit—and preventing the fruit from falling off before it's ripe.   
Trellis expands to over 3 feet tall 
10" x 10" x 8" inside dimensions 

Includes; square base and planter, 3 support rings and 3 connecting risers                    $22.95 



 

April & Sept. 

VEGETABLE GARDEN PLANTING GUIDE 

110–120 days 

55-65 days 

May - July  

June 

Asparagus Roots                  

Asparagus Seeds                

Beans, Bush 

Beans, Pole 

Beets, Early 

Beans, Bush Lima 

Beets, Late 

Broccoli 

Brussels Sprouts 

Cauliflower, Early 

Cabbage, Late 

Cabbage, Chinese 

Carrots, Late 

Cabbage, Early 

Carrots, Early 

Cauliflower, Late 

Celery 

Celeriac 

Corn, Early 

Corn, Main Crop 

Upland Cress 

Cucumbers 

Collards 

Corn Salad 

Egg Plant 

Endive 

Kale, Spring Use 

Kale, Fall Use 

Leek 

Kohlrabi 

Lettuce 

Melons, Musk 

Melons, Water 

Okra 

Onion Seed 

Onion Sets 

Peas, (smooth), early 

Parsley 

Parsnip 

Peas, (wrinkled) 

Pepper 

Mustard 

Potatoes 

Potatoes, Sweet 

Pumpkin 

Radish, Early 

Radish, Winter 

Rutabaga 

Salsify  

Spinach  

Squash, Summer 

Squash, Winter 

Swiss Chard 

Tomatoes 

Turnips, Early  

Turnips, Late 

60 

1/2 oz. 

1 lb. 

1/2 lb. 

1/2 lb. 

1/2 oz. 

1/2 oz. 

8 plants 

8 plants 

8 plants 

8 plants 

8 plants 

1 tsp. 

1 tsp. 

8 plants 

8 plants 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1/4 lb. 

1/4 lb. 

1 pkt. 

1 oz. 

1 pkt. or 1 tsp. 

4 plants 

1 tsp. 

1 tsp. 

1 tsp. 

1 tsp. 

1 tsp. 

1 pkt. 

1 tsp. 

1 tsp. 

1 tsp. 

1 tsp. 

1 pkt. 

1 lb. 

1 tsp. 

1 pkt. 

1/2 lb. 

1 lb. 

8 plants 

25 lbs. 

50 plants 

1 tsp. 

1 tsp. 

1 tsp. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 tsp. 

1 tsp. 

1 tsp. 

1 tsp. 

12 plants  

1 tsp. 

1 tsp. 

 April 

April & May 

April - August 

April - July 

April - June 

April - June March 

June - August 

February April 

April 

April - July 

February 

February 

February 

February 

February 

February 

February 

February 

Feb. & April 

Feb. & April 

March 

March 

March 

March 

March 

May - July  

May - July  

May - July  

May - July  

June 

June 

April - May 

April - May 

April - May 

April - May 

April - May 

April - May 

April - May 

April - May 

April - May 

April - May 

April 

April 

May - June 

May - June 

May - June 

May - June 

May - June 

May - June 

June - August 

May 

May 

Feb & Aug 

Feb & Aug 

April - August 

April - August 

August & Sept. 

June - July 

April - July 

June - July 

March -  May 

April - July 

April - Sept. 

April - Sept. 

July - Aug 

April - June 

July - Sept. 

50 Roots 

1 oz. 

1 oz. 

1 oz. 

½ lb. 

½ lb. 

½ lb. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

¼ oz. 

¼ oz. 

¼ oz. 

½ oz. 

½ oz. 

½ oz. 

½ oz. 

½ oz. 

½ oz. 

½ oz. 

½ oz. 

½ oz. 

½ oz. 

½ oz. 

⅛ oz. 

¼ lb. 

¼ lb. 

¾ oz. 

¾ oz. 

¾ oz. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 pkt. 

1 lb. 

1 lb. 

1 lb. 

50 potatos 

50 plants 

1 ft. 

3 in. 

4 in. 

4 ft. 

3-4  in. 

3-4  in. 

18 in. 

18-24 in. 

2-3 in. 

2 ft. 

18-24 in. 

12 in. 

12 in. 

12 in. 

12 in. 

½ in. 

2-3 in. 

2-3 in. 

2 ft. 

1-2 yrs. 

2 ft. 

2 ft. 

2 ft. 

6 in. 

6 in. 

6 in. 

6 in. 

6 in. 

6 in. 

6 in. 

18 in. 

18 in. 

10-15 in. 

10-15 in. 

4-6 ft. 

4-6 ft. 

4-6 ft. 

5 in. 

8-10 ft. 

10 in. 

8-10 ft. 

8-10 ft. 

3 in. 

4-6 in. 

2 in. 

2 in. 

3-6 in. 

15-18 in. 

14 in. 

1-2 in. 

3-4 in. 

8-10 in. 

4-6 in. 

4 in. 

3 ft. 

4 in. 

4 in. 

3 ft. 

3 ft. 

3 ft. 

3 ft. 

3 ft. 

3 ft. 

3 ft. 

2 ft. 

2 ft. 

2 ft. 

2 ft. 

2 ft. 

2 ft. 

2 ft. 

2 ft. 

4 ft. 

15-18 in. 

15-18 in. 

15-18 in. 

15-18 in. 

15-18 in. 

30 in. 

2-3 ft. 

2-3 ft. 

24 in. 

24 in. 

12 in. 

12 in. 

12 in. 

12 in. 

12 in. 

1 ft. 

1 ft. 

3-5 ft. 

2-2.5 ft. 

2-2.5 ft. 

4-6 ft. 

18 in. 

4-6 ft. 

4-6 ft. 

2.5 ft. 

2.5 ft. 

15 in. 

15 in. 

15 in. 

12-15 in. 

12-15 in. 

8-10 ft. 

8-10 ft. 

8-10 ft. 

8 in. 

1 ft. 

1 ft. 

3 ft. 

12-18 in. 

 

1 in. 

1 in. 

1 in. 

1 in. 

1 in. 

1 in. 

1 in. 

1 in. 

1 in. 

1 in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ - 1 in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

½ in. 

1-2 in. 

2 in. 

2 in. 

⅛ - ¼ in. 

⅛ - ¼ in. 

¼ in. 

¼ in. 

¼ in. 

¼ in. 

¼ in. 

¼ in. 

¼ in. 

⅛ in. 

½ - 1 in. 

½ - 1 in. 

½ - 1 in. 

¼ in. 

½ in. 

2 in. 

2 - 3  in. 

3 - 4 in. 

½ - 1 in. 

½ - 1 in. 

3-4  yrs. 

45–75 days 

60-90 days 

40–75 days 

40–75 days 

100–120 days 

100–120 days 

65–100 days 

50–75 days 

75–100 days 

60–80 days 

100–140 days 

80–100 days 

120–180 days 

80 days 

60–80 days 

90–115 days 

100–140 days 

100 –150 days 

115–135 days 

75 days 

60–80 days 

80–100 days 

45 –60 days 

55 days 

50-70 days 

75-100 days 

55-65 days 

50-60 days 

45-80 days 

120–150 days 

90-120 days 

100–125 days 

35-40 days 

55-60 days 

95-120 days 

60-75 days 

65-90 days 

100-150 days 

50-65 days 

50-75 days 

100-130 days 

60-90 days 

100-130 days 

120 days 

25-50 days 

25-50 days 

70-90 days 

125-130 days 

40-55 days 

50-65 days 

60-110 days 

50-60 days 

VEGETABLE 

QTY 
 REQUIRED 

FOR A  
FAMILY OF 

3-5 

DATES FOR SOWING 

GREENHOUSE OPEN GROUND 

SEEDS/
PLANTS 

FOR 50 ft. 
ROW 

DISTANCE 
APART  

IN  
ROWS 

DISTANCE 
ROWS 
APART 

DEPTH TO 
SOW SEED 

TIME TO  
MATURE 
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Turnips, Salad 1 oz.  ½ oz. 2 in. 12 in. ½ in. 35–45 days 
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Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 



 

 Take a stroll through the Garden Center 

Vegetable and Herb  
Greenhouse 

40 

Garden Decor 

Large variety of tomato & 
pepper plants 

Annuals & Baskets 

Tropicals 

Perennials & Petunias 

Shade Trees 

Shrubs 

Fruit Trees 

Many Unique Planters 

w w w . d u t c h g a r d e n n u r s e r y . c o m  



 

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

~~~ ANNUAL FLOWER SEEDS  ~~~   

Caster Beans [Annual Mix]  
CAUTION: SEEDS AND PLANTS ARE 
POISONOUS. This plant works as a 
mole deterrent. Large, brown leaves, 
bright red seed pods. Will get quite tall  
$1.95 / Pkt = 9 seeds 

Celosia (Cockscomb) Annual   
KURUME NEW SCARLET  Tall strong stems 
with large globular brilliant red combs. Cut 
flower type. 28” to 47” Tall  To 40” tall, 
“Kurume” bears huge scarlet red fantastically 
crested, velvety flower heads to 6” across 
Very long blooming Summer to Fall & out-
standing cut flowers, not to mention bouquets.    

$1.95 pkts 

Alyssum [Carpet of Snow] Annual   
Honey fragrant flower with lots of crisp 
white blooms. Grows with a ground cover-
like habit. Attracts butterflies. Alyssum is 
one of the easiest flowers to grow from 
seed being almost totally free of pest and 
diseases. Perfect choice for ground cover, 
edging, or container growing.  

Germination Time - 8-10 Days     Blooming Season - Summer 
Maximum Height - 4-5in      Plant Spread - 5-10in 
Blossom Size - Less than 1in - Full Sun - Loamy and Sandy Soil 

Maintenance Level - Low       $1.59  per 280 MG PKT   

Cosmos [Bright Lights] Annual   
Upright uniform growing plants with deli-
cate foliage with a feathery green look 
that give an airy touch to the garden. A 
profusion of intense, semi-double flow-
ers in brilliant shades of orange, yellow 
and flame-red bloom throughout the 
summer. Attracts butterflies. Great for beds, borders and cutting 
for arrangements.    Bloom Color - Red, Orange & Yellow 
Germination Time - 7-21 Days Blooming Season - Spring to Fall 
Maximum Height - 24-36in    Plant Spread - 12-24in 
Blossom Size - 2in   Exposure/Light Requirement - Full Sun 

$1.59 per 1.35 gram  PKT   

Cosmos [Early Sensation] Annual   
Large, tall bushy plants with delicate and 
feathery foliage. The plants are smoth-
ered with huge single airy, daisy-like 
blossoms of bright crimson, deep rose, 
pink and white with yellow center. Flow-
ers are held well above attractive finely 
cut foliage, growing tall which creates a 
beautiful array when mass planted. Attractive to butterflies. Ex-
cellent in large beds as well as for cutting. 
Bloom Color - Red, Pink & White  Germination Time - 7-14 Days 
Blooming Season - Early Summer to Fall 
Maximum Height - 48-60in   Plant Spread - 12-24in 

Blossom Size - 4-5in  - Full Sun  $1.59 per  1.35 gram  PKT   

41 

Asters [Crego Mix] Annual  
Also known as a China Aster. This variety 
has big shaggy daisy-like flowers with flat 
petals in brilliant purples, reds, whites 
and pinks. Plants are tall and full, fragrant 
and attractive to butterflies. They will 
grow in the poorest of soils and can take 
over a garden patch if you let them. Great 
for honey beekeepers and attracts beneficial insects. Excellent 
for background plantings. Provides beautiful, long lasting cut 
flowers as well.   Germination Time - 7-10 Days   
Height - 12-36in     Plant Spread - 18-24in 
Blossom Size - 4in D    Exposure/Light Requirement - Full Sun 
Maintenance Level - Low     Soil Requirements - Normal 

$1.29  per 470 MG PKT   Bachelors Button Annual   
Also known as a cornflower, Bachelor's 
Button "Blue Boy". Plant has an upright 
habit and produces abundant papery flow-
ers with intense sky blue blooms atop tall 
stems. Although the plant is an annual, it 
usually reseeds itself for a repeat appear-

ance year after year. Blooms are great for cutting and keep their 
color when dried. Has edible flowers that have a bland and mild-
ly floral flavor.  Bloom Color - Deep Blue 
Germination Time - 7-14 Days   Blooming Season - Summer 
Maximum Height - 28-36in      Plant Spread - 12-24in 
Blossom Size    -     Sun / Part Sun    Maintenance Level - Low   

Soil Requirements - Normal     $1.29  per  1.35 gram  PKT   

Carnations [Mixed] Annual  
This Dianthus Carnation variety is grown 
as a perennial in frost free zones, or 
grown as an annual where winters are 
cold. The foliage is clump-forming and 
blue-green in color with tall, double, 
fringed lovely spicy scented flowers in a 

rainbow colors. 
Bloom Color - White, Pink, Red, Yellow & Multi 
Germination Time - 7-14 Days Blooms - Late Spring to Summer 
Maximum Height - 18-32in       Plant Spread - 12-24in 

Blossom Size - 2in - Sun/Part Shade  $1.29 per 800 mg  PKT   

Calendula Pacific Beauty Mix   
Also known as "Pot Marigold". Lovely 
semi-double to fully double flowers in 
shades of yellow, gold, orange and cream 
on sturdy well branched plants. When 
dried, the petals of Calendula flowers pro-
vide a culinary substitute for saffron and 
lend beauty to many dishes as edible 

flowers. Easy to grow and attractive to butterflies. Ideal for beds 
and borders and cut flowers.   Bloom Color - Shades of Orange, 
Cream to Yellow  Germination Time - 5-15 Days   
Blooms - Sping to Early Fall 
Maximum Height - 12-24in    Plant Spread - 10-15in 

Blossom Size - 3-4in    - Full Sun    $1.29 per 560 mg  PKT   

Bells of Ireland Annual  
Also called Shellflowers or Moducella 
Balms. The stately plants have tall, green 
spires and the stalks have thorns. Grown 
for its showy, bell-shaped bright apple-
green calyxes more than for its tiny, fra-
grant white flowers. Excellent cut or dried 
flowers and good for containers. Easy to grow and require only a 
minimum of care to provide a very long flowering season. 
Germination Time - 25-35 Days   Bloom Season - Spring to Fall 
Maximum Height - 24-36in      Plant Spread - 12-18in 
Bloom Size - 2in    Exposure/Light Requirement - Sun / Part Sun 

$1.29 per 560 mg  PKT   



 

Four O’Clock [Marvel of peru] Annual   
Also known as Beauty-of-the-Night. Plants 
are lush and bushy The fragrant, trumpet-
shaped flowers are bright and attractive and 
bloom in iridescent purplish-red, white, pink, 
yellow and lavender. The flowers open in 
late afternoon, stay open all night and close 
up in the morning sun. Their blooms range in color from pink to 
white to purplish-red, to lavender to yellow. Ideal as a back-
ground plant or containers.      Germination Time - 5-10 Days 
Blooming Season - Summer to Fall 
Maximum Height - 24-36in     Plant Spread - 24-36in 
Blossom Size - 1in    -    Full Sun/ Part Shade 

$1.59 per 2.7 gram  PKT   

Flowering Kale Annual 
 With its ruffled leaves kale is a decorative 
addition to gardens Also called ornamental 
cabbage, flowering kale is in the same 
plant family as edible cabbage  

$1.99 pkts 

Marigold [Crackerjack Mix]  2-3' tall 
plants with 4" diameter blooms. Aroma re-
pels harmful insects. Direct seed or trans-
plant after danger of frost has passed. Full 
sun.  

$.65 per tsp or $1.29 per 280 mg pkts 

Marigold [Sparky Mix] Annual  
This mixture adds fiery color to the garden 
with red, orange and yellow. Growing only 
12-14” tall, this mixture is great small space 

garden or containers.   $.65 per tsp  

Marigold [Inca Series]  Annual  
for gardeners, the stronger bloom stems 
hold the 4" flowers upright, without the risk 
of their bending at the neck. 12” to 14” tall     

[Inca II Yellow]     $4.95 pkts 
[Inca II Orange]    $4.95 pkts 

Marigold  [Petite Series]  Annual 
Dwarf, uniform plants with a compact 
growth habit. The flower petals are edible 
and can be enjoyed in salads and teas. 
Attracts butterflies and beneficial insects.  
Germination Time - 7-14 Days 
Blooming Season - Summer to Fall 
Maximum Height - 6-8in  Spread 4-8in 
Blossom Size - 1-2in  - Full Sun  

[Petite Yellow]    $1.29  per 280 mg pkts 
[Petite Mix[         $1.29  per 280 mg pkts 

Nasturtium [Dwarf Jewel mix] Annual   
Also known as Indian Cress. Extremely 
vigorous low-growing bushy plants An 
abundance of 2-3in double spurred flowers 
bloom in a harmony of color of yellow, red, 
orange, mahogany, and are held above 
light green foliage. Flowers (and leaves) 

are edible and taste similar to watercress. The peppery-flavored 
foliage is makes a lightly spicy garnish. Attracts hummingbirds, 
butterflies, and beneficial insects. Perfect for beds, borders and 
containers. Germination Time - 8-12 Days 
Blooms- Summer to Fall   Height - 10-24in   Spread - 10-12in 
Blossom Size - 2-3in       Full Sun/ Part Shade 

$1.89 per  PKT   

~~~ ANNUAL FLOWER SEEDS  ~~~   

Impatiens [Cha Cha Mix] Annu-
al  Bloom Season: Spring, Late Spring, 
Summer, Late SummerPlant Habit Mound-
ed, Upright Spacing 12 – 14″ Height : 8 –

 10″   Width : 12 – 14″   $1.95 per pkt 

Petunia  Annual 
Bushy, compact plants with a mound-
forming habit. strongly scented and the foli-
age tends to stay dense right to the ground. 
The large flowers bloom early in masses of 
petal-packed, fully double blooms. Attrac-
tive to bees, hummingbirds and butterflies. 
Ideal for window boxes, containers, beds, 
borders, edges, rock ridges and hanging 
baskets.  Germination Time - 7-10 Days 
Blooming Season - Spring to Late Summer 
Maximum Height -10-15in Spread - 10-12in    
Blossom Size - 3-4in         Full Sun 

Purple Pirouette [Grandflora] $1.59 /pkt of 30 seeds 
Bonanza Mix [Multiflora] $1.79 / pkt of 30 seeds 
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Impatiens - Baby Mixed   Annual 
Enjoy the long blooming season of North 
America's most popular bedding plant. Of-
ten called "Busy Lizzie," these Impatiens 
are versatile and colorful. Plant in any 
shady spots or where nothing else will 
grow. Showy, flat-faced blooms in carmine, 

orange, pink, scarlet and white.   8 - 10” tall 
“Sow Easy” Pelleted seed $2.69pkts 

Petunia [Super Cascade Series] Annual 
Strongly scented foliage tends to stay dense 
right to the ground. they produce extra large 
blossoms on the long, pendulous stems that 
can overflow hanging baskets or drip from 
balcony containers. Attractive to bees, hum-
mingbirds and butterflies. Ideal for window 
boxes, containers, beds, borders, edges, 
rock ridges and hanging baskets. 
Germination Time - 5-10 Days  
Maximum Height - 10-15in   Spread - 12in 
Blossom Size - 4-5in   Full Sun  
Super Cascade White $1.59 /pkt of 30 seeds 
Super Cascade Red   $1.59 / pkt of 30 seeds 

Portulaca [Double Mix] Annual  

Also known as Moss Rose. A semi-
succulent, small, fast-growing ground hug-
ging plant double flowers in striking shades 
of scarlet, violet, orange, pink, white, and 
yellow. The flowers bloom profusely forming 

a lovely floral carpet which open in full sunshine and closes by 
late afternoon. Very easy to grow, requiring almost no attention, 
spreads itself very quickly. Makes a beautiful border or rock gar-
den, plants form a dense carpet of color. Also great in containers 
on patios and decks.  Germination Time - 10-14 Days 
Height - 3-8in  Spread - 6-24in    Blossom Size - 1-2in  Full Sun 

$1.59 per 175 mg  PKT   



 

Stock Giant Imperial Mix   Annual 
Plants are bush-like with greyish green foliage 
and spiked branches of mixture of double and 
single flowers. The blossoms are tall spikes of 
elegant, tightly packed showy fragrant flowers 
on erect stems. This flower is very popular for 
its sweet, rich, clove-like scent and has eye-
catching bright colors in shades of crimson, 

purple, white, yellow, pink and lavender. Good for beds, borders, con-
tainers and as a cut flower.  Blooms - Mid Summer to Fall  Height - 20-

28in  Spread - 8-18in  Full Sun      $1.29 per 700 mg  PKT   

Salvia [[Bonfire] Annual  
The plants are compact, bushy with a upright 
habit. blooms held above the foliage. The blos-
soms are brilliant spikes of scarlet composed of 
small, two-lipped flowers which are displayed in 
succession up the stem. Attractive to bees, but-
terflies and hummingbirds, Ideal for beds, bor-

ders, edgings, containers and for cut flowers and drying.  Blooms - Mid 
Summer to Fall   Height - 18-24in Spread - 12-15in  Blossom Size -10in 

spikes  Full Sun $1.59 per 470 mg  PKT   

Strawflower [Tall Dbl mix] Annual 
Strong stems have petals in the center of each 
flower and they are surrounded by colorful, 
straw-like bracts. The pompom-like flowers fill 
the plant with large papery textured everlasting 
flowers. Colors of red, pink, salmon, yellow 
and more. Germination Time - 6-15 Days 
Blooming Season - Mid Summer to Fall 
Maximum Height - 24-36in  Spread - 12-16in Bloom Size - 2-3in 

Exposure/Light Requirement - Full Sun   $1.89 per  PKT   

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 

Sunflowers [Sunspot] Annual  Dwarf sun-
flower produce stout plants that rarely grow tall-
er than(24")tall.  makes a very striking container 

plant,    $1.89 pkts  

Sunflowers [Red Sun]  Annual Plants 
produces many multi-branching strong stems. 
the flowers average 5in and have stunning 
crimson red petals that are offset by dark cen-
ters. A bold change from the traditional sunny 
yellow sunflowers. Attracts bees, butterflies, 
and birds. This variety makes a beautiful cut 
flower, often lasting up to 10 days. Also per-
fect to plant in back of shorter plants in beds or borders or to grow 
along fences or walls. Zone 4-9  Blooms- Late Summer to Early Fall 

Height 5-6ft  Spread 12-36in Blossom Size 5-6in Full Sun $1.59 pkts  

Sunflowers [Autumn Beauty] Annual   
Plants produces many multi-branching strong 
stems with lengths between 15-44in. Flowers 
average 6-8in in diameter and are highly decora-
tive, with small centers and petals in shades of 
gold, brilliant red, yellow, rust and burgundy. 
Blooms over a long period. Attracts butterflies, 

hummingbirds, wildlife and good for bee forage. Makes a wonderful 
display in beds as a background to any flower and perfect for cut flow-
ers. Zone - 4-9 Blooms Mid Summer to Fall  Height  5-7ft  Spread 18-

26in    Blossom Size - 5-8in   Full Sun  $.60/tsp  or   $1.59 pkts  

Snapdragon [Dwarf Mix] Annual 
This mix is a beautiful blend of colorful 
and vibrant dwarf flowers that are con-
trolled, but act like as wildflowers!   

10-15” tall     $1.89 pkts. 

Snapdragon [Tetra Ruffed] Annual  
Excellent Cut Flower for Brilliant Display 
Drought Tolerant Snapdragons are mod-
erately frost tolerant and do best in cool 

weather.18-24” tall      $2.49 pkt 

Sunflowers [Big Smile] Annual Extra 
dwarf plant variety with a compact growth habit. 
This early-blooming sunflower produce a single, 
long-lasting 5in flower on a single stem. Each 
flower has bright yellow petals with soft brown 
centers. Good for beds, small containers or 

massed in low borders. Zone - 4-9 Blooms - Spring to Summer  Height 

12-15in Spread 9-12in  Blossom Size - 4-6in Full Sun  $1.79 pkts  

~~~ ANNUAL FLOWER SEEDS  ~~~   

Sunflowers [Dwf Sungold] Annual   
Dwarf sunflower variety also known as "Teddy 
Bear" only growing on sturdy stems to aver-
age of 24in tall. The compact plant is topped 
unbelievably frilly, bushy, soft looking flowers. 
The massive flower heads measure 10in in 
diameter with double blooms that are stuffed 
with tiny, densely-packed petals of rich golden yellow, all the way to the 
center. Attractive to hummingbirds and butterflies. Perfect for beds and 
borders and makes great cut flowers. Zone 3-9  Blooms - Mid Summer 
to Mid Fall Height - 20-28in  Spread - 12-18in 

Blossom Size - 10in   Full Sun  $1.59 pkts  
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Sunflowers [Mexican] Annual Plants 
have big, lush foliage and smaller but still very 
showy flowers. Plant normally reaches no more 
than 7ft and often remains at just 3-4ft tall. The 
individual, single, daisy-like flowers in radiant, 
bright scarlet-orange colors attracts a lot of atten-

tion including hummingbirds, bumblebees and butterflies, especially 
Monarchs. Excellent in beds, borders as an accent bush, or as cut flow-
ers.  Zone - 4-9  Blooms Late Summer to Early Fall  Height - 4-6ft  

Spread - 24-36in   Blossom Size - 3-4in  Full Sun  $1.59 pkts  

Sunflowers [Velvet Queen] Annual  
Plants have an upright erect growth habit that 
grows to an average height of 6ft. The flowers 
have a stunning unique color of deep velvet red 
to copper with a dark center, a nice option be-
sides the average yellow sunflowers. The large 

deep mahogany red flowers are between 4-6in in diameter and filled 
with seeds that can be collected for eating or left on the stalks to attract 
birds. Perfect for adding height and color to beds, border and for cut 
flowers.  Zone - 4-9   Blooms - Late Summer to Early Fall Height - 5-7ft  

Spread - 18-24in  Blossom Size - 4-6in   - Full Sun     $1.59 pkts  

Sunflowers [Mardi Gras Blend]  
Annual Beautifully blended mixture of the 
following Sunflower mixes: 1/2 Autumn Beau-
ty, 1/4 Lemon Queen and 1/4 Velvet Queen. 
Produces both multi-headed and single 
stemmed sunflower with flower petals ranging 
in color from pale yellow to a deep reddish-
brown. Attracts bees, butterflies, and birds. Great in beds as a back-
ground to shorter plants and perfect for cut flowers. Zone - 4-9  Blooms- 
Late Summer to Early Fall    Height - 5-7ft  Spread - 12-36in 

Blossom Size - 4-8in   Full Sun  $1.59 pkts  

Sunflowers [Little Dorrit]  Annual  
A rather charming little sunflower that’s short in 
stature and very sweet.  Plants grow to around (2ft) 
tall.  Each plant produces a stout and sturdy stem 
that holds these stunning single flowers, with dark 
raised centres, encircled by a ring of golden yellow 
petals.  The blooms are large in comparison to the 
demure height of the plant but they’re not over-sized.  Undeniably cute, 

this really is a lovely sunflower to grow in your garden. $2.49 per pkt 



 

JRM® Soil Moist™ Seed Coat 
Soil Moist Seed Coat is a crosslinked polymer and 
graphite compound. It is designed to increase the 
germination of grass and other types of seeds. The 
polymer compound retains excess moisture from 
water and humid air. The moisture on the seed sof-
tens its tissue to promote faster germination. The 
graphite compound retains heat on the surface of 
the seed to promote germination. The graphite 

helps lubricate the seed and equipment to help spread the 
seed. 8oz of Seed Coat will treat 50lb of grass seed.     

8 oz jar   $8.95         shipping Wt 3/4 lb 

Zinnia [Swirls] Annuals   
Bushy, vigorous plants with single, upright 
erect stems with rich green foliage. Plant grows 
quickly, and blooms heavily with 4in blooms on 
long, graceful stems. The bi-colored or tri-
colored blooms, some semi-double, fully dou-
ble or ruffled come in bright colors of red, or-
ange, hot pink and yellow. Attractive to butter-

flies. Ideal for beds, borders and containers. Blooms Summer to Fall  
Height - 24-30in  Spread - 12-18in  Blossom Size - 3-4in  Full Sun   

$1.29 pkts    590 mg 

“Beyond The Picket Fence”   
By Mary Alice              - Perennials - 

A Personal and basic how to grow 
and care for perennials. With simple 
approach in mostly everyday lan-
guage, this book tells where to plant 
& how to care for perennials. The 
choices enclosed are some of the 

author’s lifetime experiences and favorites      $24.95 

Zinnia [Dahlia Mix] Annual An absolute 
must for the cutting garden.  Similar color and 
habit of the Benary's Giant Series but will pro-
duce 4–6" single, semidouble, and double 
flowers. Cut-and-come-again flower, yielding 
multiple cuts over the season. A mix of yel-
lows, roses, scarlet, green, orange, pink, red, 

purple, and coral.    Ht. 40–50"    $.95/tsp    or     $36.00/lb.      

Zinnia [Cut & Come again] Annual  
Bushy, vigorous plants with single, upright 
erect stem with opposite leaves. The more you 
cut, the more they bloom, and they keep 
blooming from midsummer until frost. Plant 
grows quickly, and blooms heavily with 2-3in 
blooms on long, graceful stems. The flat-

petaled semi-double flowers with petals rounded on the end bold, vi-
brant color of pink, bright scarlet, yellow, salmon, white and more. 
Attractive to butterflies. Ideal for beds, borders and containers. Blooms
- Summer to Fall   Height 18-24in  Spread 9-12in Blossom Size - 2-3in    

Full Sun    $1.29 pkts  590 mg 

Zinnia [California Giant Mix] Annual  
Bushy, vigorous plants with single, upright 
erect stem with opposite leaves. Plant grow 
quickly, and bloom heavily on stems as tall 
as 4ft with huge 6in blooms on long, graceful 
stems. The flat-petaled semi-double flowers 
with petals rounded on the end in colors of 
cherry, orange, pink, purple, scarlet, yellow and white. Attractive to 
butterflies. Ideal for beds, borders and containers. 
Blooms Season - Summer to Fall  Height - 30-48in  Spread - 12-24in 

Blossom Size - 4-6in  Full Sun $1.29 pkts   590 mg 

Zinnia [Lilliput Mix] Annual   
Bushy, vigorous plants with single, upright 
erect stem with opposite leaves. Plant grows 
quickly, and blooms heavily with 1-1.5in 
blooms on long, graceful stems. The flat-
petaled fully-double flowers with petals 
rounded on the end in a wide range of bright 
colors of dark red, pink, purple, and white. 
Attractive to butterflies. Ideal for beds, borders and containers. 
Blooming Season - Summer to Fall Height - 18-24in  Spread - 9-12in 

Blossom Size - 1-2in  Full Sun  $1.29 pkts   590 mg 

Zinnia [Polar Bear Purity White] Annual  
Bushy, vigorous plants with single, upright 
erect stems with rich green foliage. Plant grows 
quickly, and blooms heavily with 4-5in blooms 
on long, graceful stems. The fluffy fully-double 
flowers with petals in beautiful white blossoms. 
Attractive to butterflies. Ideal for beds, borders 

and containers. Blooms Season - Summer to Fall   Height - 30-40in 
Spread - 18-24in  Blossom Size - 4-5in  Full Sun   

$1.29 pkts    590 gram 

~~~ ANNUAL FLOWER SEEDS  ~~~   

Zinnia [Cherry Queen] Annual  
4-5 inch wide flowers that are fire engine 
red. This species is native to Mexico, and 
plants are fast-growing and long-blooming. 
Zinnias are good cut flowers. In addition, 
they are excellent for pollinator plantings and 
are especially attractive to butterflies. 
Blooms Summer to Fall  Height - 30-40in   Blossom Size - 4-5 in 

Full Sun   $1.49 pkts    590 mg 
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Zinnia [Purple Prince] Annual  
4-5 inch wide flowers that are a medium pur-
ple. This species is native to Mexico, and 
plants are fast-growing and long-blooming. 
Zinnias are good cut flowers. In addition, 
they are excellent for pollinator plantings and 
are especially attractive to butterflies. 
Blooms Summer to Fall  Height - 30-40in 

Blossom Size - 4-5 in   Full Sun  $1.49 pkts   590 gram 



 

Morning Glory [Scarlet Ohara]  
A vigorous climbing vine with large, dense, 
heart-shaped leaves that create a tropical 
effect. This fast growing vine will shoot up 
to 10ft and it has huge 5in funnel shaped 
blossoms of dazzling wine red, some with 
tiny white centers. The flowers open in the 
morning and close in the evening. Attractive to butterflies and 
bees. Morning Glories are natural climbers that will climb any-
thing in their path. Great trailing from window boxes and plant-
ers or climbing up a trellis, arbors or fences. 
Zone - 2-10     Germination Time - 7-21 Days 
Blooms - Summer to Fall     Height - 8-10ft  Spread - 36-72in 
Blossom Size - 3-5in         Full Sun/ Part Shade 
$1.29  per  1.5 gram  PKT   

Morning Glory [Heavenly Blue]  
A vigorous climbing vine with large, dense, 
heart-shaped leaves that create a tropical 
effect. This fast growing vine will shoot up 
to 13ft and it has huge 4-6in funnel shaped 
blossoms of bright azure-blue with creamy 
white throats. The flowers open in the 

morning and close in the evening. Attractive to butterflies and 
bees. Morning Glories are natural climbers that will climb any-
thing in their path. Great trailing from window boxes and plant-
ers or climbing up a trellis, arbors or fences. 
Bloom Color - Azure Blue with Creamy White Center 
Zone - 2-10         Germination Time - 7-21 Days 
Blooms - Summer to Fall   Height - 10-13ft  Spread - 12-24in 
Blossom Size - 4-6in      Full Sun/ Part Shade 
$1.29  per  1.5 gram  PKT   

Morning Glory Grandpa Ott  
A vigorous climbing vine with large, dense, 
heart-shaped leaves that create a tropical 
effect. This fast growing vine will shoot up 
to 15ft and it has 3in funnel shaped blos-
soms that are a striking deep purple with 
magenta stars in the throats. The flowers 
open in the morning and close in the evening. Attractive to but-
terflies and bees. it will self sow even in cold climates. Morning 
Glories are natural climbers that will climb anything in their path. 
Great trailing from window boxes and planters or climbing up a 
trellis, arbors or fences. 
Bloom Color - Deep Purple with Red Star Center 
Zone - 2-10   Germination Time - 7-21 Days 
Blooms - Summer to Fall    Height - 10-15ft  Spread - 12-24in 
Blossom Size - 2-4in            - Full Sun/ Part Shade 
$1.79  per  1.5 gram  PKT   

Sweet Pea [Old Spice Mix] Perennial 
Plant is climbing type with weaker stems 
(that should be trellised) than the modern 
hybrid varieties however perfume is better 
than that of any modern sweet pea around. 
This ornamental pea plant grows to about 7-
8ft and will be literally smothered with beau-
tiful small flowers with an intense orange-

jasmine-honey scent. The pea-like flowers come in shades of 
white, cream, pink, rose, scarlet, and purple. This variety has 
good heat tolerance, is attractive to bees and butterflies and 
makes an excellent cut flowers, or planted in beds, borders con-
tainers, window boxes or climbing on trellises and arbors.   
Zone - 3-9   Germination Time - 10-20 Days  Blooms - Summer  
Height - 5-8ft  Spread - 6-10in   Blossom Size - 1in 

Full Sun/Light Shade          $1.29 per 2.7 gram  PKT   

Sweet Pea [Knee High mix] Perennial   
A "bushy" semi-dwarf plant with a compact, 
non-climbing, border-type habit with shorter 
vines, growing only 2-3ft at the most, need-
ing little or no support. A perfect alternative 
for smaller spaces with limited "climbing" 
access. A heavy bloomer of fragrant flowers 
offers a symphony of colors that are multi-
ple florets of pea-like blossoms that averaging 1-2in in shades of 
purple, pink, fuchsia, white and red. The long lasting blooms 
have a wonderful scent and beauty that are a perfect addition to 
cut flower bouquets. Excellent to grow on short trellis or plant to 
cascade form containers, baskets, and window boxes. 
Zone - 3-9    Germination Time - 7-21 Days 
Blooms - Summer    Height - 2-3ft    Spread - 12-18in 
Blossom Size - 1-2in                Full Sun/Light Shade 

$1.29 per 2.7 gram  PKT   

~~~ CLIMBING  FLOWER SEEDS  ~~~   45 

Cardinal Climber    Annual 
This vining Cardinal Climber flower bears 
loads of small, gorgeous deep scarlet col-
ored trumpets beginning in mid-summer 
and blooming until fall. 
This flower has deep green, finely-cut, 
feathery foliage and dark stems which add 
to its attractiveness. Attracts hummingbirds! 
Germination Time - 10-14 Days  Blooms - Summer  
Height - 10-15 ft      Blossom Size - 1in 

Full Sun         $2.49 per 30 seed PKT   

Climbing Plant Mix   Annuals 
Contents: Morning Glory Tall Mixed Colors, 
Nasturtium Tall Mixed Colors, Scarlet Run-
ner Bean, Thunbergia Black Eyed Susan 
Vine     Planting Depth: 1/4" 
Thin to: 8"-12"    Sun/Shade: Sun 
Height: 4'-10' Germination time  8-18 days   
Direct Sow: After danger of frost 
Start Indoors: 6-8 weeks before last frost 
Blooms: Spring/Summer 

$1.99 per 2.25 gram PKT   

Passion Flower    
The 2"-4" exotic blooms of the Passion 
Flower feature a circle of white petals over-
laid in the center with pointed laments of 
blue, white, and purple. 
Only for the intrepid and patient gardener 
this flower is a treat but one that can be 
tricky. Germination varies from 14-35 days 

depending on conditions. 
Container growing with a trellis is recommended for producing 
passion flowers. The flowers are followed by egg-shaped, edible 
orange-yellow fruits. Make fruits into jelly or use as a food 
source for some species of butterflies. 
Germination Time - 14-35 Days  Blooms - Summer  
Height - 8 -15 ft    Full Sun      Blossom Size - 1.5 - 3 inches 

$2.49  per 250 mg PKT   

Dutch Garden Nursery    PH# 660-397-4115    Fax # 636-898-0930 



 

Coneflower Echinacea Purpurea  
Robust, drought-tolerant perennial, clump style 
stately plants Flowers have a prominent, cop-
per-orange central cone surrounded by rose-
purple, 5in across big daisy-like blooms with 
slightly drooping petals. Blooms profusely for 
up to two months in summer. Attracts butter-
flies. Excellent in beds and borders and for cut 

flower. Zone - 3-9  Germination Time - 10-15 Days   
Blooms - Mid Summer to Early Fall Height 36-72in   Spread 12-36in 

Blossom Size - 5in   - Sun/Part Shade   $1.29  per  470 mg  PKT   

Flax [Blue] Perennial  A short-lived perenni-
al, One of the easiest native wildflowers to grow 
with blue-green needlelike leaves on graceful 2-
foot-tall stems. Satiny sky blue flowers, borne 
on wiry stems, appear in late spring, last 
through mid-summer, and open fully only on 
sunny days. Small rounded seed heads form in 
summer.  Very tolerant of sandy, dry soils, 

seeds prolifically and so is likely to stay in your garden for many years 
– particularly if you save seed and give Mother Nature a helping hand 
every once and awhile   Zones 3 - 9   Height & Spread  1  - 3 ft   Full 

Sun, Partial Sun  Deer tolerant       $2.49 pkts. 

Dianthus [Sweet William] [Tall Dbl Mix] 
Perennial  Colorful, dense 3-5in flower heads 
cover plants with showy, sweetly scented and 
long blooming flowers. long blooming. 12-24” 

tall    $1.59 pkts 

  ~~~ PERENNIAL FLOWER SEEDS  ~~~   46 

Evening Primrose 
Many consider this flower a wildflower. As the 
name suggests, the flowers open wide at twi-
light and close by noon. The saucer shaped, 
canary-yellow, four-petaled flowers are up to 
2in across and have a lemon-scented fra-
grance. The plant takes 2 years to complete its 
life cycle, with basal leaves becoming estab-
lished the first year, and flowering occurring the 

second. Ideal for beds and borders. Zone 3-9  Germ Time 21-28 Days  
Blooms Summer     Height 16-24in  Spread  8-24in Bloom Size - 1-2in    

Exposure/Light Requirement - Full Sun  $1.29  per  280 mg  PKT   

Hollyhock  [Carnival Mix] Perennial  
Plant has a erect growth habit with light green 
foliage on tall, sturdy spikes that support tufts of 
big powderpuff blossoms in every shade of 
pink, rose, red, and yellow. The satiny, crepe-
textured flowers begin low on the stalk for even 
more color on every plant. Highly attractive to 
butterflies and bees. Excellent flower for 
screening unsightly areas and for planting behind shorter flowers in 
beds and borders. Also excellent as a cut flower.   Zone - 3-9      
Germination Time - 14-21 Days    Blooms - Summer    
Height - 60-84in   Spread - 12-24in    Blossom Size - 3-5in 
Exposure/Light Requirement - Full Sun 

$1.59  per  280 mg  PKT   

Hollyhock  [Chaters Mix] Perennial  
Plant has a erect growth habit with tall, sturdy 
spikes that support tufts of ruffled, fully double 
flowers. The flowers open from the bottom up 
over a long period in summer. Peony-form dou-
ble flowers that are nearly pom-pom in appear-
ance come in different colors of white, pink, 
yellow, apricot, red, lavender-blue and purple. 
Highly attractive to butterflies and bees. Excellent flower for screening 
unsightly areas and for planting behind shorter flowers in beds and 
borders. Also Excellent as a cut flower.   Zone - 3-8 
Germination Time - 14-21 Days   Blooming Season - Summer 
Maximum Height - 50-60in      Plant Spread - 12-18in 
Blossom Size - 3-5in    Exposure/Light Requirement - Full Sun   

$1.29  per  470 mg  PKT   

Columbine Makanas Giant Mix 
Paint a rainbow with this Mix. Exquisite two-
tone flowers combined with interesting spurs 
make this a rewarding garden addition. Hybrid 
perennial with gray green, distinctly lobed, very 
attractive foliage resembling maidenhair fern, 
and unusual nectar spurs that attract humming-
birds and butterflies. The flowers with long 

graceful spurs and buttercup shaped flowers that are 3-4in across are 
brightly-colored in combinations of white, pink, blue, yellow, pink, pale
-blue, purple and scarlet, with crisp colored outer petals, and cream/
white colored inner petals. Excellent for rock gardens, beds, borders, 
wildflower areas and cut flowers  Zone 3-10   Germ Time 21-28 Days  
Blooms - Late Spring to Early Summer Height 24-36in Spread 12-18in   
Blossom Size - 3-4in  Exposure/Light Requirement - Partial Shade 

“Sow Easy” Pelleted seed $2.69pkts 

Gypsophila Snowflake  {Babys Breath} 
Commonly known as Baby's Breath. Plants are 
narrow and sickle-shaped, linear to triangular 
with stems that separate into many branches. 
Each stem has hundreds of tiny white flowers on 
wire-thin branches, giving an airy, soft impres-
sion. Ideal for borders, cut flowers and makes a 

great dried flower. Zone  3-10 Germ Time 10-15 Days   
Blooms Summer  Height 18-24in  Spread 12-15in Bloom Size .50-.75in  

Exposure/Light Requirement - Full Sun      $1.89  per   PKT   

Chinese Lantern  —  Perennial 
also known as winter cherry, strawberry tomato 
or love in a cage. Seeds can be planted in late 
March or April, and plants begin to bloom 
in July, about 60 days after germination. The 
colorful pods develop in the fall. In addition to 
growing Chinese lantern plants from small 
transplants, many people have success with 
growing Chinese lantern seeds. Chinese lantern seeds can be a bit 
fussy to germinate. Start them indoors in late winter or early spring.   
In the fall, the blossoms give way to edible berries that are enclosed in 
large, glowing orange, paper-like, Chinese lantern calyces.   Hardy in 
Zones 3 - 9   Height & Spread  2  - 3 ft   Full Sun, Partial Sun  

“Sow Easy” Pelleted seed packet  $2.69 
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Bellis  [English Daisy]  Perennial 
A wonderful cool-season perennial, English 
daisy boasts cheery blooms as long as the 
weather is mild. Oftentimes, these plants are 
treated as annuals due to their temperamental 
nature in the heat of the summer. English daisy 
is also referred to as lawn daisy because of its 
ability to establish in lawns almost to the point 
of invasiveness. This low-growing plant makes a great companion to 
other cool-season plants like pansies and ornamental kale     
Hardy in Zones 4 - 8   Height & Spread  4  - 8”   Full Sun, Partial Sun  
$1.99  per pkt 

Bee Balm “Monarda”  Perennial 
Bee balm is antimicrobial and soothing, so it's 
often used to treat colds and flu. It also has a 
soothing effect on the digestive tract and helps 
to treat indigestion, bloating and nausea. 
flowers attract hummingbirds and butterflies. 
Each tube-shaped flower has two lips: the lower 
lip provides an inviting landing pad for bees and other pollinating in-
sects. Plants are deer and rabbit resistant. Native species of bee balm 
can be found in nearly every U.S. state.  

$2.49 per pkt  raw seed 
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Daisy [Shasta ] Perennial  
One of the oldest and most popular garden 
plant. It has a clumping growth habit with 
glossy, deep green foliage which contrasts per-
fectly with bursts of pure white daisy petals that 
radiate from the soft yellow disk florets that 
blooms for months. Ideal for beds, borders, 
containers and cut flowers. 
Bloom Color - White with Yellow Center 

Zone - 5-10  Germination Time - 21-28 Days 
Blooms- Early Summer to Early Fall  Height - 24-36in Spread - 18-24in 
Blossom Size - 3in     Exposure/Light Requirement - Full Sun 

$1.59  per  280 mg  PKT   

Milkweed [Butterfly weed]  Perennial,     
Also known as a Butterfly Weed or Asclepias. 
This bushy plant was originally a wildflower but 
is now prized as a garden perennial also. The 
abundance of stiff, lance-shaped foliage pro-
vides a dark-green backdrop for the showy flow-
er heads. The leaves are mostly alternate, 1.5-
2.25in long, pointed, and smooth on the edge. 

The large 2–5in, flat-topped clusters of bright-orange flowers sit on top 
of the flowering stem. The brilliant orange blooms light up meadows 
dramatically, and of course attract butterflies. Once established, is a 
tough, dependable color maker that creates delightful cut flower.   
Zone 1-12  Germ Time - 14-21 Days   Blooms Late Spring to Early Fall 
Maximum Height - 18-36in     Plant Spread - 12-18in 
Blossom Size - 1-3in      Exposure/Light Requirement - Full Sun 

$3.09  per  1 gram  PKT   

Larkspur Delphinium [Giant Mix] Perennial   
Plant has an erect growth habit with medium green 
foliage making these tall, stately addition to gar-
dens. Are covered with lovely feathery flowers in 
colors of pink, blue, rose, lavender, and white 
blooms. Beware that all parts of this plant are poi-
sonous.  Zone - 3-10  Germ Time - 15-30 Days 
Blooms - Summer to Fall   Height - 36-48in           
Spread - 10-20in   Blossom Size - 1-1.5in    - Full Sun/Part Shade 

$1.59  per  590 mg  PKT   

Poppy [Iceland Mix] Perennial Iceland Pop-
pies are perennial flowers have slender stems 
which bear large flowers with texture like crinkled 
silk. This poppy flower variety blooms in charming 
pastel shades of creamy white, coral, salmon pink, 
rose, lemon and deep orange; lives through very 
cold winters and blooms in most areas come late 
spring.  Zone - 4-8  Germ Time - 12-15 Days   Blooms - Late Spring to 
Summer  Height - 18in  Spread - 24in   Full Sun/Part Shade 

$1.89 pkts 

(Rudbeckia) Black Eyed Susan  
Commonly known as Back-Eyed-Susan, State 
flower of Maryland. Plants have a clumping growth 
habit with 2ft tall mounds of foliage. Leaves are 
alternate and covered by coarse hair, with stout 
branching stems. Flowers have deep golden petals that radiate from 
chocolate centers. Deer resistant and drought tolerant. Ideal for beds, 
borders, containers and cut flowers. Zone 3-8  Germ Time 7-14 Days   
Blooms - summer to fall    Height - 18in  Spread - 24in    

Full Sun/Part Shade     $1.29 per pkt 

Lupine  Russels Prize  Perennial 
Also known as Bigleaf Lupine . The plants are 
bushy mats of shiny medium green palm shaped 
leaves with stems that are stiff and erect with 
spikes that are densely covered with ½ inch pea-
like flowers. The tall spikes are strong and able to 
withstand wind and rain. They are covered in 
beautiful flowers in shades of pink, red, peach, 
blue, burgundy, and brown in both solids and bi-colors which attracts 
butterflies, bees and hummingbirds. Beware that all parts of the plant 
are poisonous. Excellent for planting in front of a fence or behind lower 
growing plants in beds and borders and cut flowers.    Zone - 4-8 
Germination Time - 10-21 Days   Blooms - Late Spring to Summer  
Height - 32-46in  Spread - 12-24in   Full Sun/Part Shade 

“Sow Easy” Pelleted seed $2.69pkts 
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Pyrethrum Daisy  Perennial 
Attractive Daisy-like flowers with a spicy scent 
growing 18-24 inches high. A perennial that can 
be difficult to get started but, once established, 
can live for many years. The flowers are culti-
vated commercially as a natural pesticide, and 
Pyrethrum is the safest pesticide, especially 
around food. Zone 3-7  Germ Time 14-30 Days   
Blooms - Late Spring to Summer   

Height - 18-24in  Spread - 18-24in    - Full Sun 

“Sow Easy” Pelleted seed $2.69pkts 

Wildflower Flower Honeybee Mix  features 
many nectar-rich wildflowers and clovers adored by 
bees. Easy to grow across much of the country 

(zones 1 - 8)      $3.09  pkts 

Wildflowers of North America  29 species, ap-
proximately 60% annuals and 40% perennials. seeds 
are coated with a colorful coating, so you to see 

where they have been sowed.  $1.59 pkts  

Yarrow  [Summer Pastels]  Perennial 
The above ground parts are used to make 
medicine. Yarrow is used for fever, common 
cold, hay fever, absence of menstruation, dys-
entery, diarrhea, loss of appetite, gastrointesti-
nal (GI) tract discomfort, and to induce sweat-
ing. ... In foods, the young leaves and flowers 
of yarrow are used in salads. Zone 3-8  Germ 
Time 7-14 Days   Blooms - summer to fall    

Height - 18in  Spread - 24in      $1.99 per Pkt raw seeds 

Ornamental Grass Deschampsia Tufted Hairgrass  
Highly ornamental, has fine hair-like flowers rising 2 - 3 
feet above neatly rounded, dense tussocks. The grass 
emerges green and turns Gold late in the season, 
keeping good color and form for winter interest. This 
clump-forming cool-season grass is useful for stabiliz-
ing disturbed sites, streambanks and shorelines. An 
excellent shade garden grass, is attractive when mixed 

with ferns.   $1.89 per pkt 

Ornamental Grass  Blue Fescue  Outstand-
ing, icy blue coloration to this clumping ornamental 
grass holds up even through the heat of summer. 
Buff-colored plumes create eye-catching contrast. 
Perfectly suited for edging borders or mass plant-
ing as a groundcover. Drought tolerant when es-

tablished. Semi-evergreen.   $1.89 per pkt 

Ornamental Grass Stipa Pony Tails    
Stipa is a beautiful Ornamental Grass, commonly re-
ferred to as Ponytail Grass, Mexican Feather, Feather 
Grass, Needle Grass or Spear Grass. This lovely 
grass grows up to 24” tall. Green foliage sways gently 
in the wind with a soft arch at the top. Stipa bunches in 
a nice clump 18-24” wide and is beautiful for interest in 
the back of beds, containers and landscape. This 
grass grows in Mid-Spring through late Summer then 
the green foliage fades to a softer shade of tan as Fall 

brings the changes in           $2.69  per pkt   
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Elephant Ear Bulbs Plant  the tubers 
about 2 to 3 inches deep, blunt end down. Plant-
ing elephant ear bulbs indoors approximately 
eight weeks prior to the last frost date is also ac-
ceptable. If growing in pots use a rich, organic 
potting soil and plant them at the same depth 
Shipping wt 1.5 lb per elephant ear bulb 

Colocasia esculenta  grows 5 ft tall $6.95  bulb 
Colocasia Jacks Giant  up to 7 ft tall   $6.95 per bulb 
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Canna Bulbs 
Dwarf Cannas are self Cleaning   
32” - 36” tall and are great centerpiece in flowerbeds 

or borders along Gardens  Very drought tolerant 
but also do good near water 

2 bulbs per bag $8.50   wt– 1/2 lb  

 
 
 
Tall Cannas   36” to 40” tall 
a great centerpiece in flower beds.  

2 bulbs per bag $8.50    
wt– 1/2 lb per bag 

Calla Lilly Bulbs 
It is easy to grow calla lilies. These plants do not generally require too 
much attention. Proper planting and location are about the only im-
portant things to consider when growing calla lilies. Care of calla lilies 
requires that they be planted in loose, well-drained soil. They prefer to 
be located in full sun or partial shade in warmer climates. Calla lilies are 
typically planted in the spring. However, wait until the threat of frost has 
passed and the soil has warmed sufficiently before planting calla lilies 

1 bulb per bag  $6.95     1/2 lb each 

Tall canna 
Red Dazzler 

Tall canna 
Ibiza 

Gladiolus Bulbs   
All varieties of gladiolus flowers are well known for their height and 
showy summer blooms. With varieties ranging from 2 to 6 feet tall, all 
presenting neatly tiered blossoms, gladiolus are a favorite for cutting 
gardens and floral arrangements.  When planting gladiolus bulbs, bear 
in mind that they are winter hardy in zones 7 to 10. If you live in zones 3 
to 7, lift the bulbs in autumn. Plant your gladiolus bulbs in the spring, 
about 6 inches deep and 3 to 4 inches apart. full sun, but will accept 
partial shade. Gladiolus bulbs are tolerant of clay, loam, and sand, and 
thrive in any well-drained soil enhanced with a little mulch.  

Dwarf Canna  
Happy Julia 

Self Cleaning 

Dwarf canna 
 Happy Carmen 
Self Cleaning 

Dwarf canna 
Happy Cleo 
Self cleaning 

Dwarf canna 
Happy Emily 
Self cleaning 

Dwarf canna 
Happy Isabel 
Self cleaning 

Caladium Bulbs 
are known for their big, heart-shaped leaves that display 
amazing color combinations of white, pink, red and green. 
These are plants that thrive in hot, humid weather and that 
usually grow best in full to partial shade. Though caladi-
ums rarely flower, their beautiful foliage guarantees a colorful 
show wherever they are planted -- beneath trees, between 
shrubs, in perennial borders and in containers.  

$7.95  per 3 bulbs 

Caladium 
Florida  Cardinal 

Caladium 
Kathleen 

Caladium 
White Christmas  

Calla Lily 
Majestic Red 

Calla Lily  
Garnet Glow 

Calla Lily  
Calla Creme 

Calla Lily 
Flaame 

Dahlia Tubers 
Even though they're often called bulbs, the roots of Dahlias are actu-
ally tubers (as in tuberous begonia). Dahlia tubers look a lot like a 
bunch of brown carrots, and the stems sprout directly from the tu-
bers.   Starting Dahlias Indoors 
For most gardeners, we recommend giving plants a head start in 
containers while soil warms up outside - reaching at least 60 degrees 
F. Generally, you'll plant dahlias outside around the same time you 
plant tomatoes.  If that’s not until late May or early June where you 
live, you can start dahlias indoors, 4-6 weeks before your last frost 
date. In containers, lay tubers on their sides with the stems up and 
cover with 2 inches of soil. Wait until you see new growth breaking 

through to water.   $5.95  per 1 root 

Dahlia 
Bon Bini 

Dahlia 
Yin Yang 

Dahlia  
Taffarel 

Dahlia  
Little Robert 

Gladiolus 40-48” tall 
Mixed 

10 bulbs per bag  
$6.95/ 1 lb  

Gladiolus  24-40” tall 
 Glamini Mix  

10 bulbs per bag 
$6.95  / 1 lb  

 Gladiolus 35-60” tall 
White Prosperity  
8 bulbs per bag 

$5.95  / 1 lb  

Gladiolus  30-36” tall    
Bambino & Ruffed Mixed 

10 bulbs per bag 
$6.95 per 1 lb.  

Gladiolus 32-36” tall 
Parrot Mixed 

10 bulbs per bag 
$6.95  / 1 lb  

https://www.americanmeadows.com/flower-bulbs/dahlia-flower-bulbs
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Summer Daffodil  Blooms May-July 
Narcissus Grand Soleil d'Or perfectly em-
bodies our three favorite F's: fun, florifer-
ous, and absolutely fabulous! This spectac-
ular spring bloomer produces rich golden-
yellow blooms with orange trumpets on 
upright stems up to Crisp, light green foli-
age provides a charming frame around the 
bright flowers. If you fancy a Daffodil with 
all of the vibrant colors but a softer, fruitier fragrance This variety 
is easy to grow, exceptionally dependable, and ideal for close-up 
plantings where you can admire every detail. Enjoy  Grows 12-18” 

tall    5 bulbs per bag  $7.95 

Dicentra [Bleeding Heart] 

Border Garden in a box 

A mix of Colors 

5 roots per box  $22.95      

2 lb per box 

Spring Flowers Bulbs  ~~~ Spring Flower Bulbs 

Hosta 

Border Garden in a box 

A mix of colors  

8 roots per box  $22.95      

2 lb per box 

Paeonia 

Border Garden in a box 

A mix of colors  

5 roots per box  $22.95      

2 lb per box 

Lilium Abbeyville Pride 

Patio City Garden in a box 

A mix of colors  

5 bulbs per box  $9.95      

2 lb per box 

Red Box Mix 

Patio City Garden in a box 

8 Gladiolus, 2 Dahlia’s,  

15 Freesia’s, 15 Rannunculus 

40 bulbs per box  $25.95      

2 lb per box 

White Box Mix 

Patio City Garden in a box 

8 Gladiolus, 2 Dahlia’s,  

15 Freesia’s, 15 Rannunculus 

40 bulbs per box  $25.95      

2 lb per box 

Asiatic Lilies 
Asiatic lily bulbs are both the earliest bloomers and easiest to care for 
of the lily family. Simply provide these Dutch bulbs with well draining 
sandy or loamy soil and six to eight hours of sun. We recommend 
planting Asiatic lilies in well turned soil about 6 inches deep, with the 
pointed end facing up. Place the bulbs about 9 to 12 inches apart, or in 
clusters of three or four. Most varieties are hardy in zones 3 to 8.  

Rio De Janeiro  
 

Asiatic Lilies  
24-60” tall 

3 bulbs per bag  
$7.95/ 1 lb  

 
Easy Samba 

Tiger Edition 
 

Oriental Lilies  
16-60” tall 

2 bulbs per bag  
$6.95/ 1 lb  

 
Casa Blanca 

Oriental Lilies 
They prefer to be planted in lightly enriched clay, loamy and sandy 
soils with excellent drainage. Hardy in zones 3--8, they flourish in full 
to partial sun. Plant your Oriental lily bulbs about 6 inches deep and 9 
to 12 inches apart for showy mid to late summer blooms. be sure to 
leave some stem and leaves on the plant until late fall to allow it to 
store nutrition for next year's blossoms.  

Ranunculus Mixed 
Huge, double peony-like blooms in a pro-
fessionally colour-balanced mixture of 
brilliant yellow, red, orange, pink and 
white. Ideal in beds, rock gardens and con-
tainers. Lush, long-lasting flowers make 
wonderful bouquets.  
Grows 6-16” tall    Blooms June - August 

10 bulbs per bag  $6.95 

Peony Hardy Pink 
Giant double peonies are hardy, fragrant, 
long-lived, and rarely need dividing. As a 
bonus, they're superior as cut flowers...it's 
no wonder peonies are considered "The 
Queen of Garden Flowers!" Great as focal 
points in a perennial bed, for hedges or in a 
spot of their own. Very low care and high 
performance.  

2 roots per bag  $11.95 
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Flower Bulbs For Fall Planting 

Fall Bulbs Come in around mid September 

We can only ship them when we have them in stock 

Amaryllis bulbs are one of our favorite holiday traditions – and 
once you start, you'll want to make these beautiful blooms a part of 
your celebration year after year! Get these plants started in late Octo-
ber and they'll be in full bloom for Christmas. Not only do amaryllis 
make wonderful home decor, you'll find our potted amaryllis plants to 
be the perfect gift.  

Blooms are beauti-
fully double, rich in 

color and  
long lasting  
Amaryllis  

Exotic Peaock 
1 root per bag  

$14.95 

Red/White,        Red,         Pink,        White  
Inside the stunning golden box you will find a 
square luxury pot of plastic, flower bulb, a bag 

of soil and plant instructions.  
Perfect to present as a gift!  

Amaryllis  
Golden Box Collection 

1 root per box  $17.95 

Crocus Bulbs a genus of flowering plants from the iris family 
comprising 90 species of perennials growing from corms. Crocuses 
are amongst the first flowers to bloom in spring, their goblet-shaped 
heads peeking through the snow spread delightful color around the 
white, snowy landscape! They're ideal for containers, borders and 
rock gardens, great for naturalizing, as also 
for attracting bees and other beneficial polli-
nators. Crocus bulbs not only provide winter 
garden color, but they naturalize, meaning 
that they spread and come back year after 
year.   Height: 4-6"  

Mixed Crocus  
20 Bulbs per bag  $6.95 

Daffodil Bulbs   
Daffodil blooms can last up to three weeks when temperatures re-
main between 45 and 55 degrees Fahrenheit. However, when tem-
peratures rise above 65 degrees Fahrenheit, blooms can only last for 
a few days. Like most  bulbs planted in the fall, Daffodils will bloom 
from early to late spring, depending on the weather conditions. Daffo-
dils do well within hardiness zones 3 to 9. Once blooming is over for 
spring, do not remove the leaves for about 6 weeks. This will allow 
the bulb to absorb nutrients and grow for the following year.  
Work up the soil from the hole with some peat moss, sand and about 
a tablespoon of low nitrogen fertilizer. Refill the hole to just below the 
planting depth with this mix. Next, add one handful of sand and then 
the bulb (you do not want the bulb in direct contact with the fertilizer). 
Then fill the hole the rest of the way with sand and replace some of 
the sod. With a sub-layer of rich, fertilized soil to send roots into, your 

daffodils will grow even stronger and bloom for years!  14-20” tall 

Fortissimo 
5 Bulbs per bag 

$7.95 / 1 lb 
 
 

12 bulbs per bag  
$10.95/ 1 lb  
Double Mix 

Hyacinthus Bulbs  
Easily grown in average, medium moisture, well-drained soils in full 
sun. Prefers organically rich soils. Tolerates some light shade. Plant 
bulbs 4-6” deep and 4-6” apart in mid fall. Best planted in mass or in 

clusters (e.g., 6-15 bulbs). Soils should 
be kept moist (particularly if soils are 
dry) immediately after planting to en-
courage root growth. Also keep soils 
moist during the spring growing season, 
but taper off moisture after bloom as 
bulbs head toward dormancy. Promptly 
remove spent flower spikes so plants do 
not need to expend energy on seed pro-
duction.  

6 Bulbs per bag  $10.95 

Tall Bearded Iris Roots   
Height: 36" tall    Rebloomer. 
Light blue flowers with dark blue falls. Early 
season.   Iris Germanica (Bearded Iris) This 
group is not particular about soil but definitely 
prefers a sunny location. Can withstand very 
dry conditions, soggy soil should be avoided. 
Rhizomes can best be planted in early fall at 
soil level. Mid-spring to early summer flower-
ing.   Hardiness Zone 3-9 

1 Root  $7.95  each 

Tall Bearded Iris Roots   
Height: 30"  Violet purple flowers on tall strong 
stems, reblooms later in summer. Mid-season. 
Iris Germanica (Bearded Iris) This group is not 
particular about soil but definitely prefers a 
sunny location. Can withstand very dry condi-
tions, soggy soil should be avoided. Rhizomes 
can best be planted in early fall at soil level. 
Mid-spring to early summer flowering. 
Hardiness Zone 3-9 

1 Root  $7.95  each 

Paeonia Roots   
a herbaceous (soft stemmed) peony cultivar. It 
is a shrubby plant that, each year, will typically 
grow to 3' tall by mid-spring, bloom, display 
attractive foliage throughout the summer and 
early fall, and then die to the ground after frost. 
... Excellent cut flower.    

Karl Rosenfield 
1 Root  $7.95  each 
 
Festiva Maxima 
1 Root  $7.95  each 

Black Pearl Dutch Amaryllis can make 
blooms that are over 20 cm across. One stand-
ard size bulb should have at least 2 stems with 
4-5 blooms each. The Mammoth sizes will pro-
duce 3 stems, some with up to 6 blooms!  

1 root per bag  $14.95 
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Flower Bulbs For Fall Planting 

Fall Bulbs Come in around mid September 

We can only ship them when we have them in stock 

Pink Border Garden Box 

Daffodils , Tulips, Hyacinthus 

40 bulbs per box  $22.95      

2 lb per box 

Blue Border Garden Box 

Muscari, Tulips, Hyacinthus 

40 bulbs per box  $22.95      

2 lb per box 

White Border Garden Box 

Muscari, Tulips,  

Hyacinthus, Daffodil 

40 bulbs per box  $22.95      

2 lb per box 

Yellow Border Garden Box 

Daffodils, Tulips, Hyacinthus 

40 bulbs per box  $22.95      

2 lb per box 

 

Tulip Triumph Mix 

18 bulbs per bag  $10.95      

2 lb per bag 

Tulip Bulbs   
Because of their striking appearance and brilliant colour, tulips 
can be among the most satisfying flowers for a gardener to 
grow. Whether you plant them as garden borders or in row 
after row of gorgeous hues, our Dutch-propagated bulbs pro-
duce flowers that draw smiles from all who encounter them. 
Their dramatic green foliage sets off these colourful flowers 
perfectly. To landscape tulips that perform to their potential, it's 
critical to plant them properly  
Tulip bulbs should be planted in fall before the ground freezes. 
By planting varieties with different bloom times, you can have 
tulips blooming from early to late spring. While it is not neces-
sary for hardy perennial varieties, you may choose to lift, or dig 
up, your tulip bulbs after the foliage has ripened. If you lift, 
store the bulbs in a dry place during the summer and replant 
them next fall. When replanting, be sure to use fresh soil to 
reduce the risk of disease. Each year before replanting, in-
spect your bulbs for bruises or cuts that may allow diseases to 
enter and then spread to other bulbs. This is essential since an 
infection of the incurable fungal disease tulip fire (also called 
Botrytis blight) will require you to burn all your tulips!  
Most gardeners plant their bulbs in November in full sun. 
Measuring from the base of the bulb, place your tulips about 6 
inches deep in well-drained, moderately loamy soil with some 
humus and sand added. This will help naturalizing or perenni-
alizing, and cut down on the risk of disease and fungus. Water 
after planting. This will ensure that your tulips develop a strong 
root system before going into winter dormancy. After flowering, 
allow bulb foliage to wither before cutting. This lets sap in the 
foliage return to the bulb, where it provides added strength for 
next year.  
Different tulip varieties offer all sorts of options for your garden, 
so you may choose the sizes, types and shades that work best 
for your space. Tulips prefer a site with full or afternoon sun. In 
Zones 7 and 8, choose a shady site or one with morning sun 
only, as tulips don't like a lot of heat. Ensure that your soil 
drains well and is neutral to slightly acidic, fertile, and dry or 
sandy. All tulips dislike areas with excessive moisture. You'll 
want to space bulbs 4 to 6 inches apart, so choose a large 
enough planting site. When growing your tulips in containers, 
avoid placing them in direct sunshine. The soil needs to re-
main cool so the bulb doesn't prematurely receive signals that 
spring has arrived. If the sun warms the soil in the container 
too early, the bulb will send up shoot and flower before an ad-
equate root system has developed.  

 

Tulip Love Circles Mix 

15 bulbs per bag  $11.95      

2 lb per bag 

 

Tulip Red Riding Hood 

8 bulbs per bag  $6.95      

2 lb per bag 

 

Tulip Rembrandt Helmar 

8 bulbs per bag  $6.95      

2 lb per bag 

 

Tulip Blueberry Ripple 

8  bulbs per bag  $6.95      

2 lb per bag 

 

Tulip Memphis 

8 bulbs per bag  $7.95      

2 lb per bag 
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Grass Seed Seeding Rates 
New Lawn   3 - 8  lbs per 1000 square ft  
                        Bag Size                Coverage 
New Lawn     50 lbs. @ 3 lbs rate = 16,600 sq ft  
New Lawn     25 lbs. @ 3 lbs rate =   8,300 sq ft   

Overseeding 2 - 4  lbs per 1000 square feet    
                         Bag Size           Coverage     
Overseeding  50 lbs.  @ 2 lbs rate = 25,000 sq ft  
Overseeding  25 lbs.  @ 2 lbs rate =12,500 sq ft 

Fuzion Endophyte Free Fescue [Improved KY 31] 
Fuzion fescue is a customized blend of improved endophyte free fes-
cue varieties. Fuzion is long-lived and provides excellent production, 
making it a great base for hay  and pasture applications. 
A very good all purpose disease resistant lawn seed as well 

$2.95 per lb. or  25 lb. bag $69.95  

Lifetyme Sun/Shade Grass Seed Mix 
Perfect for all over use and patching any area of the lawn.  
Balbo KY Bluegrass, Creeping Red Fescue, Gulf Ryegrass,  
Wizard Ryegrass, Harbour Ryegrass 

$3.95 per lb. - 5 lb bag $18.95  - 25 lb. bag $78.95 
Lifetyme Kwik Green Mix 
A quick germinating tall fescue/ryegrass mixture.  
Wizard ryegrass, Falcon Tall Fescue, Gulf ryegrass 

$3.95 per lb. - 5 lb bag $18.95  - 25 lb. bag $78.95 
Lifetyme 4-Way Tall Fescue Blend 
A blend of 4 elite fescue varieties. Improved drought and disease re-
sistance.  Scorpion II Tall Fescue,  Renegade Dt Tall Fescue 
Shennandoah II Tall Fescue,  Falcon IV Tall Fescue 

$3.95 per lb. - 5 lb bag $18.95  - 25 lb. bag $78.95 
Lifetyme BluBlend Kentucky BlueGrass   
Blend of 3 high end bluegrass varieties. Fast spring green up 
and establishment. 50% less watering due to the superior cul-
tivars. Drought and disease resistant with high winter survival.  
Lifetyme Fancy kentucky BlueGrass  
Kentucky bluegrass seed for full sun areas. A fine bladed dark emer-
ald green with good sun to medium shade performance  

Both Bluegrass mixes are in 3 lb bags for $16.95 per bag 

GRASS SEED 

Amturf® Ultra LawnPatch® sun/shade 

When you're patching the inevitable bare spots in your 
lawn Premium seed, natural fertilizer and mulch all in one 
package. Produces new growth easily and quickly. Revolu-
tionary granulated mulch helps hold seeds in place.  

5 lb. bag  $14.95  or  20 lb for $46.95 

Amturf® Lawn Seed Blanket  Sun/Shade Mix 
A simple-to-use, Biodegradable mulch blanket with embed-
ded grass seed protects seeds from wind, sun and heat dam-
age. Repairs bare spots. Provides uniform seed coverage. 
Holds in moisture & keeps seedlings in place  

2.5’ x 40’   100 sq. ft roll    $44.95   wt - 5 lb 
2.5’ x 10’   25 sq. ft roll      $15.95   wt - 10 lb 

Degradable Stakes to hold down blanket 12 pk $6.95 

JRM® Soil Moist™ Seed Coat 
A crosslinked polymer and graphite compound. increases 
the germination of grass and other types of seeds. The 
polymer compound retains excess moisture from water 
and humid air to soften seed tissue to promote faster ger-
mination. The graphite compound retains heat on the sur-

face of the seed to promote germination. Also helps lubricate the seed 
and equipment to help spread the seed.  

8oz will treat 50lb of grass seed. 8 oz jar $8.95  3/4 lb 
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Starting & Growing Wildflowers 
Creating your own little wildflower area is great fun and can provide 
lots of enjoyable surprises when the blooming starts. 
Here are a few tips to help get wildflowers established. 
#1 Remove existing by spraying and tilling. It is best to wait a week 
or two and let existing weed seeds sprout then till agin before seed-
ing. 
#2 Broadcast seed and cover with row cover [see page 55] or straw 
rolls [see page 44]  Wildflower seeds will germinate over a 2-3 week 
period and soil surface must be kept moist just like grass seed. 
Tip; You can also start wildflowers in flat bottom 10x20 trays w/
holes and use a fine germinating mix soil. Once they are well rooted 
you can transplant out where desired 
Maybe you’re looking to beautify a large space for an afforda-
ble price? Maybe you’ve got a tricky piece of terrain or an un-
cooperative slice of soil? Maybe you’re just tired of mowing? 
Regardless of your motivation, wildflower gardening is a sim-
ple and time-tested method of beautifying your land naturally 
and affordably. 

Hummingbird & Butterfly Mix Wildflowers 
With its abundance of nectar-rich blooms, the Butterfly 
& Hummingbird Wildflower Seed Mix can be planted to 
attract beautiful pollinators in any region of the country. 
Containing 16 annual and perennial wildflowers includ-
ing Wild Cosmos, Rocket Larkspur, Echinacea and 
Catchfly, this diverse blend delivers stunning color throughout the 
season. A great choice for a variety of soil types, this mix contains 
only 100% pure, non-GMO and neonicotinoid-free seeds  
$1.40 per tsp -  $11.00 per 1/4 lb.  -  $36.00 per lb. 

Bee Feed Mix Wildflowers 
Keep the bees coming back with this colorful blend of 
20 types of flowers specially selected for their nectar 
and pollen-producing ability. Providing an entire season 
of food for honey bees, bumble bees and other native 
species of bees, this mix is ideal to support their popu-
lation. Increasing bee populations throughout the summer means 
that your veggies will have plenty of pollinators to keep the yields at 
a maximum. Planting rate: 5–8 ounces per 1000 square feet; 8–12 
pounds per acre.  

$1.40 per tsp   or   $11.00 per1/4 lb.   Or   $36.00/lb. 

Beneficial Insect Mix Wildflowers 
This mixture will attract beneficial bugs to your garden! 
The 18 species mix includes varieties such as Bishop’s 
Flower, dill, and rockcress. Attracts lacewings, lady 
beetles, syrphid flies, tachinid flies, and trichogramma 
wasps. Best planted spring, early summer, and fall. 
Planting rate: 5–8 ounces per 1000 square feet; 8–12 lbs per acre. 

$1.40 per tsp  -  $11.00 per 1/4 lb.  -  $36.00 per lb. 

Deer Resistant Mix Wildflowers 
Containing 17 wildflowers that deter deer and other 
critters, the Deer Resistant Wildflower Mix brings loads 
of colorful blooms to the landscape. Perennials like 
Lupine, Gaillardia and Lance Leaf Coreopsis return 
and multiply each season, while annual varieties like 
California Poppy, Zinnia and Scarlet Sage burst into blooms the 
very first year. Growing well in most regions (zones 1-8)  

$1.40 per tsp  -  $11.00 per 1/4 lb.  -  $36.00 per lb. 

Ultra WildFlowers™ 
All-in-one combination of flower 
seeds, fertilizer and mulch that con-
tains a pre-measured blend of per-
ennial and annual flower seeds.  
1.75 lb. resealable bags.  
Covers up to 50 sq. ft.  

Butterfly / Hummingbird mix 1.75 lb.  $7.95 
Shady Wildflower mix   1.75 lb.   $7.95 
Sun/Shade mix  1.75 lb.  $7.95 
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COVER CROP Seeds ~~~~  FOOD PLOT Seeds 

A Very popular cover crop. Rapidly builds up hu-
mus in your soil. You can grow up to 3 crops per 
year. Plant late spring after frost is past, at the rate 
of 2-3 LB per 1,000 sq. ft or 80 LB per acre. For a 
green manure crop, till under when in bloom 

$1.95 / lb. ~ 5 lbs. $6.00 ~ 50 lbs  $59.00 

Buckwheat 
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The perfect food plot item that is very sweet   

$.50 per tsp       $7.50 per lb.      
5 lbs $35.00 

Western Sugar Beet 
Double Ought Peas are a blend of Whistler Winter 
Peas and Icicle Peas. Double ought peas are winter 
hardy and provide nitrogen fixation, fast germination 
& weed suppression Plant in fall at a rate of .5-1 LB 

per 1,000 sq. ft      $1.75/lb.    ~    5 lbs. 
$5.00    ~      50 lbs $49.00 

Peas [Double Ought] 

One of the better legumes for improving worn out 
soils or adding a natural nitrogen source. Will stay 
green all winter long if weather is mild. Sow seeds, 
40-60 days before expected killing frost date. This 
will give it time to get established. 1.5 lbs/1,000 sq 
ft or  60-65 lbs/acre. when vetch is 8-10″ tall, till 

under.  $2.95/lb.   ~    5 lbs. $12.00    ~   50 lbs $99.00 

Hairy Vetch 

thin, lower taproot can grow to a depth of six feet or 
more while the thick upper portion of the taproot can 
grow to a length of 24 inches. That creates vertical 
holes in the soil profile that breaks up soil compac-
tion and improves soil tilth, water infiltration, aera-
tion and fertilizer efficiency for succeeding crops. 

$2.95/lb. ~ 5 lbs. $12.00 ~ 50 lbs $99.00 

Radish [Eco-Till] 

A forage type turnip, with more leaf and stem than 
purple top. Turnips are known for their rapid fall 
growth, biomass production and nutrient scaveng-

ing ability. $2.95/lb.      5 lbs. for $12.00      
25 lbs $59.00 

Barkant Forage Turnip 

An excellent cover crop that can be planted almost 
any time of the year. Breaks up clay soil and adds 
lots of nitrogen  Also provides lots of organic matter 
and tilth to your soil. Sow 1/2 pound per 1000 

square feet or at 20 pounds per acre.   $2.95/ lb.          
5 lb. bag $12.00      50 lbs $99.00 

Red Clover 

A short season Brassica species also grown as a 
winter cover crop. The plant is tilled back in the 
soil, has very succulent top growth that is high in 

nutrients for food plots    $1.95/lb.  
5 lbs. for $6.00   ~  50 lbs $59.00 

Wildlife Rape 

Purple Top White Globe 

55 days. Very popular turnip for food plots and cov-

er crops $2.95/lb.       5 lbs/$12.00        
50 lbs $99.00 

29% Aberzest Ryegrass, 25% Aberfarrell 
Ryegrass, 10% Red Clover, 7% White Clover, 6% 
Frosty Clover 5% Fixation Clover, 5% Chicory. 3% 
Turnips A great all purpose food plot for all wildlife  

 $4.95/lb.  or  5 lbs. for $22.00 

Sweet Spot Food Plot Mix 

Big Buck Food Plot Mix 
22% Delar Burnett, 15% Red Clover, 15% Berseem 
Clover, 15% Sweet Clover, 15% Duo Festullolium, 
8% Ladino Clover, 4% Chicory. A great all purpose 
food plot for all wildlife      

$4.95/lb.  or  5 lbs. for  $22.00 
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 Fall / Winter RYE 
A soil builder. This cereal grain grows quickly in the 
fall and survives winter weather even in zone 3. 
Extensive roots loosen topsoil and improve drain-
age. Plant Fall Rye anytime, it will germinate as late 
as early Dec depending on the fall temps.   
$1.50 / lb     5 lbs $6.00      50lbs $16.95 

Cover Crops 
The most effective cover crops don’t produce something you can eat. While that can feel like a waste of space for some gardeners, the benefits 
to your soil are well worth it.        There are many reasons to grow a cover crop and hundreds of varieties to choose from, so how do you know 
which is right for your garden? Well, that depends on what you are trying to achieve and the effort you are willing to invest. Even the weeds that 
grow in your garden can be considered a cover crop if you manage them properly. 
Cover cropping is all about thinking ahead and managing as you go. The primary function of a cover crop is to protect the soil surface, but in 
addition, it can provide your soil environment rest, nutrition, aeration, or “exercise” – or a combination of those benefits.       As a general rule, 
cover crops are sown in a garden space after the season for edible crops has ended. Once your summer crops are spent and removed from the 
space, the cover crop is grown within the space during the fall and winter season. 
There are three basic families of cover crops, and they each offer specific benefits and challenges: 

Grains – like annual grasses, rye, oats, and wheat  These crops build biomass and break up soil compaction with extensive root systems. 
Their leaves also improve water infiltration by slowing down the movement of water from rain or overhead irrigation. 

Legumes – like peas, soybeans, clover, and vetch  These are commonly known as nitrogen-fixers. The varieties within this family each do 
slightly different things. 

Broadleaves – like buckwheat, mustard, and alyssum  These germinate quickly to shade out undesirables, like weeds, and they are easy to 
turn in for nutrient benefits.  Some of the varieties within each family are perennial and some are annual. Like other plants, their life cycle will 
often depend on your hardiness zone. 



 

Mulch Lock Spray 
Finally a product to spray on your mulch to keep it from 
blowing or washing away.  Locks mulch, pine straw, 
pebbles, gravel, sand and dirt in place for up to 12 
months. Use around trees, planting beds, slopes, path-
ways, borders, edging and driveways. Allows water 
and nutrients to flow through.  Starts bonding immedi-

ately-Maximum bond after 24-48 hours. 

1.5 gallon ready to spray   $48.95   wt - 16 lb 
64 oz. concentrate refill   $22.95     wt - 5 lb 

Bagged Mulch 
2 Cubic foot bag 

1” thick = 24 square feet 
2” thick = 12 square feet 
3” thick = 8 square feet 
4” thick = 6 square feet 

Decorative Stone 

1/2 Cubic foot bag 
1” thick = 6 square feet 
2” thick = 3 square feet 

Loader scoop = approx. 15 cu. ft 

1” thick = 180 square feet 
2” thick = 90 square feet 

Formula to find your total sq. feet   Width x length = sq. feet 

 Bulk Mulch 
Skid loader scoop 

approx. 22 Cu. ft./scoop 
1” thick = 264 square feet 
2” thick = 132 square feet 
3” thick = 88 square feet 
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DeWitt Straw TackSak 
28lb Bag - Covers up to 500sq ft 
Natural straw seeding mulch with tackifier de-
signed to hold straw in place. Protect grass seed 
from the elements; heavy washout, runoff and 
wind. Helps speed up germination, conserves 
water and gives protection from birds. Easy to 

use with no mess. Covers up to 500sq ft.       $18.95 

Premier Straw on a roll with 
single netting 
Seed Germination. Constructed from 
biodegradable Midwest straw fi-
bers  Photodegradable netting on top 
Temporary protection for grass seed and 
topsoil during germination Used on 

Slopes/Channels – 3:1 and flatter  Covers 900 square feet   

 8’ x 112.5’ roll  $78.95   no shipping 

StrawGuard 200 
Seed Germination and Erosion Control 
Natural straw fibers.  Faster germination. 
Seed doesn’t wash away Prevents soil erosion 
Saves water Non–toxic, biodegradable Light-
weight and easy to use.   4 ft. x 50 ft. covers 

200 sq. ft. Each roll includes 12 - 4” biodegradable stakes 
Single photodegradable netting on top of straw fibers     wt. - 12 lb 

Safe for home, children & pets       4’ x 50’ roll  $24.95 

Pine Needle Straw Mulch 
Compressed and mess-free. Wrapped in plastic 13" - 16" Premium Long Leaf Needles 

Great for flower beds, garden areas, and can be an effective method of weed control.  

Pine Straw Mulch Benefits 
Pine straw is lighter weight than bark mulch. This allows for greater percolation of water and is easy to 
distribute. So, is pine straw good mulch in comparison to bark mulch? Not only does it increase perco-
lation but it creates a network of needles that help hold down erosion and protect unstable areas. 

Additionally, it breaks down slower than bark materials, which means its benefits last longer. Once it 
does begin to compost, the nutrient content in soil increases. Pine straw mulch benefits also include 
improving soil tilth. Use a garden fork to mix the needles into soil to reduce compaction and aid in oxy-
genation. In addition to the benefits, pine straw mulch uses abound. It is also an attractive natural 

ground cover around ornamental plantings. It is especially good around acid-loving plants such as hydrangeas, rhododendrons and camellias. 

In fall, rake up the needles and place them over spent tender perennials and other plants that may succumb to winter freezes. A teepee of nee-
dles acts as a mini greenhouse, conserving heat and keeping soil from freezing to protect the root zone from extreme cold. Pull away the nee-
dles in spring when using pine straw for garden mulch, so that tender new shoots can easily penetrate to reach the sun and air. 

Pine Straw Mulch Application 
The recommended amount of mulch around plants I s 2 to 3 inc     hes in regular soil and up to 5 inches in dry sandy areas. Around woody 
plants, keep the mulch at least 3 to 6 inches from the trunk to prevent decay. Garden beds may be entirely covered, while other plants should 
have the mulch 1 to 2 inches away from the stems. For pine straw mulch application in containers, use 1 to 2 inches to add a nutrient rich heat-
ing blanket for winter coverage.     Fall is the best time to apply the mulch for winter protection. Spring applications will help increase tilth, 

keep heat in the soil and reduce those spring weeds. 

Martin Birds also love pine straw so this also works for Martin bird nest material 

Up to 3500 SqFt   Size 2.3 cubic feet   $19.95 per bale                   shipping wt -  30 lb 
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DeWitt® Aspen wood Curlex Single Layer Erosion Control Blanket 
Biodegradable Great Lakes Aspen curled wood excelisor with 80% 6in fibers or greater. Photodegradable netting on 
top. Great for use on highway embankments, ditch bottoms, slopes, urban drainage, stream banks and waterways. 

Slopes 2:1         Easy to use and roll out & not slippery like straw tends to be 

Dyed green for aesthetic purposes to give look of grass already in place. - 4ft x 112.5 ft  $72.00  shipping wt  30 lb 
Natural light brown color no dye  - 8ft x 112.5 ft   $142.00   no shipping  
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Canadian Sphagnum Peat Moss   
an excellent soil amendment because of its 
capacity to retain water, aerate the soil and it 
is completely natural and organic & is the an-
swer to both compact and loose soil condi-
tions. All soils can benefit from the addition of 
Sphagnum Peat Moss. also used in compost 
bins to enhance decomposition and reduce 
odor. OMRI listed 95% organic matter.  

1.0 cu ft Compressed 19 lb Bale $9.95 
2.2 cu ft 40 lb Compressed Bale $11.95 
3.0 cu ft 50 lb Compressed Bale $19.95 

POTTING SOILS    &     SOIL AMENDMENTS 

BACCTO® Premium Potting Soil with both 
starter and slow release fertilizers. Ideal for use right 
out of the bag as a general purpose potting soil. A 
blend of rich, dark reed sedge peat, perlite and sand 
ensures successful growing  

25 lb bag  $6.95     50 lb bag  $9.95 

Garden Magic® Potting Soil 
General purpose mix that is ready to use right out of 
the bag for indoor and outdoor planting. Allows excess 

water to drain 40 lb bag  $6.95 

BACCTO® The Cow™ Compost & Manure 
Blended horticultural peat and composted animal ma-
nure mix together to form a great top dressing for lawns 
and planting beds. Odor-free and easy to use!  

40 Qt bag  35 lb  $7.95 

Garden Magic Top Soil 
A blend of dark reed sedge peat and sand used as a 
top dressing for lawns and gardens. Ready to use out 
of the bag,  loosens heavy soils         

40 lb bag  $5.95  
Top Soil in bulk  = $29.00 per 20 cu ft scoop 

Garden Magic Compost and Manure 
A odor-free blend of natural reed sedge peat and com-
posted animal manure. It provides a natural nutrient 
content, making it ideal for a wide range of plantings.  

40 lb. bag  $6.95 

BACCTO Tree, Shrub & Perennial Mix 
Rich in sphagnum peat moss, pine bark plus sufficient 
nutrition for healthy plant growth Pre-moistened 

2 cu ft bag 25 lb  $16.95 

PRO-MIX® BRK20  with Mycorrhizae 
The ideal soil for baskets and flats optimal water reten-
tion, drainage and resistance to compaction. 65% 
sphagnum peat moss.20% processed bark. 15% per-
lite. Mycorrhizae for better root and plant health.  

2.8 cu ft Bag  25 lb  $18.95 

BACCTO® Veggie Mix 
Features organic fertilizer that provides nutrients for up 
to six weeks. Organic peat has natural water holding.  
40 Qt. 35 lb $9.95 
 
 
Baccto Container Mix 
Features organic fertilizer that provides nutrients for up 
to six weeks. Organic peat has natural water holding.  
1.5 Cu Ft bag. 35 lb $9.95 

Natural Guard 100% Organic Garden Soil  
Soil is OMRI Listed®. It is made with Canadian Black 
Peat Moss Also includes Worm Castings and Kelp 
Meal. It’s a perfect solution for raised vegetable and 

flower beds.   2 cu ft bag 25 lb $11.95 
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PRO-MIX® PGX Biofungicide  Germination Media Mix 
A fine textured peat-based formulation Well adapted 
for seed germination. 80% Canadian sphagnum peat 
moss. 20% plug grade vermiculite. Biofungicide - 
bacillus subtilis, colonizes developing roots to help 
suppress disease   

2.8cu ft  25 lb Bag $25.95      
16 qt bag  10 lb  $9.95 
 
Berger Organic Germinating Media Mix 
BM-2 Or Organic OM-2.  

3 cu.ft  bag. 30-40 lbs  $25.95   
16 qt bag 10 lb  $9.95    

Mushroom Compost 
$34.00 per 20 cu ft scoop [no shipping] 
2 cu ft bag  $5.95 each 
Shipping wt. per bag 42 lb 

Garden Magic Peat 
Screened for uniform consistency and adds nutrients 
to sandy soils and helps to break up clay soils.  

Dark reed sedge peat 40lb. Bag $4.95 

Jiffy  All Purpose Potting Mix  
all-purpose potting soil for all your container plants. 
Nursery quality blend. Holds and releases moisture.   

16 Qt. bag 10 lb $11.95 
 

Jiffy® Organic Seed Starting  
Mix  The mix is designed for the special pH and nutri-
ent needs of seeds and plants.  

12 Qt. bag 10 lb $9.95 
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Back To Nature Cotton Bur Compost 
Cotton bolls are the bud leafs of the cotton plant. 
They are rich in protein and are a natural, organic 
fertilizer with more nutrient than manures. When 
properly composted, cotton bolls/burrs are prized for 
their ability to break up clay soils and improve mois-
ture retention and fertility in sand. 
A rich, dark brown compost with a wonderful earthy 
smell. Its medium texture results in looser soil and 
improved moisture transpiration. It is long lasting, 

low in salts, free from weeds, insects, chemicals and pathogens and 
contains lots of beneficial organisms. 
A good be mix is 1/3 Cotton Burr Compost and 2/3rds native soil. 
It can also be applied right out of bag as mulch in beds, or as a thin 
top dressing on lawns.     

2 Cu ft Bag  25 lbs  $10.95 

Espoma Organic Peat 
All natural sphagnum peat moss. For seed starting 
or blending a custom potting mix. Helps loosen 
heavy soils and prevents compaction.  

8 Qt Organic Peat 4 lb.  $5.95 

MUSHROOM  
COMPOST 
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Miracle-Gro Potting Mix  
Grows Plants Twice as Big! versus unfed plants. 
Feeds up to 6 months. More blooms for more color.  

8 Quart 6 lb.  bag $6.95     
1 cu.ft 20 lb. bag  $11.95 

Miracle-Gro Moisture Control Potting Mix  
Protects against over and under watering. Feeds up 
to 6 months. Grows Plants Twice as Big! versus 
unfed plants. Absorbs up to 33% more water than 
basic potting soil  

8 Quart 6 lb. bag $7.95  
1 cu ft bag 20 lb. bag $12.95 

Vermiculite  
Loosens soils and prevents compaction. Light-
weight, moisture and nutrient retentive. Great for 
increasing lateral water movement in a mix.    

8 Qt Bag 2 lb bag $10.95    

4 cu ft Bag 22 lb bag $18.50 

Perlite   
Loosens soils and prevents compaction. provides 
aeration and moisture retention when mixed in with 
other soil. Suitable for hydroponics greenhouses 

8 Qt Bag 2 lb bag $9.95  

4 cu ft Bag 22 lb bag $14.50 

Decorative Sphagnum Moss  
Decorative Sphagnum Moss is used to line wire 
frames and hanging baskets. Some species of or-
chids especially Phalaenopsis are grown using 
decorative sphagnum moss.       

8 Qt Bag 2 lb  $14.95 

Espoma Orchid Mix   
A blend of sphagnum peat chunk, red fir bark, hard-
wood charcoal, and lava rock to create an environ-
ment that will prevent the roots from being kept too 
wet while providing humidity. ideal for orchids.  

4 Qt Bag  3lb $3.95 

Espoma Cactus Mix  
This coarse mix with granite sand and extra perlite, 
duplicates conditions found in an arid environment. 
This heavy weight potting mix performs well under 
low water application   

4 Qt Bag 2 lb $4.95 

Espoma African Violet Mix   
is a specially formulated with a peat blend that pro-
vides good air capacity and water retention. An 
excellent mix for African Violets, Streptocarpus and 
Gloxinias.  

4 Qt Bag 2 lb $4.95 

GROW!T® Organic Coco Coir Planting Mix 
It works as both an indoor and outdoor planting mix 
and is ideal for hydroponics systems. Although each 
block of mix is equivalent to more than 2.5 cubic feet 
of soil when water is added      

2.5cu ft  25 lbs.  $12.95 

Espoma® Organic® Seed Starter Mix 
Enhanced with Myco-Tone™ for stronger roots. For 
all seedlings and cuttings.   

8 Quart Bag 2 lb $7.95 

GROW!T® Clay Pebbles  
100% natural clay. clean, pH stable, and offers great 
aeration and drainage in hydroponics, deep water 
culture, and drip feed systems. non-uniform struc-
ture and large surface area, ideal environment to 
foster beneficial bacterial growth around the root 
zone, leading to  healthier plants.   

10L 10 lb. Bag of 4- 16mm Pebbles  $16.50 

DRAMM® ColorWear™ Apron 
The ColorWear™ Garden Apron by Dramm pro-
tects your clothes while keeping your tools within 
easy reach. The three- pocket design allows for 
easy storage of garden tools, gloves and seeds. 
The larger center pocket is perfect for garden pro-
duce or debris and is zippered for convenient re-

moval. The ColorWear Garden Apron’s sleek design and generous tie 
lengths ensures proper fit. Made from 100% cotton with breathable 
mesh pocketing for a lightweight and durable feel. Available in assort-

ed colors and trim style.    Assorted Colors:  

Spring Green, Berry, Yellow, Red              22.95   2 lbs 

POTTING SOILS    &     SOIL AMENDMENTS 

Espoma Earthworm Castings 
All natural organic source of nitrogen Perfect as a 
soil amendment or to make fertilizer tea. 0.5-0-0 
analysis  

4 Qt  Bag  3 lbs  $8.95 

Wet & Forget Mildew & Stain Cleaners 
If you want an easy and effective way to clean your 
outdoor surfaces then Wet & Forget will do the job 
for you! Wet & Forget works over time with the rain 
and wind to gently remove green and black stains 
caused by moss, mold, mildew and algae on your 
exterior surfaces.  

64 Oz Concentrate  $25.95 
48 Oz Ready to Use  $36.95 

Wet & Forget Indoor Mold & Mildew Cleaner  
Clean and disinfect all your household surfaces with 
Wet & Forget Indoor. This product is effective 
against SARS-Related Coronavirus 22 SARS-CoV-2 
in 3 minutes. As a disinfectant, Wet & Forget® In-
door Mold+ Mildew Disinfectant Cleaner kills: Pseu-
domonas aeruginosa, Salmonella enterica, Serratia 
marcescens, *Human Coronavirus,*lnfluenza Virus 
Type A/ Hong Kong, *SARS Associated Coronavirus 
cause of Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome, 
*SARS-Related Coronavirus 2 SARS-CoV-2 cause 
of COVID-19,  
Wet & Forget Indoor is an EPA registered hard surface sanitizer EPA 
Reg. No. 6836-152  Kills 99.9% of Bacteria & Viruses 
Cleans, Deodorizes, Disinfects All in One!   Soft Surface Sanitizer 
Inhibits the Growth of Mold and Mildew No Bleach or Irritating Fumes 

64 Ounce RTU  $19.95 
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Earthway Precision Garden Seeder                   
Allows you to plant a variety of vegetable seeds with one continuous 
operation of opening the soil, planting the seed, covering, and marking 
the next row. Heavy-duty aluminum construction, 30in row marker for 
planting equally spaced rows, precision depth gauge that eliminates 
planting too deep causing seed rot and large seed hopper for long con-
tinuous operation of seed planting. Includes 6 standard, easy to 
change seed plates allowing for many vegetable seeds.  

Plates included are  
[4 holeSweet Corn] [Radish, Leek, Spinach]  
[Carrot, Lettuce, Spinach]  [Bean, Peas 10 hole]  
[Peas, Beans 12 hole] and [Beets, Okra, Chard]   
 
We also carry individual seeder plates Any of the above 
plus these [5 hole Sweet Corn] [Cucumber]  
[Lima Bean] [Cabbage, Broccoli, Cauliflower]  
[Popcorn] [Lettuce, Endive, Turnips] 

Seeder shipping wt 12 lbs 

Seeder   $149.95 

Individual seeder plates $7.95 each wt 1/4 lb each 

Seed Plate Storage case - $22.95    wt 2 lbs. 

Earthway® Nylon Bag Seeder/Spreader  
The nylon construction allows for the bag to remain upright 
when filling yet collapse for easy storage. From the con-
toured base for fitting around your hip, the adjustable 
shoulder strap and a long crank handle, this is designed 
with comfortable operation in mind. The Rocking Agitator 

provides smooth, even material feeding to the distribution plate. High 
speed direct drive gear box allows the operator to adjust the spread 
width between 8’-12’ by simply changing the crank rate.  

20lb Capacity  $55.95      shipping wt 3 lbs 

Earthway® Medium Capacity Hand Spreader  
Hand spreader for use with seed, fertilizer, ice melters, 
and any granular material. Designed for smaller hands 
with an integrated scoop design 3 settings, Scoop front , 
Includes easy-pull trigger style on/off control with ergo-

nomic comfort grip  3.25lb Capacity    1.5 lb     $19.95 

Fertilizer Applicater For Earthway Seeder  $79.95 3 lb 
Great for applying granular fertilizers when planting 

Luster Leaf® Vibrating Hand Seeder          
Sows evenly and quickly. For use with even the smallest 

seeds. Four baffles for differing seed sizes 1/2 lb $6.95 

Digital PLUS Soil pH Meter Elegant in style and 
shape, this updated soil pH Meter is unlike anything pro-
duced for the home gardener. The meter holds WITHIN ITS 
OWN DATABASE plant pH preferencs for over 400 fruits, 
flowers, vegetables, grasses and landscape plants. The me-

ter's format is easy to read. All results are displayed on the digital LCD 

screen. It measures a soil pH range from 3.5 to 9.0.   1/2 lb   $28.95 

Luster Leaf® Rapitest® 4-in-1 Tester   1/4 lb 
Moisture, pH, soil fertility and sunlight readings from one 
smaller, less expensive tester. Combines electronic technol-

ogy with ease of use to assure gardening success.  $17.95  

Luster Leaf® Mini pH Tester Economical, instant 
testing for pH in soil. Checks which plants suit your soil and 
enables you to alter soil conditions. Probe is attached direct-

ly to meter. No batteries required.      1/4 lb         $10.95 

Luster Leaf® Rapitest® Soil Tester Kit 
Kit Contains; 4ea Tests for pH &  
2ea for Nitrogen, Phosphorus & Potash. 
An excellent starter kit. Takes the guesswork out of how 
much to fertilize or whether pH needs adjusting. Easy to use 
capsules and tubes; complete with color comparison charts 

and guide to improving soil conditions. $6.50    1/2 lb 

SOIL TESTERS,  SOIL THERMOMETERS & SEEDERS 

Luster Leaf® Rapitest® Soil Thermometer 
Features stainless steel body and 6in probe, scaled from 30-
90 degrees Fahrenheit. Guidelines for germination and trans-

plant temperatures are included.  $11.95 1/4 lb 

Luster Leaf® Digital Soil Thermometer 
Improves seeding results by planting at the safe and proper 
soil temperature. Easy to read digital results. soil tempera-
ture readings in Fahrenheit. Stainless steel probe. Guide-
lines for germination and transplant temperatures included. 

Batteries included.    $16.95    1/4 lb 

EarthWay® Homeowner Broadcast Spreader 
The fingertip rate control provides easy control and bal-
ance of material application. 3-hole shut off ensures even 
distribution when switching from full pattern to partial pat-
tern. 8″ poly wheels brings smooth operation. Fully as-
sembled, with a folding handle for handy storage.  

65lb Capacity   $65.95     shipping wt 12 lbs 
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“EARTHSHAKER” HAND SPREADER W/DIAL  
Hand held spreader w/dial for spreading seed, salt, 
fertilizer and ice melt.  Simply pour your material from 
a larger bag into the screw top container and spread 

as much as you like.  Shipping wt   1.5 lb   $19.95     

Luster Leaf® Rapiclip® Dial Seed Sower 
Helps make straight rows. Provides for the even distribution 
of seeds with a convenient six-setting rotary dial for different 

seed sizes.      1/2 lb   $2.95 

EarthWay® High Output Spreader 
Puts professional quality and features in a smaller partial-
ly assembled package. Out performs all other spreaders 
of its size and price with true commercial features at an 
affordable cost. High output for ice melt and salt.  

65lb Capacity  $119.95    shipping wt 12 lbs 

Novelty® Standard Watering Can 
Designed for ease, comfort and superior function.  

2 Gallon capacity  $7.95   1 lb. 

Novelty® Fish Watering Can 
SQUIRT is Novelty's young aquatic hero! Leaving a trail of 
fun from garden to pool to beach, SQUIRT promises to be 
any kid's tag-along friend. Available in bright orange and 

blue!  1 gallon capacity  $6.95  1 lb. 

EZ Read™ Decorative Rain Gauge  
Whether it's 10 inches or just a few drops, our rain gauges 
are accurate and easy to read. Our classic designs feature 
bright colors and large print numbers, making them simple 
and easy to read.  Green, Purple, Pink or Blue   

$11.95  1 lb 

Plant Mates Broadcast Spreader  
with Canvas Bag  
Evenly distributes seed, lightweight fertilizer, 
granular and other materials. Sturdy zip top 
canvas bag, calibrated flow rate adjuster, 
adjustable shoulder strap, sturdy man-made 
fiber strap, and stainless steel rate gate.  

$39.95   4 lbs 
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Seedling Heat Mats 
Increases success of seedlings and cuttings. 
Warms root area 10-20°F over ambient tempera-
ture to improve germination. Lighting, watering and 
planting information printed on mat. Waterproof 
construction. 6ft power cord. UL Listed.                                        

Windowsill 3”x20” - 7.3 Watt  - $18.95    1 lb 

10in x 20in - 17 Watt  Holds 1 tray - $29.95    1 lb 

20in x 20in - 45 Watt  Holds 2 trays - $54.95   2 lb 

48in x 20in - 107 Watt  Holds 4 trays - $85.95   3 lb 

JumpStart® Germination Station 
72 Cells with Heat Mat & 2in Dome 
Grow indoors or out, protected from all the ele-
ments, scavengers, and temperatures that could 
harm your plants. You're in full control with this Ger-

mination Station and included heat mat. The station's plastic top 
means better humidity control for optimum growth, and having every-
thing in one, heatable space leads to healthier growth starts and in-
creased germination success. Add your own choice of growing media 
and plugs to get growing. UL listed waterproof heat mat (included) is 

17 Watts/120 Volts. 11in x 22in watertight base tray.  3 lbs. $35.95 

PLANTERS PRIDE DELUXE HEATED 
GREENHOUSE KIT  Kit Includes Carrying Tray, 
Insulating Base, Humidity Dome, 72 Planting Cells 

And Heating Mat   3 lb    $35.95 

Jiffy® Windowsill Greenhouse Kits 
Biodegradable Pots or Pellets made from or-
ganic recycled materials. When plants mature, 
plant pot and all into ground, allowing plant 
roots remain undisturbed.     

20 peat pots 3/4  lb $8.95     24 pellet kit 3/4  lb $8.95   

Digital Controller for Heat Mats   68-108° F /  
A digital temperature control device that allows garden-
ers to select and maintain optimum rooting 

temperatures for faster seedling or 
cutting growth. It is compatible 

with all Hydrofarm heat mats and 
many other heat mats. Features an 
illuminated indicator light; 3-prong 
grounded plug and temperature probe. Com-

patible with all heat mats. Celsius or Fahrenheit read-out 

(hold up or down button to change).    1 lb    $48.00 

A Must 
Have with 
Heat Mats 

COCONUT COIR POT GREENHOUSE  KIT  
 A Unique water distribution tray allows quick, easy 
watering of plants. Even distribution of water to all 

plants. Ideal for cuttings and seeds. Includes tray and coconut coir pots    

50 Pot kit  3 lbs.   $14.95    
28 Pot kit  3 lbs.   $12.95   
16 Pot kit  3 lbs.   $8.95 

10 x 20 Clear Domes or Tray Covers 
10 x 20 Clear domes or tray covers work great for cov-
ering a tray to build up humidity to better germinate 

seeds.    1/5 lb     $2.25 

Biodegradable Peat Pots 
2” Peat pots Pk of 10  $.95  1/2 lb 
4” Peat pots  Pk of 6 $3.95  1/2 lb. 
5” Peat pots  Pk of 6 $4.95  1/2 lb. 

PLASTIC GREENHOUSE KITS 
The  Plastic Greenhouse Kit designed to help start 
seeds indoors. Kit includes: growing cells, tray and 
humidity dome.  

72 Cell  Kit  3 lbs    $9.95  —  36 Cell  Kit  3 lbs    $6.95 

Dayspot Grow Light Kit,  
Decorative black fixture with on/off switch, Easy 
clamp arm and 6 foot power cord. Add flowering 
color anywhere in your home, Bring your favorite 
plant indoors, Spotlight a treasured terrarium or 
orchid, Grow an herb garden right in your kitchen or 
keep your houseplants happy over the winter.  

150 watt Kit 2 lb. $29.95    —  60 watt Kit 2 lb. $23.95 

JumpStart® Greenhouse Kits 
Includes biodegradable peat pellets that help seeds 
germinate and root. Start seeds on your windowsill or 

anywhere else that is convenient. waterproof tray. Once your seedlings 
have established roots, transplant them and start over with new pellets 
The included dome maintains humidity and warmth.   

12 pellet windowsill kit   1/2 lb    $4.95 
50 pellet greenhouse kit   1/2 lb    $12.95 

Jiffy Refill Pellets  Convenient, no-mess way to 
start seeds. Just add water, pellet expands to form pot 
and soil in one.  Use to refill windowsill greenhouse   

25 count refill 42mm   1 lb   $5.95 
50 count refill 42mm   2 lb   $9.95 

Bulk refill pellets - 36mm or 42mm  $.22 each 

Hydrofarm Tomato Tree w/3' Tower  
Self-watering planter provide lightweight, strong support for 
tomatoes, beans, peas and other climbing plants and flow-
ers. An easy-to-fill reservoir delivers water and nutrients 
from below, helping avoid overwatering and underwatering.  
3 feet tall trellis 10" x 10" x 8" inside dimensions 
Includes; square base and planter, 3 support rings and 3 

connecting risers     5 lb.     $22.95 

Jiffy® Grow™ Flavor Windowsill Herb Kit  
Grow your own delicious herbs to add to your 
favorite recipes! Kit contains attractive wooden 
windowsill crate, Jiffy Quick Soil Mix, four plastic 
growing pots and one each seed packet of 

chives, parsley, cilantro and oregano.   $14.95  1lb. 

JumpStart® Grow Light System 
2ft System - 18.25in W x 26in L x 24.5in H 

Grow seedlings faster with 15-20% more lumens. Simple toggle 
clamp for easy lamp height adjustment. Internal reflective finish di-
rects more light to plants. Includes T5 high output grow light fixture, 
bulb and fixture stand. 6ft grounded cord with on/off switch. Ideal for 

seedlings, cuttings, flowers & house plants.       7 lbs.      $97.00 

Biodegradable  
Coconut Coir Pots 

2.50”  Pk of 12  $1.75  1/2 lb  
3.00”  Pk of 8  $1.95  1/2 lb. 
4.25”  Pk of 6  $2.95  1/2 lb. 

Plug Trays 102 cell, 288 cell, 406 cell 
$2.50 each 

T5 Striplight  4 ft long with timer  $48.95 



 
EMPTY POTS & FLATS 
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1801 sheet of pots  
$.95 per sheet  

1/2 lb 

1801 carry tray 
$2.95  1/2 lb 

10x20 flat $1.50 1/4 lb 
For 1206 & 1204 

1206  - 6 packs 
Holds 72 plants 

$.95 per sheet 1/4 lb 

1204  - 4 packs 
Holds 48 plants 

$.95 per sheet 1/4 lb 

10x20 solid flats 
With holes or 
Solid no holes 
$2.95  1/2 lb 

10x20 clear domes 
$2.25 each 

1/2 lb 

6” round Plastic 
$.45 each 1/4 lb 
4” round plastic 
$.25 each 1/4 lb 

4 “ round pot carry 
tray $2.95 each 1/2 lb 

Nursery pots 
#6900 15gal  $5.75 1 lb. 
#4000 10 gal  $5.45 1 lb. 
#2800  7 gal $1.95 3/4 lb. 
#2000  4 gal. $1.25 3/4 lb. 
#1200  3 gal. $.95 1/2 lb. 
#600  2 gal.  $.85 1/2 lb. 
#400  1 gal.  $.75 1/2 lb. 

1 Gal. smooth pot  $.75 1/2 lb 

6” round pot carry 
tray $2.95 each 1/2 lb 

#6900  
and  

#4000 

#2800  
#2000  #1200 

#600  #400 

4.5” square pot carry 
trays $2.95 each 1/2 lb 

4.5” sq pots $.25 each 
5.5” sq pots  $.45 each 

1/4 lb each 

5.5” square pot carry 
trays $2.95 each 1/2 lb 

Coco Window Box  1/2 lb  
Replacement Liner      2 sizes 

24” long $6.95 / 36” long $7.95 

Replacement Coco 
Basket Liners 

20” $6.95 1/2 lb 
18” $6.95 1/2 lb 
16” $5.95 1/2 lb 
14” $4.95 1/2 lb 

12” $3.95 1/2 lb 
10” $2.95 1/2 lb 

Coco Mat Bulk Roll 
24” wide $1.75 per ft 
24”x36 ft roll $57.00 
36” wide $2.50 per ft 
36”x36 ft roll $81.00 

Woodland Moss 
820 cu in. bag  

$9.95  1 lb 
Woodland Moss  

2 cu ft. bag  
$26.95  1 lb 

Easy Coco Fiber 
820 cu in. bag 

$6.95 1 lb 

Stone [lt gray] Black White 

18” plastic Urns $11.95 each  5 lb 
12” plastic urns $6.95 each  2 lb 

Oval Planters 
12” $1.40  1/4 lb 
16” $2.45 1/2 lb 
20” $3.95 3/4 lb 

20” Planters $19.95 each 
3 lbs each 

16” decorative Urns $26.95 each 
8 lbs each 

Regular Empty Baskets w/Hangers 
10” Blue, Gray, Black Baskets $2.95 

10” Brown or Green Baskets  $2.95 

11” Terra Cotta Baskets  $3.95 

13”  Brown or Black Baskets $4.95 

14” Black, Green, White, Pink  $8.50 
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Clay Pots 
4” $1.95 
8” $3.95 
12” $7.95 
16” $18.95 

Apollo 24in 
Dual Deck Rail 

Planters  
Green, Mocha, 

Terracotta, 
White, Black & 

Driftwood.   

$14.95 

Plug Trays 
102 cell 
288 cell 
406 cell 

$2.50 each 

21” Rustic Urn 
Black or Concrete  

Color  $39.95   Southern Patio® Westlake Planter.  
adds an old-fashioned feel to any outdoor living 

area. The grooved pattern introduces texture, while the galva-
nized finish emphasizes the decorative planters time-honored 
traits. Light weight and durable, this resin garden pot is resistant 
to the elements, protected against fading, and sure to provide a 
safe environment for any shrubbery to flourish. UV protected 
pot increases resistance to cracking and fading. Creates a 
beautiful container garden that withstands seasonal elements.  

20.5 round  $39.95  -  16” square  $39.95    
15” round $25.95  -  10” round  $12.95 
                             24” Deck Rail $34.95   

14” Parasol 
Basket $21.95 Large Planter 

Wagon $29.95 

7.5” Farm Animal  
Planters 
$14.95 



 

Big Bag Bed Tough weatherproof fabric raised bed 
that needs no assembly. Just unfold, fill and plant. The 
easy way to grow vegetables, flowers, herbs and fruit.  

       50 inch diameter  $26.95   3 lb 
       36 inch diameter  $21.95   2 lb 
       24 inch diameter  $17.95   1 lb 

Master Gardner Garden Tables  are made of Solid Sturdy 
Construction that keeps pets, rabbits and other pests out of the vegeta-
ble garden therefore, no fencing is needed.  All tables shown are made 
of natural hardwood and  sets up anywhere on the deck, porch or pa-
tio.  Designed for easy access and is handicap friendly. The Master 
Gardner Garden Table improves soil conditions, and promotes a high-
er yield .Easy assembly with pre-drilled holes, bolts and screws in-
cluded. Product Dimensions 48” L x 36” W X 35” H 
Inner Depth 11”  Includes fabric Liner 

48”x36”x36” table only $169.95     30 lbs 

Greenhouse Cover for table 
Great for seedlings - Extends your harvest season  - Use with green 
house table  - Comes with plastic cover to create a micro-climate and 
fabric cover to protect from pests and frost.  

Cold Frame Kit for above table  $49.95     7 lbs 
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BACKYARD FRUIT PRODUCTION BOOK  
Backyard fruit production is a guide to fruit growing 
success for both home owners or commercial grow-
ers.  It contains information on proper planting meth-
ods, simplifies pruning into a set of easy to remember 
techniques contains charts for disease and pest con-
trol, describes varieties and gives cultural tips for spe-
cific fruits,  explains how to store or process your crop 

after harvest, and much more!    $12.75     2 lbs 

JRM® SOIL MOIST™ 
Soil Moist polymers reduce your plant watering's by 50%, 
reduce transplant shock and soil compaction and is effec-
tive in the soil for 3-5 years. It is an effective water man-
agement aid that is ideal for interior and exterior plantings 
such as for trees, shrubs, containers, baskets, flower 
beds, vegetables and turf. Soil Moist acts as a form of 
insurance for the plant and is environmentally friendly. 

1 lb. Bag  Granules  $11.95  
8 oz. Jar  Granules  $5.95      3 oz. bag Granules $3.95 

Midwest Raspberry & Blackberry Guide 157 pages      $39.95 

Midwest Strawberry Production Guide   138 pages       $29.95 

Midwest Grape Production Guide   155 pages              $33.95 

Midwest Home Fruit Production Guide   148 pages      $29.95 

Small Fruit Pest Management Handbook  234 pages   $41.95 

2 lbs per book 

Kneeling Mat For the Gardeners 
Designed to make kneeling in the garden and around the 
house more comfortable. It will guard your knees against 
sharp objects. Can also be used as a seat pad 15in L x 8in 

Blue, Green, Pink & Purple   $4.95 each   1/2 lb 

Bellingham® Nitrile TOUCH® Glove 
Assorted Colors: Pink, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue & 
Purple - Breathable 13-gauge seamless nylon knit 
liner. Abrasion and puncture resistant nitrile coating 
molds to the hand and fits like a second skin. Excellent 
dexterity. Six assorted colors; pink, orange, yellow, 
green, blue and purple.       1/4 lb per pair 

Small, Medium & Large  $4.95 

Nitrile TOUGH® Glove Black - 
Breathable 13-gauge seamless nylon knit liner. Abrasion 
and puncture resistant nitrile coating molds to the hand and 
fits like a second skin. Excellent dexterity.   1/4 lb per pair 

Medium & Large & Extra Large $4.95 

Spring Line Collapsible Containers  
This container is small on storage and big on capacity! An 
internal spring holds the containers shape while in use. 
®Heavy duty, tear resistant fabric padded handles makes 
carrying comfortable. Multiple uses for lawn and garden, 
picnics, camping fishing, boating, beach and storage. 
Collapses to 1.5” for easy storage. 

 19” x 32” 2 lb  $10.95 

Flexitub  The gardener's best friend - 
Made of durable polyethylene with reinforced ribbing for 
added strength Washable, bendable with flexible handles 
making them comfortable to carry in one hand and virtually 
indestructible!  Perfect size for mixing soil, harvesting fruits 
and vegie’s, collecting weeds, cooling off beverages - 
the possibilities are endless! 

3.7 gallon  $8.95  4 lb 
6.9 Gallon  $11.95  5 lb 
10.6 Gallon  $14.95  6 lb 

A great way to grow greens on your patio or deck 
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Bellingham® Blue™ Work Glove 
Premium, 10-gauge 50/50 cotton and polyester seamless 
knit liner. Durable, flexible, wrinkle-finish natural rubber 
palm protects hands. Excellent grip, wet or dry. For farm 
and ranch, general work, and lawn and garden use.  

1/4 lb per pair Sizes= XS, Sm, Med, Lg, XL  $4.95 

Potato Patch Planter 
Grow potatoes almost anywhere – on a porch, balcony or 
deck Easy to plant, no digging or hoeing required 
Continue to grow new potatoes all season long  Simply lift 

and harvest  10.5″ high x 11.75″ diameter  $17.95  3 lb 

Gardman® Potato Tub 
Pack of 2 - 16in Diam x 20in H 
Tough, heavy-duty polypropylene. Strong stitched 
seams and carry handles. Complete with drainage 

holes. 2pk.  $16.95    2 lbs 
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Nelson®  Electronic Sprinkler Timer  
One dial allows complete timer control functionality A rain delay 
is built into the run program function & manual button allows 
program interruption Safeguard valve closes if battery is low 
Large, easy-to-read display   2 AA batteries (sold separately)  

Dual Outlet  3 lbs $49.95      Single Outlet  3 lbs $39.95  

A great way to fertilize your Flowers & Gardens 
E-Z GRO Automatic Fertilizer System  
Comes complete with fittings for a garden hose or fittings 
to punch into a header line of 1" or less. On tank top is a 
valve that you can adjust the flow rate of fertilizer applied. 
Settings are from 1 to 50 to 1 to 2,000. Easy to operate.                                                     

3/4 gallon 3 lb  $78.00   2 gallon  7 lb  $99.00 

3 styles to choose from to fit your budget 
Chapin SureSpray Sprayers 
The 1 or 2 or 3 gallon translucent poly tanks with a large 
funnel-top opening for no mess filling and cleaning, Anti-
Clog Filter. Includes an on board measuring cup for accu-
rate chemical mixing, a spray shield to protect plants, 
Deluxe has a curved brass wand & more    
  1 gal 3 lb   /  2 gal. 5 lb   /  3 gal 7 lb 

1 Gal. L&G Eco $19.95           /        2 Gal. L&G Eco $29.95 
1 Gal. Select $35.95               /         2 Gal. Select $42.95 
                              3 Gal. Select $49.95 
2 Gal. Deluxe $48.95            /        2 Gal. Premier Pro $54.95 

Chapin® Multi Purpose Hand Sprayer 
Hand sprayer for herbicides, pesticides, fertilizers and gen-
eral cleaning. Nitrile seals. Adjustable plastic cone nozzle. 
SureSpray Anti-clog filter. Polyethylene tanks which are non
-corrosive, yet lightweight and durable.  

48oz Capacity   $15.95      wt 1 lb 

Frog Spitter  $24.95 

Fish Spitter  $25.95 

Turtle Spitter  $24.95 

Submersible Statuary & Fountain Pump  
4ft maximum pumping height Energy efficient magnetic 
drive pump. Variable flow control. Designed specifically 
for table top fountains and small statuary. Built to run 
steady and quiet and are fish safe. 1/2in & 3/8in male 
slip fitting discharge. 115V, 60Hz. 6ft power cord.    

150gph max flow,  $29.95        110gph max flow,   $27.95  
Touch‘N 

Flow  
Revolver 

Spray Gun 
$10.95 

Touch‘N Flow Pistol Grip  $9.95 

All Spray guns and Watering wands are availa-
ble in six vibrant colors: red, orange, yellow, 
green, blue and berry.        1 lb per nozzle 
Some colors may not be available at all times 

One Touch 
Shower & 

Stream  $14.95 

One Touch 
Fan Nozzle 

$14.95 

Simply The Best 
Gentle, full flow for 

quick watering 
30″ One Touch Rain 

Wand  $23.95 
16″ One Touch Rain 

Wand  $19.95 
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Select n Spray no premix hose end sprayer 
fits onto any hose end and offers 4 different spray patterns 
with an easy on/off thumb control. It has a built-in anti-
siphon  to prevent backflow, large capacity bottle holds one 
lb. of water soluble products without premixing. Durable & 

chemical-resistant. Twelve mixture settings    $18.95    wt 2 lb  

Exact Mix® Hose End Sprayer  
Use with any liquid or water soluble fertilizer.  Com-
fortable to hold while you spray and feed. Provide the EX-
ACT amount of every time you feed your plants. Just add 

fertilizer, select dial setting, and spray!   $17.98  3 lbs. 

Replacement Chapin SureSpray Sprayer Parts 1/2 lb each 

18” Poly Extension Wand $9.95 

18” Brass Extension Wand  $12.95 

Poly Spray Nozzle  $5.95 

Brass Spray Nozzle  $8.95             Poly Shutoff Assy $11.95 

Chapin HydroFeed 24-Ounce In-Line Auto-Mix 
Fertilizer Injector System.  Ideal for use with liquid or 
water soluble fertilizer. Adjustable connection elbow lets 
tank mount to any hose spigot Large opening with O-ring for 
leak-free operation Rigid inlet tube with filter for debris-free 

mixing   $49.95 5 lbs. 

Hozon Brass Siphon Mixer Accurate proportioning 
device for the dispensing of fertilizers, insecticides, fungi-
cides and other water soluble chemicals through a hose. 
Proportions at the rate of 1 gal. to 16 gal. or 8 ounces to 1 

gal. Heavy-duty brass construction and requires a minimum of 3.5 psi.  

$29.95   1 lb 

Dramm ColorStorm Mechanical Water Timer  
this handy timer will turn off your water for you. No batteries 
required Assorted colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue and 

berry.                       $14.95   1 lb 

Nelson® Mechanical Sprinkler Timer  $19.95 1 lb 

Dramm® Water Breaker® Nozzle 
This water breaker has over 1,000 micro holes that create an 
ultra-soft flower shower which will not disturb delicate soil or 

harm tender plants. ABS plastic and stainless steel.  $14.95  1/2 lb 

Dramm® Shut-Off Valve  The best shut-off valve 
available. Provides fingertip water control at the end of a hose. 
Full water flow design, durable seals and a hard chrome plat-
ed ball to provide years of service. 3/4 threads.  

$22.95 Brass or Aluminum 1/2 lb 

Dramm® One Touch Valve 
Fingertip water control. Zinc die cast body & nylon 

valve components for long life. $19.95   1/2 lb 
Dramm® Touch'N Flow PRO™ Trigger  
Full flow valve  one-touch lever activated valve $16.95 1/2 lb 

Dramm® Handi-Reach™ Handle 
Designed to eliminate the stretching and stooping   
extruded aluminium tubing, 3/4 male and female hose threads.  

24 inch Handi reach handle $11.95   1/2 lb 

36 inch Hanging basket handle  $13.95   1/2 lb 

Jacto XP-Series Backpack Sprayer  
High-pressure poly piston pump with up to 130 psi -  
Sprayer features a long-wearing Santoprene® piston cup, 
hydraulic agitation system, volume markings in gallons and 
liters and an adjustable cone nozzle with filter. Poly spray 
tank is UV-resistant for long-lasting durability     Includes a 
26"  stainless steel wand and 65" spray hose   Quick-
adjust shoulder straps with thick shoulder pads provide 

extra comfort for big jobs  Blue or White Tanks 

Weight: 7.9 lb.   $98.95 



 

DRAMM® ColorStorm™  
Impulse Sprinkler 
The all brass sprinkler head has an adjustable 
partial and full circle pattern with water coverage 
up to 70ft in diameter. Designed to water closer to 
the ground, minimizing evaporation and ensuring 
uniform watering. Adjustable deflector flap adjusts 
stream length from 20ft to 41ft radius. The eye-
catching design and color creates a decorative, 
yet functional tool in any yard. Zinc, brass and 
plastic construction. Backed up with a lifetime 
guarantee and comes in Dramm's classic six 
bright colors: red, orange, yellow, green, blue and 
berry.  

6in H Step Stake Base   $24.95 
Circular  Base   $29.95    1 lb each 

GILMOUR® FLEXOGEN™ Premium Duty  
Don’t give in to cheaper substitutes 
Double polyester cord reinforcement and high burst 
strength construction of 500 PSI, this hose is built to last. 
Protective collar helps resist kinks at faucet, & crush-

resistant heavy duty metal couplings with O-rings provide a durable 
and tight seal. Surface treatment for superior resistance to abrasions. 
Backed by a lifetime guarantee.    

5/8” X 50’ $42.95 /  5/8” X 75’ $58.95  /  5/8” X 100’ $75.95 
          12 lbs.                     17 lbs                      22 lbs.    

Gilmour Flat Weeper Hose 
5/8” x 50 ft  The perfect way to water gardens and flower 

beds during the heat of summer   $15.95  wt 2.5 lb 

FITT FLOW 50' HOSE KIT W/ NOZZLE AND BAG 
This unique product is sold as a complete 3-in-1 system that 
includes Italian-designed expandable hose, a multi-function, 
ergonomic nozzle and storage bag that  features easy drain-

age and stylish storage.  $54.95   10 lbs. 

NEVERLEAK 250’ CAPACITY HOSE CART  
Ames hose reel cart featuring NeverLeak aluminum 
water system. This heavy duty hose cart includes an 
utility tray for added convenience. Leader hose includ-
ed. Large 8 in. wheels. Fully assembled.    

$78.95   10 lb 

100′ CAPACITY SIDE-MOUNT HOSE REEL 
This side-mount style hose reel mounts easily to the 
wall and provides a simple solution to hose storage. 
The easy-spin grip provides added comfort as you wind 
The integrated hose guide aligns your garden hose with 
the reel to make winding easier and the clip provides a 
convenient place to store your hose when not in use.   

$43.95  10 lb 

150′ DELUXE POLY HOSE HANGER 
Simple and convenient, this wall-mount poly hose hang-
er comes fully assembled and includes a convenient 
storage shelf. Corrosion-proof poly construction pro-
vides years of service. Easy wall-mount installation.   

$5.75  1 lb. 

BASIC POLY HOSE HANGER  150’ 
Value hose hanger designed to hold up to 150 of gar-
den hose and blend in with most home exteriors.    

$4.75  1 lb  

BASIC STEEL HOSE HANGER 
Traditional metal hose hanger designed to hold 50' to 
150 of garden hose and provide years of performance.  

$6.95  1 lb 

150′ WALL MOUNT POLY HOSE HANGER 
WITH STORAGE BIN 
This convenient wall-mount hose hanger makes hose 
management faster and easier. A fold-down handle 
makes hose removal quick and easy. The convenient 
storage bin holds hose ends or other accessories   

$18.95  2 lb 

DRAMM® ColorStorm™  
Spinning Sprinkler 
Creates a very unique and beautiful spray pattern 
covering an area up to 38ft in diameter. The spin-
ning sprinkler head atomizes water into fine drop-
lets for less water usage and thorough watering. 
The sprinkler has the ability to work with water pressure from a low 
of 20 psi. It is great for well systems and works up to a high water 
pressure of 80 psi. a heavy-duty stationary base for stability and a 
molded hook for easy storage. Assorted Colors: Red, Orange, Yel-

low, Green, Blue & Berry   $19.95   1 lb each 

WATERING SUPPLIES,  HOSE STORAGE & SPRINKLERS 

DRAMM® ColorStorm™  
Whirling Sprinkler 
Made with a durable metal base and has a three 
arm sprinkler head that creates a circle spray 
pattern covering up to 38ft diameter. Constructed 
with zinc, brass and plastic. Assorted Colors: Red, Orange, Yellow, 

Green, Blue & Berry  $24.95    1.5 lb each 

DRAMM® ColorStorm™  
Turret Sprinkler 
Waters Up To 26ft Diameter. Nine water patterns 
supply maximum functionality. Patterns range 
from circle to half-circle to rectangle and many 
more. Allows the flexibility to water only the area you need watered. 
The heavy duty metal base helps with durability while the molded 
hook is convenient for display and storage. Assorted Colors: Red, 

Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue & Berry  $26.95   1 lb each 

DRAMM® ColorStorm™  
Oscillating Sprinkler 
Features 18 brass nozzle jets to provide uniform 
watering and includes a needle-plug for easy 
cleaning of the nozzle jets. The adjustable dial 
and tab delivers various water patterns and spray 
distances for lawn care and childrens water fun. 
This sprinkler covers and area up to (66ft x 46ft) and is constructed 
of heavy-duty metal and brass for durability. Lifetime guarantee 
from manufacturer's defects.  Assorted Colors: Red, Orange, Yel-

low, Green, Blue & Berry     $46.95    3 lb each 

DRAMM® ColorStorm™  
4-Pattern Gear Sprinkler 
Mounted to a die cast metal sled base, the gear 
drive sprinkler is a great mobile, flexible sprinkler 
for a variety of watering applications. Each pattern 
can be selected by the simple twist of the selector dial. comes with 
a consumer lifetime guarantee Assorted Colors: Red, Orange, Yel-

low, Green, Blue & Berry  $28.95   1 lb each 

DEWITT® DEW RIGHT Tree Watering Bag  
This tree watering bag is designed specifically to increase 
first-year survival rate and set the stage for a long, healthy 
life. 20gal bag empties in 5 to 8 hours. Single bag fits trees 
up to 3in in diameter. Zip two bags together to fit a 3in to 
5in diameter tree. Made from heavy-duty, green-coated 
polypropylene that is UV stabilized 20 Gallon Capacity / 

Green    5 lbs.       $13.95  each 
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It comes complete 
This kit contains everything you need to 

easily water up to ten container plants or 30 
feet of landscape beds from a single faucet. 

It's simple to use 
WaterWise isn’t like other drip systems 

where you have to purchase tubing, emit-
ters, clamps, etc. and try to match up the 

individual parts on your own. Everything you 
need to is in one kit, and the step-by-step 

instructions make set-up simple.      It 
saves time and water 

By using drippers instead of spray heads, 
our kit requires no adjusting of water flow. 
Once you set it up, the watering takes care 
of itself, and that means better plant growth, 

time savings, and water conservation. 

WaterWise The Easy Container Watering Kit 
It blends with the landscape 

The tan color of the tubing in the Proven 
Winners WaterWise kit is pleasing to the 

eye and blends into landscapes better than 
traditional black tubing. The tan color 

matches decks, mulch, etc. 

It’s versatile 
Up to three kits can be combined in a single 
direction to water up to 30 containers or 90 

feet of landscape beds from one faucet. 

It’s reliable 
The parts in are of the highest quality. Tub-
ing is easy to cut and fit and will not kink as 
other drip tubes do. Plus, the valves, adapt-
ers, and drip emitters have barbed outlets to 
ensure a secure, strong fit with the vinyl 
tubing. 

Makes Watering Multiple Planters Quick & Easy 
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Gardeners Irrigation Quick Kit   A must for all gardeners!  
Now irrigate like the pros do and save water while irrigating too!! Directions enclosed with each kit. Kit includes enough fittings for 25 rows plus 
1,000′ 10 mil drip line. filter & pressure regulator with garden hose fitting on inlet & adapter to header line, 100′ 3/4″ header line, 25 .420 barb x 

drip lock fitting with valve, punch, 10 goof plugs and 10 repair couplers for drip line.       Shipping weight 45 lb.    Kit   $196.00 

PROVEN WINNERS® WaterWise™ Self-contained drip irrigation kits make it easy for property owners to water up-
right container plants, hanging baskets, flower boxes and landscape beds automatically.  Kits come with all the valves, adapters, 
parts and drip emitters needed, plus 100 ft. of vinyl tubing that is easy to cut to length. Each kit can water up to 10 -12” containers 
or 100 feet of landscape beds from a single faucet.  Use 2 drippers for 14-20” containers and 3 drippers for 24” or larger contain-
ers.  For landscape beds, one dripper should be used per foot of plant height. Additional kits or extra tubing extend the range be-
yond that  Add on timers and the system takes care of itself!   

WaterWise Kit   $69.95  5 lbs. 
1 Kit Includes following; 
1 - 30-foot Coil Tan-colored Vinyl Tubing 
1 - Faucet Adapter 
1 - Back Flow Prevention Valve 
3 - Barbed Crosses 
10 - Barbed Tees 
10 - ½ GPH Pressure Compensating Drippers 
10 - Support Stakes 
10 - Nail Clamps 

Spare Parts         
Extra roll 100’ tubing  $46.95  5 lbs. 

Vinyl Support Stakes 10 pk $8.95 1/2 lb. 

Barbed Couplers 10 pack $8.95 1/2 lb. 

Barbed Tees 10 pack $8.95  1/2 lb.    

Barbed Crosses 10 pack $8.95  1/2 lb. 

Barbed Elbows 10 pack $8.95 1/2 lb. 

Nail Clamps black or white  

10 pack $8.95  1/2 lb                   

Faucet Adapter $7.95  1/2 lb. 

Back Flow Prevention Valve  $8.95   1/2 lb 

½ GPH Pressure Compensating Drippers 

15 pack  $14.95   1/2 lb 

Makes Watering Gardens Quick & Efficient 

Regulator 

Plant Rows 

End Cap 1/4” barbed 
x drip lock 
with valve 
adapter 

Header Line 

Filter 

Water Supply 

Gardeners Irrigation Quick Kit Parts  

#1014    .420 barb x drip lock with valve      $1.85  

#764      .420Hole Punch                                $16.00 

#420       Drip Lok Repair Coupler                 $.85 

#244       Pack Of 10 .420 Goof Plugs             $95 

#851       12 PSI Pressure Regulator            $19.00 

#998    Garden Hose to Regulator Adapter   $3.85 

#477       Y Type Filter 3/4”                           $15.00 

#HL341  3/4”x100 Header line      8 lbs.       $29.00 

#TT1013   Drip Line 12” dripper spacing    $39.00 
                1000’ roll  .5 GPM/100’  13 lbs  
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Ames Forged 6 Tine Mulch Fork 
This fork is used for moving a variety of materials such as 
mulch, straw, hay, wood chips, and mulch.  It can also be 
used to clear and replace mulch around plants.   
The forged steel tines are tempered for years of service. 

FEATURES Forged 6-tine head is strong and durable De-
signed to move lightweight bedding materials Also good for 
clearing and replacing mulch in flower beds North American 

hardwood handle for strength and durability    $44.95 

The AMES ensilage fork is used for trans-
ferring mulch, and other loose material. The 
light-duty, 10 tine welded head is mounted to 
a 30-inch hardwood handle  with poly D-grip 
for strength and durability.     $75.95 

        GARDEN TOOLS         &        CHILDRENS TOOLS & TOYS 

Ames® True Temper® Real Tools for Children  
Real Tools for Kids! No cheap toy-like "tools" here. These 
True Temper tools are made with the same high quality com-
ponents in an adult-sized tools but is sized right for children. 
Tempered, carbon steel blades painted  36in hardwood han-
dles. Strong enough to be used by adults for smaller jobs.  

$17.95  3 lbs. 

Checkout the 
Children 

Tools 

CHILDS  WHEELBARROW 
Just like Mom and Dad’s this little True Temper is a real wheelbar-
row, sized just right for your little helpers. It’s perfect for the young 
gardener who wants to help Mom and Dad around the yard. The 
poly tray wont rust and the solid rubber tire never goes flat.   

$69.95   

POST HOLE DIGGER WITH RULER AND CUSHION 
END GRIPS ON HARDWOOD HANDLES 
The True Temper post hole digger is used for digging post 
holes for decks and fencing.  It can also be used to dig 
footings. This tool is ideal for digging precise holes for pro-
jects like fence posts and in ground supports.  

$58.95    

Ames 30-inch poly leaf rake is designed 
to be lightweight and dura-

Extendable Fruit Picker 12ft.  Hook the fruit between the 
prongs and gently pull to pick Foam cushion in basket reduces fruit 
bruising Aluminum pole extends to 12’ Catch the fruit in a 5.5” deep 
basket Powder-coated basket resists rust and corrosion Twist pole to 

extend upper pole to desired length    $38.95 

Ames® Poly Shrub & Mulch Rake     

$19.95 

Flexrake Lawn Rake  $15.95 
48" wood handle and 19" wide steel head 
for maximum raking efficiency.  

Ames® 26 in Dual tine poly leaf rake with 
detachable hand rake $38.95 

26 IN. DUAL TINE POLY LEAF 

RAKE  $29.95 

The Corona BigLOAD Leaf 
Rake allows you to rake up to 2X 
faster than standard rakes. The 
unique head design maximizes load 
capacity and is both lightweight and 

durable.  25.95 

Ames® Double Play Bow Rake with Fiberglass Handle 

               Two-sided Ames 16 tine bow rake $29.95 
                Single sided Ames 16 tine bow rake $25.95 

Poly Wheelbarrows 
Corrosion-proof, poly tray with UV protection Reinforced steel-front 
tray braces for added support and stability 16" Wheel assembly with 
knobby, 4-ply tire for easy maneuvering Ball bearings for years of 
smooth performance 60" Hardwood handles   

Corona Single Wheel  – 6 CF $96.95 
Corona Dual Wheel – 10 CF $169.95 
Ames Dual Wheel — 10 CF $269.95 
Ames Single Wheel  W/Pour Spout— 6 CF $129.95 
Ames Dual Wheel — 8 CF $197.95 

Shipping wt all long handle tools 4 lbs.  + extra $$’s for length       
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Corona EdgeMASTER™ ComfortGEL® 
Grip Sidewalk Edger 
Quick, clean cuts in grass, sod or soil. Trim sidewalks 
and create borders for gardens or flower beds. Ribbed 
blade that’s self-sharpening, durable, fully heat-treated 
and made from high carbon steel. Double-traction 
grooved footplate supports additional load bearing pres-
sure. 

$39.95 



 

Ames Forged Dandelion Weeder 
The Ames dandelion weeder is great for removing dandelions and 
other weeds from lawns and landscape beds. The V-notched blade 
is sharp to cut the roots deep below the surface. weed roots below 
the surface Leather Lanyard for easy hanging and storage     

$19.95 

Ames® D-Handle Digging Shovel  
Make that next gardening project a little easier with 
Ames D-handled digging shovel. has a tempered 
steel blade suitable for digging, planting, cutting sod, 
and small roots. North American hardwood handle for 
strength and durability.    

Round Point  or Square Point $29.95 

Tru Temper Round Point Shovel 
Ames True Temper® has been building quality lawn and 
garden tools since 1774. The True Temper® line of tools is 
a high-quality line that will stand up to years of hard work. 
These are exceptional tools for DIYers and professional 

users alike. FEATURES: 44”. Wood handle 16 gauge 
forged steel head Large Power Step™ for safe and secure 

foot placement Cushion grip                    $29.95 

GARDEN TOOLS  ~ Shipping wt all long handle tools 4 lbs. 65 
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Ash Handle pointed Hoe  $29.95 

Weeder $47.95 

Poly Scoop  
Shovel  $39.95 

Weeding Hoe $18.95 

Shipping wt on all long handle tools 4 lbs. 

BORDER SPADE is ideal for creating defined landscape bor-
ders. Also can be used for digging and transplanting trees and 
shrubs.   $36.95 

D-handled Drain Spade is designed for digging narrow 
trenches and cleaning out previously dug ditches. It is also great 
for transplanting live trees and shrubs. The 16-inch blade is long 
and narrow to dig into tight spaces.                              $36.95  

PROHOE Rogue Hoes The heads of these hoes are made of recy-
cled agricultural disk blades which is a high grade tempered steel  well 
suited for strength and holding an edge. Hoes are sharpened on all 3 sides 
and they do hold an edge!  You will just love this hoe. It's great & almost 
never dulls. We can get all styles for you     

All Pro Hoes   54” or 60” handles $38.95  

70BNR 70F 70G 60G 

40G 60S 00G 575G 

Square Point Shovel This long handle square point shovel is 
suitable for transferring all materials such as dirt, mulch, or grav-
el. This is a heavy use tool for frequent jobs It is of good value to 
homeowners with any landscaping and gardening requirements.      

$29.95 

Hand  Tools 
$10.95 each 
1 lbs / tool 

Small Hand Shovel 
Extendable Handle 
up to 34”  $14.95 
2 lbs 

Hoe/cultivator 

Transplanter 

Cultivator 

Weeder 

Diamond Hoe 8 in.   $39.95 
Diamond-shape head with four sharpened edges cuts 
weeds on both forward and back strokes 

Potato Digging Fork  $34.95 

Sharpal® METALKUTTER™  Sharpening Tool restores 
and hones all sorts of knives, garden imple-
ments, scissors, tools edge, etc. Use it for 
touching up your pocket knives, scissors or 
poultry shears. Out in the garden you can 
restore a good edge to axes, pruners, hedge 
shears, loppers, hoes, spades, scythes, 

machetes etc. Sharpen chisels, scrapers and other professional tools 
in your workshop. Compact & portable design with pen clip fits in your 

pocket, hunting pack, tool box, kitchen drawer.  $12.95   1 lb. 

Flexrake® Hula-Ho Weeder 
High carbon, heat treated wiggle blade. 54in handle with comfort mold-

ed grip to make easy work of your garden weeds.   $17.95 

Corona  
Heavy Duty 
Bulb Planter 

A very handy tool 
to plant bulbs with 

$22.95 

Rotary Mower Sharpener  
re-sharpens all types of metal 
rotary blades, including lawn 
mowers. Can also be used to re-
edge shovels, hoes, manual lawn
-edgers and axes. High quality 
aluminum oxide, angled wheel 
produces sharp new cutting edg-
es when fitted on a domestic 
power drill. Full instructions for 
use are included on the package. 

$15.95   1 lb  

Shear & Scissor sharpener 
Accurately re-sharpens all kinds 
of garden shears, including wavy-
edge and single cutting edge 
shears. Also works on household 
scissors. Can be mounted on a 
workbench or wall. (Screws are 
included.) The tungsten carbide 
sharpening block restores a 
sharp new edge in minutes. 
Package shows instructions for 

use.   $18.95   1 lb 

Pruner 
Sharpener 

$18.95 
1 lb 

No Photo 
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DeWitt Tree Stake Straight Kit  
One person with a hammer can easily use this kit to 
quickly stake a tree and guide it to grow straight. Kit in-
cludes a unique, woven non-girdling strap with brass 
eyelets, three pointed recycled 15in plastic stakes and 30 

feet of Cobra Rope.       $9.95   1 lb 

Forged Duel Cut  Bypass Lopper  2” 
Fully forged steel construction for strength Enhanced 
performance with large cuts due to patented* blade and 
hook design Shock-absorbing integrated bumper Com-

fortable handle with contoured soft grip, $48.95    5lb 

Classic Cut Forged Bypass Pruner 
Provides close, clean cutting of live stems and small 
branches on flowers and small shrubs. Fully forged for 
strength and durability. 1” cutting capacity, forged blades 

Comfort grips, Narrow profile hook  $34.95  1 lb. 

Forged Pro Cut Bypass Pruner  1” 
Delivers 20%more cutting power up to 1” precision cuts Inter-
nal spring, Shockabsorbing integrated bumper . for right or 
left-handed users Comfortable handle with contoured soft 

grip. Easy to resharpen   $37.95   1 lb. 

Tree Tie Webbing  
A hassle free, girdle free choice for staking! It is soft, 
smooth and will not harm tree trunks. The soft webbing 
design makes it a safe alternative to the traditional wire 
and hose system. It has a unique lock stitch design that 

won't unravel.  Low stretch has a tensile strength of 900 lb.  

3/4” x 250 ft roll  3 lbs  $46.95  or .19₵ per ft  1/4 lb/20’ 

VINYL TREE GUARDS -  
Provide protection from rodents and deer and helps 
 prevent frost damage. Also protects against damage 
caused by mowing and line trimmers. Reusable, simply 
begin at base of tree and wrap upward. White vinyl 

24 inch   $6.95 per bundle of 5  1 lb per bundle 
36 inch   $8.95 per bundle of 5 

THE BACKYARD FRUIT PRODUCTION BOOK  
Backyard fruit production is a guide to fruit growing success for 
home owners .  It contains information on proper planting methods, 
simplifies pruning into a set of easy to remember techniques con-
tains charts for disease and pest control, describes varieties and 
gives cultural tips for specific fruits,  explains how to store or process 

your crop after harvest, and much more!   $12.75   2 lbs / book  

Midwest Raspberry & Blackberry Guide 157 pages      $39.95 

Midwest Strawberry Production Guide   138 pages       $29.95 

Midwest Grape Production Guide   155 pages              $33.95 

Midwest Home Fruit Production Guide   148 pages      $29.95 

Small Fruit Pest Management Handbook  234 pages   $41.95 

20" Tree Sling  Support Trees Without Damage 
or Girdling .Won’t damage trees like common wire-
encased garden hose and will support the trees without 
any girdling. 20” in length with #4 grommet at each end, 

installs quickly and easily for any tree support.  $.99 each  1/4 lb 

Forged DualCUT™ Hedge Shear Fully forged 
steel construction for strength Enhanced performance 
with large cuts due to patented* blade and hook design 
Shock-absorbing integrated bumper Comfortable handle 
with contoured soft grips fit various hand sizes Easy to 

resharpen No-fail metal end cap $48.95      5 lb 

RazorTOOTH® - 13 in Pruning Saw  
For medium to large branches3-Sided razor teeth 
for efficient cutting impulse-hardened teeth for long service life Re-

placeable 13" blade Cushioned, co-molded grip  3/4 lb      $35.95 

We can Get Replacement parts for all Corona Tools or get a com-
plete replacement for your broken Corona tools. Just bring your bro-
ken tool to us and we can send in for replacement.  
 [Shipping Charges May Apply] 

Fabric Tree Wrap  
Protects trees from many problems including sun 
scorching, damage from trimmers or mowers, rodents, 
small animals, and other pests. It is made of sunbond-
ed polypropylene fabric to easily conform and fit any 
tree's shape or bark texture.  

3”x50’ $3.95        3”x100’  $6.95    1 lbs 
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Greenwell Tree & Plant Surround 
Provides a simple, quick and inexpensive method 
to apply deep watering to plants. In hot dry weath-
er deep effective watering is so very, very im-
portant. Saves watering time. Concentrates up to 

26 Liters of water around the plant base.    5 lbs.   $16.95 each 

Eaton® Tree Stake Kit 
Everything needed to protect a young tree from wind and 
storm damage. Each kit contains three notched, pointed 
hardwood stakes, three 10in poly straps, and 30ft of gal-

vanized wire.   $10.95   1 lb. 

Long Reach Pruner - 1 1/4 in cutting capacity 
Overall length of 62 inches is Ideal for pruning high or low, without 
bending or straining Head rotates 360º, tilts, and swivels for unlim-
ited cutting positions PowerGLIDE™ comfort grip eliminates tangled 
ropes Lightweight: weighs only 2.5 lb so you can prune trees, 

shrubs, and roses all day  $58.95    7 lbs 

Pump Action Grass Shear - 5 in blade 
Professional scissor cutting action. Resharpena-
ble, high-carbon steel alloy blades  Fully heat-
treated for strength   Comfortable, non-slip grip  Cuts tough sod and 

ground cover     $19.95   1 lb 

Pruning Paint [Brush On] 
Fast & easy to use protective seal for pruning cuts, grafts or 
damaged trees and woody shrubs. Brush on applicator. 
Provides a tough, elastic rapid drying coating over the cut 

area.   16 oz. Pint Can  $12.95    wt - 1.5 lb 

Pruning Sealer Spray Asphalt base. Fast & Easy to use 
aerosol spray can. A protective seal for pruning cuts.  Spray 
ends of pruned branches and limbs thoroughly to provide a 
tough, rapid drying coating To prevent plugging of spray nozzle 
during storage, the can should be inverted and sprayed for a 

few seconds after use. 15 oz. Aerosol $7.95  wt  1.5 lb 

 TANGLEFOOT® Pruning Sealer 
Protect trees from disease and insect damage. Sealers 
encourage natural healing and provide a clean profession-
al appearance. Protects fruit, shade and ornamental trees. 
Available in asphalt or latex formulations. Asphalt Formula 

8oz Brush Cap  $5.95     3/4 lb 

Garden Scissors - 3 in 
Stainless steel blades are resharpenable Serrated blade for 
easy, clean cuts  Ergonomic, co-molded grips for comfort 
Great for cutting an assortment of plants and flowers 

$9.95  1 lb 

http://coronatoolsusa.com/forged-dual-cut-bypass-lopper-2-in.html
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Trellis Netting     1/4 lb any size 
Heavy duty nylon netting ideal for 
growing tomatoes, peas, cucumbers 
and vine crops on. Harvesting is easy 
with the 7" reach through mesh.   

5’x15’ $12.95      
5’x30’ $15.95       
5’x60’ $22.95 

These Heavy Duty Cages are worth the investment  
They will last for years 

TOMATO CAGES and OTHER TRELLISES/FENCES  
Folding Round Tomato Cage !!! 
Heavy Duty 4 Rings  17.5in Ring Diameter x 54” H  

(Folded: 1in D x 60in H)  Only $22.95 each  5 lbs  
The easy-to-install, sturdy plant support system that folds 
up flat for easy storage. Made of durable, heavy-duty galva-
nized steel construction. Easily installed, removed, stored 
and re-used year after year! Legs push into soil to firmly 
secure cage. Hinged for fold up wall storage.  

42” Folding Tomato Cage Heavy Duty 3 Rings $16.95  4 lb 

17.5in Ring Diameter x 42” High   (Folded: 1in  x 50in H)   

16” x 42” Square  HD Stackable 
Galvanized & Folding  $12.95  6 lbs 
13” x 40” Square Folding Heavy Duty 
Galvanized $14.95   6 lbs 
13” x 48” Square Folding Heavy Duty 
Galvanized $17.95   6 lbs 
13” x 56” Square Folding Heavy Duty 
Galvanized $19.95  6 lbs 

14” x 42” Round  Galvanized 
3 ring Heavy Duty  $6.95 
14” x 42” Round  Colored 
3 ring Heavy Duty  $8.95 
16” x 54” Round Galvanized 
Most Popular 
4 ring Heavy Duty $7.95 
18” x 30” Round Colored or galv 
Peony Support 
2 ring Heavy Duty  $6.95 

Light Duty Round Cages 
Round Cage 12” x 33” small 3 ring light duty $2.95 
Round Cage 16” x 54” [4 ring light duty] $4.95 

A Frame Support 
Use for pole beans, cucum-
bers  & peas   
Or whatever you decide to 
plant under it 
 
$10.75 each    5 lbs 

Folding Pea Trellis/Fence Great for peas, cucumbers and 
other vining crops! Great for trellising peas and cucumbers, this long-
lasting galvanized wire fence allows you to easily trellis and train your 
plants. The vertical growth allows you use less space in your garden 
and allows for easier harvesting. This fence quickly folds flat for easy 

storage at the end of the season  40” tall x 9 feet long  $15.95        
Shipping wt 6 lbs 

Folding Wire Fence 
Our folding wire fence is a favorite among gardeners. Available in a 
variety of colors, they are perfect for use along borders, walkways, 
drives and flower beds. Available 4 colors White, Green, Black,         

2 lbs                                                                 3 lbs 

18” x 10 feet  $5.95  ~~~~~  32” x 10 feet  $15.95 
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Velcro® One Wrap Garden Ties Green  
Plant ties offer a quick, easy-to-use solution for 
staking and training small, delicate plants or plants 
that need extra support. Simply wrap the plant tie 
around the plant and post, stake, or trellis. Then 
simply press to secure in place. 1/2 lb any size 

1/2in x 30ft  $3.95  -  1/2in x 50ft  $5.75 
1/2in x 75ft  $8.95  -     1in x 35ft  $7.95 
2in x 18ft  $8.95 
1/2in x 45ft -with Cutter- $6.95 
1/2in x 6” Precut  12 ct  $3.95 
1/2in x 8” Precut  45 ct  $5.95 

SLIM SOFT-TIE - Slim 3.5mm diameter   Ideal for 
tomatoes and clematis, and assembling cane and wil-
low structures 8m Roll   

Green or Brown   $3.95        1/2 lb 

Plant and Tree Guard 
Can use more than one to accommodate larger plants 
and trees Flexible, fits around different sized plants and 
trees Open air design permits maximum sunlight and 

airflow     Sold in 2-pack  $8.95   3 lb. 

Luster Leaf® Rapiclip® Tomato Clips 
Easily clip plants to stakes and wires.  

15 pack Large Twist Clips $3.25   1/2 lb 
30 pack Small Twist clips  $2.75  1/2 lb 

Luster Leaf® Rapiclip® Plant Clips 
Green colored hinged plastic clips that blend with 
plants being supported. Easy to use with only one 

hand. 15pk - 1inx1.5in   $4.25   1/2 lb 



 

Ross Tree & Garden Netting  
 Lightweight, easy to handle netting pro-
tects your trees and shrubs from pesky 
animals. Netting can be cut with scissors. 
UV protected plastic mesh  

7 ft x 21 ft. $8.95 1 lb    
7 ft x 100 ft   $19.95  2 lb                                                                 
14 ft. X14 ft. $8.95 1 lb  
26 ft x 30 ft   $29.95 2 lb 
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Easy Tunnel Row Cover Kits 
Quick and easy to use, Easy Tunnels 
are a 1 piece design that opens like an 
accordion fold neatly away after use. 
They have open and closable drawstring 
ends for variable ventilation or complete 
closed protection.  rust proof galvanized 

steel hoops.   4 lbs any tunnel     
Net Tunnels; For Insect & Sun Protection Provide shade 
against strong sunlight, Helps to conserve moisture,  Protects from 
insects and birds,  Made from U.V.– stabilized, high density 5mm 

mesh polyethylene    118” long x 24” wide x 18” high    $22.95    
Fleece Tunnels; For Frost Protection Creates warmth and 
insulation while allowing air, moisture and sunlight to filter through.  
Forms a barrier against frost and harsh weather.  Made from U.V.– 
stabilized, 45gsm heavy-weight polypropylene fleece.  

118” long x 24” wide x 18” high   $24.95 
Micromesh Tunnels; For Insect & Sun Protection  
ULTIMATE INSECT BARRIER for fruits & vegetables. UV-stabilized, 
ultra-fine 0.6mm x 0.6mm mesh Allows air and water to pass through. 

Green tint provides shade   118"L x 23.6"W x 17.7"H    $22.95 
Poly Tunnels;  Can’t wait to get out in the garden for an early 

start on planting spring vegetables? It 
warms the soil to stimulate quicker earli-
er growth & provides protection against 
harsh weather and pests. UV stabilized 
150 micron heavy duty polyethylene 
118” long x 24” wide x 18” high   

$26.95 

Haxnicks Twist-Up Tomato Cloche 
Protects against blight, slugs, and harsh weather 
Ideal for growing tomatoes and other tall plants 
Pops up quickly and folds down neatly to store 
Enables earlier planting!  

19"D X 43"H 2 lbs $17.95              

DeWitt Solar Heating Gro-Tunnel 
Constructed of UV treated polypropylene 
spun bond fabric which absorbs the heat of 
the sun while allowing air, water and light 
through to stimulate growth. has two solar 
heated water tubes that run along each 
side. Each tube holds 10 gallons of water, 
that will release BTUs of heat at night. The 
floor is made from  Weed-Barrier Fabric, 
which collects heat, prevents weed growth 
and conserves soil moisture, When plants mature you simply slide the 
side of the Gro-Tunnel upward and harvest your crop  

2’wide X 10’long X 18” high     4 lbs.      $25.95 

PLANT JACKET INSULATED  
Perfect for spring or fall's freezing weather 
Lightweight durable green material allows 
plants to breathe Built-in cinch cord to secure 
plant jacket to plants and pots   

6’ Round  $6.95  2 lbs     
8’ Round  $9.95  3 lbs 

Hotkaps   King Size or Regular 
An effective and inexpensive solution to the 
weathers uncertainty. strong wax paper 
domes that cover individual plants like a mini-
greenhouse. provides emergency protection 
that is necessary to set plants out early in the 
season. They can be put in place quickly and 
easily by first placing the Hotkap over the 
plant, then covering the flanges with soil, 
Shelters from frost, hail, rain, and wind, plus 
protection from birds and insects, puts your mind at ease. keeps the 
soil and air warm around your seedlings. When protection is no longer 
necessary, you can remove them and save for future crops,  
slit the top of the Hotkap allowing the plant to breath 

Regular 11” x 6 1/2” H  $.40 each   wt per 20 - 1 lb 

King Size 11” Dia. x 9 1/2” H $.75 each  wt per 20 - 2lbs 

We also have bulk rolls of Pro 34 row cover  
4-6 degree protection     7’ x 100’  $39.95 / 
7’ x 250’  $95.95 or can cut off roll for $.50 per ft 

DeWitt® N-Sulate™  
Frost Protection Blanket  
A 1.5oz, medium weight, permeable, UV-
treated fabric designed to protect flowering 
annuals, bedding plants and vegetables from 
the severe cold and freezing temperatures. 
This fabric installs easily and is reusable. 
lengthen your harvest time and extend your 
flowering season.    

10ft x 12ft   $16.95    2 lbs 
6 ftx 50ft  $28.95   2 lbs 

Pop-n-Crop Plant Umbrella  
is a completely new and unique way to protect 
fruit, vegetables, herbs, plants and more from pesky 
birds, butterflies, pets and pests! It really couldnt be 
simpler or quicker - simply open the umbrella, push 
the spike into the ground until flush.(39 diameter x 16 

high)  $47.95   5 lbs 

Dalen Harvest Guard Premium Blanket  
Floating cover traps heat and moisture to produce 
bigger, better and earlier crop yields. Easy to use – 
“floats” over crops without support. Also protects 
against frost, insects, and birds. Reusable  

10ft x 20ft   2 lbs    $16.95 
40in x 50ft Roll   2 lbs   $14.95 

w w w . d u t c h g a r d e n n u r s e r y . c o m  

Pop-Up Net Growbag Cage  
is a great way to protect your small 
rows of plants from pests and bugs. 
Simply remove from the bag, open it up and start 
protecting those plants. Fold away and store indoors 
at the end of the season. L:43in W:17in H: 21.5in  

4 lbs  $39.95 

Forest Shade Tarp  
Heavy duty 4.5 oz  tarp 
tightly woven fabric pro-
vides more puncture resistance and the 
thicker coatings on each side adds longer 
life. High density polyethylene Heat 

sealed & double stitched seams • 9-10 mil thickness • 3/16” bolt roping 
in hem • Black anodized grommets about every three feet around the 

hem • Green both sides   6x8’ $12.95 ~ 8x10’ $12.95    
9x12’ $22.95 ~ 12x20’ $39.95 

New 

New 

http://www.bfgsupply.com/order-now/product/0/248359/bosmere-haxnicks-eco-fleece-tunnel-3cs
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Bulk Pro 5 Weed Mat   20+ Year fabric                                                
The most effective fabric weed control product on the 
market today. 5oz woven needle punched material for the 
ultimate in strength, durability and weed control.  
Reduces the need for herbicides.                                                                                                            
3 ft. wide   $.60/ ft.  Or 250 ft. roll  $135.00                                                                                                                 
4 ft. wide   $.80/ ft.  Or 250 ft. roll  $180.00  
5 ft. wide   $1.00/ ft.  Or 250 ft. roll  $225.00                                                                                                                       
6 ft. wide   $1.20/ ft.  Or 250 ft. roll  $270.00  
8 ft. wide   $1.40/ ft.  Or 250 ft. roll  $315.00  

Precut & Prepackaged   20 year fabric 
3’ x 24’  $19.95   3 lbs        3’ x 50’  $38.95  5 lbs  
3’ x 100’  $69.95  5 lbs      

Lightweight 3.5 oz. 6 Year Weed Mat    
UV and hydrophilic treated for water permeability. Dark fabric 
for the ultimate in light blockage to stop weed growth.                                   

Black 3ft x 300 ft.  $.30/ ft. Or  full roll  $65.95 18 lbs. 

Steel Landscape Fabric Anchoring Pins 
U-shaped steel pins that are angled at their ends for quicker and 
easier installation.          

12 per bag   $2.75    1 lb 
75 per box   $8.95    6 lbs. 

Garden Weed Barrier  Organic -  
All Natural Biodegradable Paper Mulch   
Economical, lightweight paper mulch that is alterna-
tive to black plastic. is chemical free and OMRI 
Listed® paper mulch is perfect for vegetable gardens 
and designed for annual plantings. stops weeds, 
helps conserve moisture  

4ft x 40ft   $17.95  4 lbs.    
2’x40’   $9.95   2 lbs. 

Preen® Weed Control Fabric 
Non-chemical weed control product t Inhibits 
weed growth, yet allows water to penetrate to 
enable desired plantings to thrive  

  3’x50    5 year  $6.95  per roll   3 lbs 
  3’x60   15 year $12.95  per roll  4 lbs 

  3’x50   25 year $17.95  per roll  5 lbs 

Biodegradable Anchoring Pins    6” long 
Made from a biodegradable plastic. Use these where you don’t 

want metal pins later.    .30 each or  

 Plastic Anchoring Pins    6” long 
 Use these where you don’t want metal pins later.  

6 per bag  $2.95   1/2 lb per bag 

Red Re-Pins™ are the ideal anchors for temporary cov-
erings such as  N-Sulate cold weather plant protector. 
These nonpermanent stakes are easy to install and remove. 
Re-pins™ are UV-treated with highly visible red plastic and 

durable enough for lot of reuse   $.30 each  1 lb per 12 

Precut & Prepackaged   12 year fabric 
4’ x 100’ $49.95 13 lbs.  /  4’ x 50’  $28.95  7 lbs 

Bosmere® Coco Fiber Ring 
Weed Mat  - 24in Diameter 
Stops weeds growing and gives a neat 
well cared for appearance around trees 
and shrubs. Light weight, easy to work 
with. Half inch thick all natural coco liner 
with natural latex binder that allows wa-
ter, air and nutrients to reach roots.    

$10.95  each 

SUPERthrive  The Original Vitamin Solution  
 a highly concentrated non-toxic vitamin solu-
tion invigorating all variety of greenery for 
home gardeners and professionals alike. 
hydroponics, and foliar spraying. Kelp, newly added 
in 2013, integrates contemporary research with the existing 
nutrition provided by SUPERthrive since 1940.        

16 oz Pint  $36.95        1 lb 

New 

DeWitt® Natural Burlap  
Top-quality, medium-weave burlap that is the 
biodegradable, economical choice for hun-
dreds of uses around the home. Ideal for soil 
erosion control, plant protection, wind 
screen, tree wraps and arts and crafts. Natu-
ral organic material.  

3’x12’  $7.50   5 lbs 
3’x24’  $12.50  6 lbs 



 

Spectracide® Weed & Grass Killer 
Kills over 155 types of weeds with visible results as fast 
as 3 hours. Rain fast in 15 minutes. Kills to the root! 

1gal Ready to Use   $15.95    8 lbs. 
32 oz Ready to Use  $5.95     2 lbs 
 

Martins Stump Killer 
Effective in cut surface applications for 
killing unwanted trees and preventing 
undesirable sprouting of cut trees in for-
est and other non-crop areas. Ready-to-use formula in 
convenient squirt bottle. A blue dye is included that al-
lows applicator to readily view the application to make 
sure it is complete. Active ingredients: 5.4% Picloram 
and 20.9% 2,4-D. 

32 oz 2 lbs RTU  $15.95  

Tordon RTU  Stump & Brush Killer 
specialty herbicide effectively kills cut stumps 
when you are cleaning out fence lines 
and non-cropland areas. No mixing or 
measuring is required, and you can use it 
nearly year-round. Just pour it into the convenient quirt 
bottle applicator and go to work. Keeps more than 20 
woody species at bay. Translocates into the tree's root 
system to stop resprouts. No-freeze formulation keeps 
the product flowing freely. The blue dye in Tordon RTU 
lets you easily keep track of treated stumps.  

Quart 2lbs RTU  $29.95 
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Super Concentrate Killzall Weed & 
Grass Killer    (Same as Roundup) 
Non-selective weed and grass killer, contains a double-
surfactant formulation that dries on plant fast to start work-
ing quickly. Multiple use formulation...near fences, in paths, 

patios, sidewalks, curbs and driveways. Around trees, shrubs, flower 
beds and buildings.  
16 oz.  Super concentrate  $18.95  1..5 lb 
32 oz.  Super concentrate  $29.95   2.5 lb 
1 Gallon Super concentrate  $69.95  9 lb. 

Trimec® Crabgrass Plus Lawn Weed Killer 
For control of grass weeds PLUS broadleaf weed control. 
Controls crabgrass and foxtail PLUS dandelions, plan-
tain and other broadleaf weeds in late spring and summer 
lawns. Contains quinclorac for grassy weed control.  

32oz Concentrate - Covers Up to 5,000sq ft $15.95   2.5 lb 

2,4-D Selective Weed Killer  
This product will kill or control many Broadleaf Weeds in 
addition to many other noxious plants susceptible to 2, 4-D.  
For Control Of In Lawns, Ponds, Drainage Ditchbanks, Pas-
tures and Rangelands. Mix 3 Tablespoons per Gallon  

See Strawberry care pages on for use on Strawberries 

32 oz. Conc. $9.95 2.5 lbs. /  1 Gal. Conc. $22.95  9 lbs 

Ferti·lome® Over-The-Top II Grass Killer  
Sethoxydim Post 18%. Controls annual and perennial grass 
weeds. Systemic selective broad spectrum post-emergent 
herbicide that can be sprayed over desired plants listed Can 
be used on vegetables, gardens, trees, shrubs, ornamentals 

and ground covers. Stops growth of weed grasses within two days. 

2 Tbs per gal. makes 8 gal of spray  8 oz. conc. 1.5 lb  $28.95 
See Strawberry care pages on for use on Strawberries 

Chickweed, Clover & Oxalis Selective Weed Killer  
Treats Up to 5,000sq ft Contains Horsepower® (Triclopyr + 
MCPA + Dicamba). Systemic action kills to the root. Plus, 
the label lists over 150 additional tough to control weeds. 
Not for sale in AK, CA, HI.  Mix 3 Tablespoons per Gallon  

16 oz concentrate  $10.95    1.5 lbs 
32 oz RTU  $7.95     2.5 lbs 

Roundup QuikPro® Herbicide 
A post-emergent systemic herbicide with no residual soil 
activity. provides broad spectrum control of many annual 
and perennial weeds, woody brush, and trees. Active Ingre-
dient: Glyphosate   Rate: Varies depending on application 
method. See label for complete information.  Controls: An-
nual and perennial grassy and broadleaf weeds, woody 

brush and trees.    5 x 1.5oz Pack     $13.95  1 lb 
1.67gal Conc. with Diquat and surfactant. $89.95 19 lb 

Grass Beater® Selective Weed Control 
Sethoxydim 13%. “Over the top” selective weed killer takes 
out grassy weeds without harming desirable plants. Great 
for vegetable gardens, groundcovers, flower beds, shrubs, 
trees. A simple water dilution, no crop oil needed.  

See Strawberry care pages on for use on Strawberries 

3 Tbs per gal of spray  8 oz. concentrate  $25.95   1.5 lb 

GRASS B GON® GARDEN GRASS KILLER 
Tired of unwelcome grass popping up in your garden? Pro-
tect your ground covers, plant beds, landscapes, shrubs 
and trees with Grass B Gon® This ready-to-use, selective, 
systemic formula kills existing grasses without harming 
listed landscape plants*. Plus there's no mixing required - 

just spray and go.  32 oz. RTU  $8.95     2.5 lb 

BioAdvanced® 5-In-1 Weed and Feed™ 
It’s five solutions for your lawn, all in one bag. 1. Kills 

tough broadleaf weeds. 2. Pre-
vents new broadleaf weeds for up to 
6 months. 3. Kills large Crabgrass. 4. Prevents new 
Crabgrass for up to 6 months. 5. Greens up to 3 
months. Use only on established lawns of the follow-
ing turf types: Fescue, Bermudagrass, Buffalograss, 
Kentucky Bluegrass, Ryegrass, Seashore Paspalum 
and Zoysia. Not for sale in: CA, FL, HI, NY.  

24 lb bag  $72.95    covers 10,000 sq ft 
9.6 lb bag  $32.95    covers  5,000 sq ft 

Bonide® BurnOut® Formula II  
A fast-acting grass and weed killer, approved 
for organic gardening (including vegetable gardens). 

1Qt Concentrate  $34.95   2 lbs 
1 Gallon RTU  $29.95    8 lbs 
 

BioAdvanced® Season Long Weed Control for Lawns  
Great for controling winter annuals like dandelions. 

Proprietary 2-in-1 formula provide: 1.) Pre-emergent 
control of listed broadleaf weeds for up to 6 months 2.) 
Post-emergent control of listed broadleaf weeds. Great 
for controling winter annuals like dandelions. Can be 
used in the Spring and the Fall. Rainproof in 1 hour. 
Northern Lawns - treats up to 4,500 sq. ft; Southern 
Lawns - treats up to 9,000 sq. ft. Actives: 2.63% Isoxa-
ben; 4.73% 2,4-D dimethylamine salt; 1.10% Mecoprop-
p potassium salt; 0.52% Dicamba, potassium salt. Not 
for sale, distribution or use in NY. Do not use on Carpet-

grass, improved varieties of St. Augustinegrass (such as Floratam), 
Dichondra or desirable Clovers.   

29 oz Concentrate   $12.95   2 lb 
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Herbicide Granules Weed & Grass Stopper      Compare To PREEN 
An easy way to prevent weed growth around ornamental trees, shrubs and listed flower andvegetable gardens and other areas 
where undesired weed growth may occur. Weed free flowerbeds and gardens can be yours! Controls Annual Bluegrass, Barnyard 
grass, Crabgrass, Johnson Grass and many other grasses and flowers listed on label. Application Rate: Apply as early as possi-
ble in the growing season for season-long weed control. Can be applied anytime around trees, shrubs and established plants. For 
established plants at least 2” to 3” tall sprinkle on soil surface at the rate of 1 oz  per 10 sq. ft. 

4 lb. Shaker Bag $11.95              /            15 lb. Bag   $24.95 

How to Apply  When plants are dry, sprinkle this product on soil surface at rate given below for your specific planting situation. Once activated 
by watering, it forms a weed control barrier in the top layer of soil (1 – 2 inches), preventing weed seeds from germinating. Disturbance to the 
soil surface after activation may result in erratic weed control.  Apply Preen during the growing season around established plants and trans-
plants. Preen should not be used on flower seeds. It can be used after flowering plants have germinated and are 2 – 3 inches tall. Preen may 
also be incorporated into the soil or applied after mulching beds. By applying Preen as early as possible, you can eliminate the need for hand 
weeding. Rain does not wash this product out of the soil. To keep beds weed free all season long, reapply Preen every 9 – 12 weeks. 

Applying Around Established and Transplanted Plants  For flowers, roses, herbs, ground covers, ornamental grasses, shrubs, trees, and 
listed vegetables at least 2 – 3 inches tall, sprinkle Preen  evenly over the entire soil surface, at the rate of 1 oz per 10 sq ft, being sure to keep 
granules away from plant roots and foliage. Immediately water. If watering-in is not convenient, lightly rake into soil surface. Always wash or 
brush off stray weed preventer granules from plant foliage to avoid damage or discoloration. 

Applying with Mulch For best weed control, we recommend applying Preen  after spreading mulch on your flower and shrub beds. Sprinkle 
Preen on top of the mulch being sure to keep granules away from plant foliage. Immediately water this product into the mulch. If watering-in is 
not convenient, lightly rake into top layer of mulch. Always wash or brush off stray granules from plant foliage to avoid damage or discoloration. 

              This is not the product label. Always read and follow directions on the product label. Use only as directed. 

Preen One Lawncare delivers three essential lawn treatments in one easy step. First, it stops crabgrass and other lawn 
weeds of its type from growing all season long. It stops the seeds. It gets the seedlings. Second, it tackles and kills 250 of the 
toughest broadleaf lawn weeds, including dandelions. It kills them down to the roots. And third, it feeds the lawn for 8 
weeks. Typical weed and feed products don’t prevent crabgrass. Another product is required. Preen One Lawncare does it 
all! Weed, feed and crabgrass control in one easy spring application. Plus, it can be used on both cool season and warm sea-
son grasses! This three-in-one product kills and controls many of the toughest weeds that can choke a lawn.  Apply in 
spring or in fall for guaranteed control of 250 types of common, aggressive weeds that plague homeowners coast-to-coast, 
including: crabgrass, dandelion, annual bluegrass, marestail/horseweed, foxtail, chickweed, clover, creeping Charlie/ground 
ivy, dock, henbit, nettle, plantain, purslane, prostrate knotweed, cinquefoil, spurge, woodsorrel, and more. It also knocks out 
such regional bullies as: dallisgrass, Virginia buttonweed, dollarweed, cudweed, English daisy, wild garlic, wild onion, wild 

violet and more.          Covers 5,000 Sq ft                                 18 lb. bag  $44.95 

PREEN   WEED  PREVENTER  PRODUCTS 71 

Preen Garden Weed Preventer                                        
The flower and garden weed preventer. Proven effective 
with 180 varieties of bulbs, flowers, roses, shrubs, trees 
and vegetables. Stops weeds before they start. Apply just 
once and enjoy weed-free gardens for up to 14 weeks. 
Ready to use granular form requires no  or mixing.  

5.62lb Shaker Bottle $17.95 / 16 lb Bucket $34.95 

Organic Preen Vegetable Garden            
This all organic vegetable garden weed preventer tar-
gets crabgrass, dandelions, plantain and other weeds 
while being safe, immediately after application, for 
plants, kids, pets and wildlife. 5lbs treats up to 2500sq 

ft.       5lb Shaker Jug   $17.95                                                                        

Preen® Lawn Crabgrass Control 
Prevents crabgrass all season long. Can be applied up to 
four weeks later than other crabgrass preventer. Pre-
vents crabgrass and 40+ common lawn weeds.   

Covers up to 5,000 sq ft  18 lb.  Bag  $25.95 

Preen Garden Weed Preventer Plus Plant Food works all 
season long! Unlike other weed killers and plant foods, 
one easy application prevents weeds up to 3 months 
and feeds your plants for beautiful color, foliage and 
strong roots to help avoid insects and disease. This 
product can be used anytime during the spring, summer, 
or fall in flower and ornamental garden beds, around 
ground covers, trees, and shrubs. Although this product 
will not kill existing weeds, it will prevent new weeds 

from sprouting – eliminating the need for difficult and time-consuming 
hand weeding. There is no chance of overfeeding or burning your 
plants when used as directed. Without weeds, your valuable plants can 
grow larger and stronger. Your beds will stay neat and weed-free all 

season long!    5.62 lb jug  $19.95  /  16 lb. bucket  $39.95 

Preen Extended Control 
6 months Guaranteed control 
Stop weeds before they start. For use around trees and 
shrubs. Blocks weeds for six months  

4.93 lb. jug  $25.95 
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